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I. INTRODUCTION

li It is generally conceded that, although noise control

requirements are included in the building codes of a number

Ii of countries, these requirements are not very successful in

preventing complaints of Inadequate privacy from the tenants

of thebuildingsto whichthe codesapply, i

IN part, this failurecan be attributedto the fact _ithat the masking effect of backgroundnoise is not taken {

.il
into account in the codes, and thus, a construction that p

;I would be entirely satisfactory in a noisy urban neighbor-

hood would give rise to serious complaint in a quiet suburb.
,7
_" In addition, it is not feasible in a code requirement

to accoun_ for all the different life styles in a community.

A family with many noisy children (or other noisy activities)

may not even notice the noise coming from next door; but if

{_ the tenants happen to be an elderly couple of quiet habits,

they may hear and complain bitterly of the neighbors' noise•
The same building construction cannot make everyone equally

E satisfied with his privacy.

Nevertheless, the fact is that in many cases the

architect has chosen appropriate building constructions

which should satisfy the tenants at least most of the time,
and still there are complaints• The question is why?

_ The answer is not hard to find. Hardly anyone dis-
putes that if a reasonably good structure was selected in

designing the building and, nevertheless, there are serious

noise problems, then something must have gone wrong in the

_ process of constructing the buildlng.., something that the
building code, as written, and the normal practices of the

I_ enforcemen_ agency were powerless to prevent. Either the

'_ code specified the wrong acoustical properties for the

_,_ building, or it was ineffectively enforced•

" DRAFT
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In order to come to a understanding of some ofbetter

these problems, the author has visited a number of European

countries where noise requirements in the building codes
have been accepted as a matter of course for many years.

"In interviews with the people actively concerned with the !
codes and. their enforcement, the various approaches taken •

by different countries were explored by means of a question-

I_I naire, reproduced here as Appendix C.

_. The results of those interviews, supplemented by sub-
..que..= correspondence and discnss_cn, and by the contempo-

rary literature, are presentedin this report, ii

It will become evident that the countries represented !!

"_ fall into two rather sharply defined groups: those that

have been active in enforcing the noise control require-

_ ments in one way or another, and those in which support

I for adequate enforcement has not been found. Naturally,

I _ the responses to the Interview/questionnaire from the latter
I

] group were few and rather general. For our present pur-
enforcem nposes, we have more to learn from the "active e t"

_roup. For this reason, the detailed responses on code

enforcement from these two groups of countries are presented

eepa_teZ_, Appendix B, beginning alphabetical
in (in order)

with the more active countries: Denmark, France, The

I _ Netherlands, Sweden, The United Kingdom, and West Germany.
!

The second group includes Austria, Belgium, East Germany,

Japan, U.S.S.R., Spain, Switzerland, and The United States.i No information is available for countries not mentioned here.

I I_ Appendix A presents, for the countries named above and

also for certain countries of Eastern Europe, descriptions

i _ of the contsnts of the codes; that is, the kind of assess-ment criteria used for sound insulation in the various

!_ countries, and also the requirements for sound insulation

m specified in the codes.

i: DRAFT
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Many of the codas have requirements on the maximum '

1i acceptable _ndoor noise levels (some focus on the noise gen- ,i

crated by equipment in the dwelling or in the building; a

few are also concerned with noise from outdoors). All the

codes have requirements on airborne sound insulation (or

I_ isolation)andimpactsoundinsulation, i

Thesequantitiesarealwaysspecifiedfordwellings, ,

I_ but in many of the codes requirements are also given for

other kinds of buildings: hotels, offices, schools, etc.

J_ Because this report is not primarily concerned with the

contents of the codes themselves but with the means of an-
' forcing them, Appendix A makes no attempt to cover all of

the noise control requirements in the codes, instead, it

presents only the typical airborne and impact insulation }_
requirements for dwellings. Even so,.where a code goes into

great detail concerning different kinds of.space within

the dwelling, it did not seem useful to present the entire

[_ array of requirements. Thus, attention is confined to the
principal living spaces, such as living rooms, bedrooms,

kitchens,andbaths.

Appendices A and B, dealing with code content and code

I_ enforcement, respectively, present
the collected information

i_ considerable detail. The main body of this report at-

tempts to form certain generalizations from those details;
it focuses upon two especially interesting enforcement

I_ approaches, and draws tentative conclusions intended to
provide guidance in the framing of noise control require-

men_s for a new model building code for the United States.

For this purpose it will explore the nature of the

_'_ requirements in the various codes, compare their similarities

and differences, examine the means of enforcing the require-

,_ ments, and attempt to evaluate their effectiveness.

P
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The key word here is "effectiveness," because we wish

to discover, if possible, what it takes to make such noise

5.
control requirements work. __

An obvious approach for Judging the effectiveness of

a given code would be to conduct a program or field tests: of acoustica_ performance in buildings BEFORE the code

.._ requirements are adopted; and then to repeat the tests -_

"* iJ later, on buildings erected after the code is in force, in _.;
order to see what, if any, improvement has been achieved, i

So far, no country has yet carried out such an or-

_ ganized _tu_j _o coirlpletion, in faa_, unfortunately, the .._ available field data on the acoustical performance of build- i.:

ings are scarce, scattered, and not well organized; but _

certain conclusions can be drawn from the.rather sparse _Jb_

informationat hand. _'!

" DRAFT



2. EXISTING BUILDING CODE NOISE REQUIREMENTS

The assessment of airborne and impact nolse performance,

•in all the codes with the exception of France, is made by

comparing a measured curve of transmission loss (or noise

I _ reduction or impact noise) against a reference curve, whichis regarded as representing more or less adequate acoustical

performance. In one way or another, the differences betweenthe reference curve and the measured curve are used to cal-

culate a slngle-number rating. The codes then state their

acoustical performance requirements in terms of the single-

number ratings. (See Appendix A for a more detailed dis-

[_ cussion.) [!

In North America, we use the familiar Sound Trans-
_ mission Class and Impact Insulation Class (STC and IIC), as

shown in Fig. 1. The reference curve for ST0 (for example)

is translated up or down until it matches the curve of mea-

sured data, according to certain prescribed rules, at which

point the STC for the wall is read off as the value of the
shiftedreferencecurve at 500 Hz. i

Similar rules are used for calculating the acoustical
-- ¢

ratings in most other countries, though some countries,

such as Belgium, the United Kingdom, and Rumania, assign

"categories" rather than numerical ratings. Figure 2 shows

a comparison of the reference curves of several countries.
They are similar in shape for the most part but they differ

significantly in absolute level. Moreover, the curve-fitting rules permit different allowed deviations. It is

.._ difficult, therefore, to compare directly the code require-
_ ments against one another.

'_' For comparison of the airborne noise requirements, the

fol]_wlng procedure was used. Pink noise was assumed in the

,.| source room, at 80 dB in each octave band, and the cor-

responding A-weighted sound level was calculated. Then the

D£A£T
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NR values represented by the reference curve woro subtracted

, from the source room sound levels, band by band, to get the

• receiving room sound levels, from which were calculated the

corresponding levels. The difference in'A-A-welghted

weighted le'vels in the source and receiving rooms is the

I _ measure of protection against airborne noise required by •

} the code. For impact noise, the A-weighted level correspond-

Ing to the referencecurvewas calculated. :

The results are shown in Fig. 3, for the various

countries studied.

Many codes have different requirements according tothe types of rooms involved. We restrict our attention

here to the requirements for bedroom-llving room combina-

tions. Column 2 indicates the quantity measured: either

the transmlssion loss (R) or the normalized noise reduction

Column 3 gives the symbol of tl_e single-number rating(ON).

used in each case. (For more details see Appendix A.)

There Ss a tendency for Western European countries to fol-
low the lead of the International Standards Organisation

(ISO), with airborne and impact indices Ia and Ii, whereas
in Eastern Europe most countries follow the Council for

Mutual Economic Aid (CMEA), with indices EL and ET.*

Columns _ and 5 give the minimum and maximum noise control

requirements as actually stated in the codes for airborne

whereas columns 6 and 7 give the corresponding
sound,

equivalent requirements in terms of A-welghted sound levels,

calculated for this report for the purpose of readily com-
paring the code requirements. (See Sec. A.3.8 of Appendix

A.) Noise control requirements for impact noise, as stated

! _ "The subscripts L and T stand for the German wsrds luft (air)
and tritt (footstep).
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in the codes, are given in columns 8 and 9, and the A- . :.

weighted sound level equivalents in columns l0 and ll.

For airborne sound, the range of minimum requirements

J,i is 48 to 54 dBA; for maximum requirements it is 52 to 57

"dBA.
For "impact noise, the range of minimum requirements is

i
- _ 77 down to 59 dBA; the range of maximum requirements is 74

to 57 dBA. (The requirements shown for the United States

are those contained in the Minimum Property Standards of [_E

the FederalHousingAdministration.) 2

] :;Figure 4 shows the distribution of these code require-

ments. The minimum a_rborne noise requirements for the ii

U.S.A are near the low end of the range, but are typical. ,,
The U.S.A minimum impact noise requirement is seen to be

rather strict in comparison with the others. The UnitedStates maximum requirements, both airborne and impact, are

quite strict compared to the others.

,o DRAFT
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-- 3. ENFORCEMENT HETHODS

'_ We have seen in the previous section various noise con-
L

trol requirements in building codes. But a code requirementis no better, than its means of enforcement. Let us look,

•therefore, at some of the methods adopted for enforcing the

various noise codes, as shown in Fig. 5. (Note the key at

lower left.)

" (Row i) Almost all countries rely on required in- ,'

speotion of the building drawings, before ,!

issuing the permit to build. ,!

(Row 2) • Most also suggest, or_require, approved _i
types of constructions, that are.known from

experience (or previous measurements) to

provide reasonable performance. /

(Rows 3 " TWO countries (France and The Netherlands)

and 4) have tried to improve the acoustic per-

formance in their buildings by providing

_ some kind of financial bonus for improved

performance, or by providing a framework

for exploitingthe market advantage of
better sound isolation. (We shall return

to the French program later.)
(Row 5) In two countries (W. Germany and Denmark),

there have been isolated examples where
the rent was ordered reduced, because of

_.l poor sound isolation.

(Row 6) • In many countries, at least some acoustical

la testing is done in the finished building.

(Row 7) " Remedial measures to correct faulty sound

insulation are undertaken only if the fail-
J

ure to meet code requirements is quite

_ serious; and, again, only in Government-

financed projects, as a rule. I

,:. DR T I l





(ROW 8) There may also be pilot tests of novel con-

struetlonto demonstratecompliancewith
the code requirements. But this is true ;_

only in buildings financed by the Govern-
ment (I0 to 25% of the total number of

buildings built per year).

I In most countries, even those in which noise require- i_
menss have existed for many years, it is only in the last
5 to 8 years that people have begun to take the enforcement

of these regulations seriously.
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4. TWO ENFORCEMENT APPROACHES OF SPECIAL INTEREST i

!.
The approaches to code enforcement in various countries

are detailed in Appendixg. Here, we concentrateon twocountries that have adopted interesting approaches to en-

-foreement: West Germany and France. One aims at success

by means of very vigorous enforcement, the ether by means

of monetary premiums and market advantage. These approaches

are not mutually exeluslve_ in fact, they have common as- ..

poets in practice. Both rely on test measurements in the

_. finished building.

4.1 West Germany

There is no nationwide building code noise requirement

that applies over all of Germany. Instead, there is aNational Standard (DIN 4109) that contains quantitative

requirements for noise control in buildings, and specifies i'both minimum acceptable levels of performance, as well as a

higher quality of performance. This DIN sbandard is not Law.

But each German State has a building code that, instead

of specifying numerical requirements of acoustical per-formance, uses phrases like "sufficient noise isolation"

or "must be state-of-the-art." Concurrently, however,

another Ministerial Order defines the National DIN Standard

as "state-of-the-art," and it thus effectively becomes law,

even by way of the back.door.
if

(Incidentally, there is a great deal of practical ad-vantage to this approach, since it is not necessary to

change the law in all the German States, in order to intro-

duce improvements in the measuring methods, or in the

change !
i_ the National for this makes the change auto-

matlcally effective in all the States.)



L

-- The minimum German requirementsarc for: LSM and

_i TSM = 0. The compliance testa are made by about 40 offi-

clally designated testing organizations throughout Germany. i

Each such organisation must send its test team to the German

National Bureau of Standards every two years, to have its

test procedures evaluated and approved. '

Figure 6 shows field test results on walls in Bavaria,

L:_ from 1960 to 1963. There were very few extremely bad re-

sults (LSM < -i0), and not many very good results (LSM > +i0)._ :

Most of the buildings, throughout this period, Just passed
the requirements of LS_ = 0.

-- It is tempting to speculate whether the sudden increase

in very good walls in 1963 occurred because the National

13 noise standard on which the Bavarian building code is based

was revisedand improvedin that year.

, jr
5

' Figure 7 shows comparable results for impact sound .

isolation. Because floating floor slabs are almost uni- iversaliy used in Germany, the impact noise isolation is

usually very good. Even so, a trend is evident: decreasing

numbers of test results in the mediocre categories (-5 to 0)

and (0 to 5), and a steady increase in the number of tests

in the very good category (> +lO).

A similar story emerges in North Germany, as shown in

the impact insulation test results in Table I: a steadily

diminishing number of failures of the minimum requirement,

an increasing buildings complying the
and number of with

"higher quality" standards. Table II shows comparable re-

sults for airborne sound insulation.

The most dramatic comparison is between the poor acous-

tical quality in the housing built immediately after the war

and the housing of some 18 years later, as shown in Fig. 8.

E)FtAFT
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-. TABLE I. GERMAN FIELD TESTS OF SOUND INSULATION ^/'_,9 .:'

,_: Impact Sound Insulation*

EvaluatedAccordingto DIN410BE(January1959): /i

Failed Minimum Pas_ed Minimum /v¢_ /V_ ,
-- Housing Requirement Requirement

Built in: (TSM < O) (TSM _ O)

1953-1955 28% 72%

1959-1961 . 14% 86%

Evaluated According to DIN 4109 (September 1962):

Failed Minimum Passed Minimum Passed Higher Grade

Requirement Requirement Requirement(TSM < 3) (3 < TSM _ 13) (TSM > IB)

1966-1967 7.4% 41.5% 51,1%

*Source: R. Kraege, 1968, about 2000 measurements by PTB,
Braunschweig.

TABLE II. GERmaN FIELD TESTS OF SOUND INSULATION
F'

Airborne Sound Insulation (1968)*:

Failed Minimum Passed Minimum Passed Higher Grade
Housing Requirement Requirement Requirement

Built in: (TSM < 3) (3 < TSM _ 13) (TSM • IB)

IWu11_26% _9% 25% !
)

1966-1967

{

"Source: K. GBsele, 1973, Stuttgart (Ref. 69). "

It must be remembered, here, that compliance tests in

Germany have been routinely made only on 0overnment-financed

buildings so the data we have seen apply to only some i0 to

I'_ 25% of the buildings. More important, however, in these

projects, the disbursement of the final 1/3 of the construc-

I_ tion funds is held up after measurements in the finished
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building have demonstrated compliance with the code requlre-iA_Z/_

ments.Thisapproachhss"teeth"anditworks,_tlesst X-_#'_.

The success of this program in the Government-financed

"projects, however, has been so great that it has begun to _)_ :influence the private sector.

For one thing, the buildlng trades who work on the

Government-financed projects must learn how to do the Job

_ correctly and avoid acoustical mistakes; once the habit is
formed, it carries over into non-Government projects.

Apparently, it is difficult for the same man to do the same

Job once well and once poorly.

Moreover, the contractors and builders themselves have

become oonsclentious about complying with the recommenda-

tions, and even seek out acoustical advice, themselves,

rather than risk being caught and penalized at the end of

I_ the project. They tend to feel that the National DIN
Standard does represent "state-of-the-art," and that it

should be followed. In fact, when the Standard was first

issued, it was the minimum requirement of the Standard that

was aimed for}_day, most builders shoot for the improved

J_ level of performance.! Moreover, in view of the current

inflation, people expect high performance when rental or

[_ purchase costs are so high.

_,_ Finally, large private building companies, such as Neue
Heimat, belonging to the labor unions, have begun, as a

matter of course, to have spot cheeks of the acoustic per-

I_ Cormance made, to he sure that their builders' work is up

toetandordsIt appears, from this example, that vigorous code en- _

forcement, particularly with the threat of funds withheld in _. _ ___ _-

the event of failure, can lead to wide-spread code corn- J_. "U_ _

pliance. This is, in my terms, "effective noise control"l z -

DRA7 T " ',|



-- 4.2 France

i It is probably safe to generalise that the French are

not so naturally inclined to follow regulatlons as the

-_ Germans, and that may be the reason that a different ap-

proach was used in France. _//#._/, :
The earlier French efforts were based on the usual

style of building cede enforeement._Figure 9 shows the

_0 French REGULATIONS, that date from 1969; it also shows the

-. more strict requirements for the recently adopted special

Acoustic Comfort Label, wh_.ch we shall return to later.

For the time being, the REGULATION requirements (Column 3)

may be regarded as minimum code requirements and the LABEL

requirement (Column 5) as a "higher quality" requirement.

L._ Both are based on measurements in the completed building,

an_ both allow a tolerance of 3 dB for passing the require-

i_ men_s.

Figure i0 shows the cumulative distribution of tests of

|._ airborne sound isolation in buildings built between 1960

and 1967, before the Regulation. Only 30% meet the 1969

Regulation (51 dBA), and only 7% meet the Label requirements

(57 dBA), without invoking the permitted 3 dB tolerance.

I_ W_th the 3 dB tolerance, 54% meet the Regulation (48 dBA),
but only 15% the Label (54 dBA).

ll the results of airbornenoise tests inFigure ahows

i buildings built AFTER 1969 under the Regulation. In this._ case, 70% of the dwellings meet the minimum requirements,

though only 25% pass the hi,her quality Label requirements.

Figure 12 shows the results of impact noise tests in

buildings built before 1967. 45% meet the Regulation (70

!i_ dBA), but only 28% would pass the Label requirement (67

dBA).

....... _ .... • ...... _--'- ........ _ ...... _'-"'_T"_ ............ _V'/TT"...........
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_'_ a=s_c Regulatfon Acoustic Comfort Label
(zgee) (z972) •

Type of Requirement Article Requirement. Artfcle Roquirementl _'

AlrboPne Sound I_olatlon R1 51 dgA Lll D > 54 to
_1 Between Dwellings DN _ N - 59 dBAt :,

r
!,Airborne _oundIsolation ,,

Between Sedroom and Other .... ' L8 D • g_ to i_
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Figure 13 indicates that the impact test results for

the post-1969 dwellings show no Improvement over the earlier

results: 46% and 26%, respectively.

All in all, this was not regarded as a satisfactory

record.

In 1972, a new approach was adopted in France, in terms
of the so-called Acoustic Gomfort Label. An owner whose

building is awarded this Label benefits in two ways, First,

_' he may advertise that his building has superior acoustical " '

performance, certified with one, two, or three stars, in
N
-- increasing order of quality. And, second, the amount of

his loan from the Government, for the purpose of building bi
the project, is increased according to the demonstrated

quality of the sound isolation.

Figure 14 summarizes the evaluation procedure.

Points are awarded according to whether the building
meets the Acoustic Comfort Label requirements in five cate-

gories, as shown in the left column. The airborne soundisolation rating, for example is stated in terms of the ' '

A-weighted sound level in the receiving room (29 dBA for LR

or BR) (Column 2) when there is a specified SPL in each

octave band in the source room (80 dB/OB for LR or BR)
l

}_ (Column 3). Up to 3 points can be awarded for the airborne

soundisolationbetweendwellings.

The maximum number of points that an apartment building

can win is 20. The requirements of the 1969 REGULATION

must be met; the points are awarded on the basis of whether

or not the higher quality requirements of the label are also

mes.

No label is given in the building scores less than 8

points. The Label wlth one star is awarded if it get 8

-!
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to 14 points, two stars if 15 to 18 points, and three stars

if it wins all 20 points.
p

In additionj the building loan is increased by 0.325% ,'

q for each point won, for a possible total increase of 6.5% !!k_J ;"

.Of the basis building cost.

For _omparlson, Fig. 15 shows the approximate cost of i.

acoust2_al treatment to meet the 1969 Regulation in France ",

intheyear1970. !!
<

......... _ Figure 16 shows the approximate cost of acoustical '_
_rea_men_in attemptingto achieve_h_ Acoustic Comfort .,

_L L

-- Label in a pilot project used in developing the Label pro- ._

gram. It is not known what actual percentage of the;:: :_

building cost this represents. But if one assumes a build- !"
C

ing eosg of $15 per sq ft, the acoustical treatment would . il

be about 5% of the total cost, a figure that is not far [ _14
--_ from comparable estimates in the U.S.A. 'l_

As for the cost of monitoring noise control require-

ments, examination of the drawings costs 1200 F or $240.00; [_

and acoustical tests, in a project of 200 units (80 tests), i}cost 13000 F or $2600.00 in 1972.

The Acoustic Comfort Label is apparently having a bene- I

flclal effect on the sound isolation of French dwellings,

but there are no statistical data yet to confirm this. Itis expected that the combination of increased money and

favorable publicity would provide an effective incentive

for betterbuildings.

t_
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If pZannod £_om the boE1nnlnB: 2_ of to_al bulldlng oos_ ')

If lntrodu0ed to cor,eot _lstakes i!. or omtsslon_ du_in_ oonBt_uo_Ion: 6 to 75 j

AFter bulldlnE lS rtn%ohed: l_ to 25_, _nd wlth no

Euarantee of _ucceB_ !!

_e_erence: _en_re Sclentltlque e_ Technique du Ba_tmenb_ _ahler 9h3(_lOB), April 1970; p, 25.

?IG. 15. COST OF ACOUSTICAL INSULATION IN FRANCE (1970).
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Oos_ (including taxes)per: Percent of Tota_ Notse
No|se Abatement Measure sq ft of Habitable Space ,_ Abatement Cost

FloatCnE Ploor Slab 54 cents 71.2_I

Rubbish Chute _eatmen_ 1.4 o_n_e 1.83

Isolatlon o_ PlU_b!ng 2.06 cents 2.72

T_eatment o_ Reattn_ and
Ventlla_InE S_tem 2.9 cen_e' 3.78

Special gla_ing ' 10.7 oen_a I_,i0

Enclosing _he Rolling
Shutters _,8 oen_s 6,33

t_

--_ TOTAL 76 oents 1'00_

I Refe_enoe: Revue dlAaouDtlque_ No. 2_ - 19731P. 47.

FIG. 16. COSTS OF NOISE ABATEMENT IN "OPERATIONCREIL"..(FRANCE):
(1971-731 86 UNITS).
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS,i

For the noise eontrol provisions in building codes to

be effective in assuring adequate sound isolation in build-

ings, two conditions must be met: the noise control require-

_ men_s in the codes must actually be reZevan_ to the attain-
ment of adequate sound isolation, and the codes must be

effectively enforced.

As for the reZevanee of the noise control requirements:q
id in existing codes, the ones dealing with airborne sound

insulation are needlessly"over-ccmplicated (sixteen measure-

.] mente of level difference and sixteen measurements of sound

absorption or reverberant time, calculated down into a

slngle-number rating); and the ones dealing with impact

" soundinsulationare quitewrong(thesamevalueof impact '_

I_ _ound rating can be assigned to floors for which subjective
Judgments span a range of 20 decibels! [24]).

IT As for the enforcement of the requirements, it can be

seen from the aecounts in Appendix B that until the last

few years no seriouseffort has been made anywhere,and
eventhen,onlyina few countries.

_ Paradoxically, although the rating method for impact

sound insulation is almost totally irrelevant to the sub-

Jective Judgments of people with respect to the acoustical
quality of the floors, the attainment of adequate Insula-

"_ tion against impact noise for floors has been better than

for the airborne sound insulation of walls. This has

I_ occurred for reasons having to do with structural integrity,
rather than the noise control provisions in the building

codes.

What are needed, and needed badly, are simple test

_ measurements for both airborne and impact sound that cot-

- relate closely with people's Judgments of the sound isolation

'2
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they enjoy in their dwellings. It has recently been shown

that a simple measurement of airborne sound isolation based

on A-weighted sound levels correlates as well with sub-

Jective Judgments as complicated procedure
the standard test

.in i/3-octave bands of frequency [76]. And a modified test

method for impact noise insulation has recently been pro-
posed, and is currently being studied in a number of

national laboratories, that promises considerably improved

i_ correlation with the subjective assessment of impact sound

insulation of floors [72]. This test, too, can probably

be done with A-weighted sound levels. Both methods will be

publl_hed _oo_ b_ Lh_ Ame_'ioanSociety for Testing ana

Materials (ASTM).,

Thus, it is expected that, before long, simple and
reliable test methods for both airborne and impact sound

insulation will he in the hands of officials charged with

the enforcement of noise control requirements in building

codes; and these methods will be well within their technical

capability and the required test equipment will be within
their budgets.

The problem then will be to revise the outmoded noise

control requirements in the existing building codes, that

call out the sound insulation of specific building elements,

and replace them with requirements for the sound isolation

between dwellings, with mandatory compliance to be demon-
strated in the finished building by means of simple test

r,_ measurements.

I have, in the past, suggested an analogy that has
JW

caught the imagination of a number of people: "It does no

good to argue _hat the basic [building] construction was

suitable, as approved in the [building] drawings, if, in
fact, one can easily heap through the walls of the finished

_,._ building. This is as foolish as trying to excuse a bad
J_

- -- souffl_ on the grounds that the eggs were of top qualityl" [2].

!
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Without doubt (as many of my European friends have

_ pointed out')it is important to assure that the eggs are,

in fact, of good quality; this implies that the building

,_ drawings must show that wall and floor constructions have
been chosen that are known from experience or from previous

tests, in the laboratory or the field, to be of adequate
quality. But the quality of the other ingredients and the

skill of the cook cannot be Judged until the end.

What would be the point of a Cordon Bleu School of

Cuisine in which all the finished dishes were discarded
u

without being tasted? What professor would administer a

final exam to his students with the promise that he would

" not read and grade it?

The function of the specification compliance tests in

the finished building is to force the.responsible persons

to apply the alreading existing technology instead of ig-

norlng it.

The objection has been raised that it is not fair to

legislate that a building may not be occupied if it fails

_o meet prescribed performance,
acoustical when even skilled

acoustical consultants cannot predict flanking transmission

accurately.

In my view, this is beside the point. In the first

place, it is abundantly evident that until such strong mea-

sures are adopted, no_hlng effective will be done about

attaining adequate sound isolation in dwellings. And in
the second place, since adequate sound isolation is well

f'_ within the present state of the art, it will not take long

for builder.s to catch up with construction methods that lead

m to compliance. If there are a few expensive mistakes in the

interim, that is Just too bad: tenants have suffered long

enough!
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_ One possible approach to the formulation and enforce-

.. men_ of noise requirements in building codes is as follows.

It takes advantage of the procedures currently used in

most Codes, but goes a step further in requiring assessment

of the final result [S].

At the time of application for a building permit, the
architect's drawings for the building wlll he examined to

see that he has chosen suitable constructions for the wallsand floors. If he has selected structures known from ex-
perlence to provide adequate noise isolation, the building
permit wlll be issued, However, the permission to build
confers only'tentative approval of the noise isolation of

_ the building; accepting o_ co_rectlng tbe a_chltect's choice
of construction at thls stage amounts only to guidance
based on past experience. Detailed guidance will also be

,_ offered at this time on ways to avoid mistakes during con-
struction.

The crucial test comes when the buildingis completed;L_ _L

a field test of the building must demQnstratethat the . :
specifiedisolationhas in fact been achieved. _:

Here was come to an option. Either the sound isolation !_

_ itself can be specified in terms of the normalized noise

reduction, Dn_; or a measure of acoustical privacy, the .it

Privacy Index, can be specified that involves not only the i

_ noise reduction, but also the expected or achieved back-

I_ ground noise (see below).

In the first case, because the background noise may

vary over a wide range and it is not explicitly baken into
account, the correlation between the test result and the

._ subsequent tenant satisfaction may be only about 64%, If

,_ the background noise level is taken into account, as in the

Privacy Index, the correlation improves to 88%.

Privacy, in the proposed code, is determined by the sum
of two numbers: the A-level difference, ALA, between the

_ source and receiving rooms, and the A-weighted level, NA, of
the background noise in the receiving room. This sum is .

la
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called the Privacy Index, Ip*. Measurements in the com-
-- pleted building must demonstrate a value for Ip of at least

75 as a minimum requirement. One or two better grades of
privacy (Ip = 80 and 85) could be deflned, but not required,
for building owners who want to take credit for providing
privacybetterthantheminimum.

The code will formally speelfy values of sound insula-

tion (STC) for the walls and floors, to provide guidance in
._ 'the design of the building, and to make it simpler when the _ _'

drawings are to be approved for a building permit. However,

if the A-level difference measured in the finished building
complies with the code's additionally specified value of

'_" _soZatlen, then the complicated transmission loss tests [5],
including the anti-flanking demonstration, to prove com-

pliance of the indlviduaZ building components with the :.
- "- spcciflcd valuc_ of STC, _._ouldbe _leived.

To establish the principle of compliance with a per-
formance specification with the least disruption of current I
practice, we propose a stepwise approach. We first decide

•-- how much isolation is ultimately desired for housing, and i
,! express this in terms of a certain value of ALA, say X.
-- For the first year or so after the flew code in in effect,

only thoseconstructions would be approved, at the building
" drawing examination, that usually yield somewhat better

performance than the ultimate goal, say X + 5. Also, at
first, when tests are made in the finished building, the
building would be approved for occupancy even if it fails

_ to mee= the desired goal by, say, 5 dB. (The value of 5 dB
is discussable in both cases.) Thus, at first there would

,_ be a l0 dB margin for error during construction.., approxi-

i_ mately what is being achieved at present; no sudden diffi-
culties are imposed on the architect or builder immediately
after the code goes into effect.

Gradually (at two or three year intervals), as con-
struction workers learn how to improve their assembly

,_, techniques to avoid leaks and flanking, the permitted

margin will be narrowed in steps, partly by permitting more
"speculative" constructions at the building permit stage,
and partly by applying the isolation requirements more
strictly in the test in the finished building. After five
to seven years a slgniflcant improvement in achieved privacy
should be realized, in all kinds of dwellings.

'_ *The Privacy Index has the advantage that no normalization is
needed to account for differences in receiving room absorp-

tion; the effects on AL A and NA are equal and opposite."
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When it comes to the actual framing of the Code, Ref. 1

?8isrequiredreading.

This reportconcludeswith Fig. 17: a discouraging _i

• .,, reminder of the record of failure that can be expected when

no special incentives are offered, to encourage the effect-

t ! ire enforcement of building noise control.

•" _ Line 3 shows the typical failurerates. As of the
,_. time for which these data apply, only the German and Swedish

enforcement are very effective. (The French data cited

here pre-date the Acoustic Comfort Label.)

It is apparent that effective noise control in our

-' building codes will he achieved only when we require mea-

._ surements in the finished building, to demonstrate com-

pliance with the code, and either offer a premium for

superior acoustical performance or impose a penalty for

failing to meet the noise requirements.

This report concludes with a story about a man who

bought a mule from an old farmer. When he go the mule home,

he found it impossible to make the mule do any work. He
would whip it, push it,_pull it, persuade it, curse it,

shout at it... all to no avail. The mule would not pull the

wagon.

i_ So the man took the mule back to the farmer, explained

i the situation and asked for his money back. The old farmer

simply reached down, picked up a very heavy stick, and, as

hard as he could, slammed the mule in the face with it.

I_ The mule immediately moved off with the wagon. "First,"

said the old farmer, "you got to get his attention."

i l_ It is suggested here that we don't stand much chance of

getting the attention of architects, contractors, builders,

_ "_ and trades, without some form of prize or penalty that de-

" _ pends upon proof that they have done their noise control work

! well.
"38
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A.I. INTRODUCTION

Quite a number of countries have noise control require-
'_ ments in their building codes, specifying the required acous-

tical performance of either the individual structural elm-

k* ments or the completed building [l,2j_]. In most of these

codes, the acoustical performance is assessed by comparing a

,_ measured curve of transmission loss (or noise reduetion, or

impact noise) against a reference curve which is regarded as- !
i z'epresentlng adequate sound insulation. The differences

.... between the m_asur'ed cuz've a_d the _.ef=±._%ce cul_ve aide used

to formulate a single-number rating. The building codes j.
state their acoustical performance requirements in terms of

these single-number ratings, usually one for airborne sound ;

insulatiom and another for impact noise insulation.

A.I.I Basic Acoustical Measurements /

The basic acoustical measurements underlying the code
ratings and requirements are, for airborne sound, either

transmission loss (to measure the sound insulation of a spec-

ific building element) or noise reduction (to measure thed

sound isolation:,between rooms); and, for impact sound, the

I_ impact noise level in the receiving room above which a stan-

dard tapping machine is being operated.

Usually these quantities are normalized to standard

acoustical conditions in the receiving room; that is, the

values measured in a specific test situation are adjusted
to

the values that would have been observed with a receiving
_4
I_ room having a standard amount of sound absorption or a stan-

dardreverberationtime. i

The measurements are usually made in 1/3-octave bands

of frequency, though octave bands are also permitted in some
_d

standards, in the frequency range between (approximately)

lO0 to 4000 Hz. (The range differs slightly from one coun-

try to another.)

I
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, A.1.I.1 Sound insulation of a partition [_]

Some codes specify the sound insulation of specific

building elements, usually the party wall or floor/ceillng

between dwellings (but see Sec. A.l.l.3, belo_.;).The sound

Insulation of a structure is the capability of that particu-

lar structure for attenuating sound that is following the

path through that structure. It is expressed in decibels in
terms of the ratio of the sound energy striking the partition

on the side exposed to the sound source to the sound energy
passing through the structure and radiated away from the

partition on the opposite side. Special effort should bemade to eliminate (or to leave out of account) any sound

(the so-called flanking transmission) following paths other

than the one directly through the structure.

In North America_ the sound insulation of a partition
.L

'_' is called transmission loss [4,_], with the symbol TL, when

_ the measurements are made in an acoustical laboratory where
,_ the flanking transmission has been eliminated by cereful

cone_ructlen. In Europe, this quantity is called the sound

I_ reduction index, with the symbol E [8,9]

_ If the sound insulation of a partition is measured in

r-_ the field, where flanking transmission may exist, the prac-

tice in North America [3] is to conduct the measurement in

such a way as to eliminate the effects of flanking trans-

mission; the intention is to insure that the resulting data

truly refer only to the sound path through the partition

that is nominally under test. This quantity is called Field

Transmission Loss, with the symbol FTL.

In most of Europe, however, no attempt is made to elim-inate flanking transmission in field tests. Instead, the

field test is conducted with the same procedure as in labor-

!'_ atory tests. The resulting data (which may involve sound

passing to the receiving room by paths other than the party

:* wall) are _reated as representing the sound reduction index

: DRA-FT



of the partition 'tAS IF" all of the sound energy had indeed

passed through the party wallo This field sound reduction

li index_has the symbol R' (an unfortunate choice, since the
prime frequently gets lost in poor printing or reproduction

of text with the result that R' is often confused with R).

A.I.I.2 Sound isolation between rooms
Some codes specify, instead of the sound Insul_tlon of

specific individual building elements, the sound isolation
;.i between dwellings in the finished building. This quantity

_akes into account all. of the sound arriving in the receiving
_. room by whatever paths, and is a measure both of the aoous-

ileal performance of the entire structure and of the degree

of acoustical privacy that _#ill be experienced by tenants of

the dwellings [3].

_n North America, the sound isolation between rooms is

called noise reduction [5], with the symbol NR, it is simply

the difference in the sound pressure levels in the sburce

and receiving rooms, measured in bands of frequency, when a

noise source is operating in the source room. In Europe,

this quantity is called level difference, with the symbol

_7 D [8,93.

• If the values of sound isolation are normalized (as

discussed in A.l.1 above), the North American term is nor-

malized noise reduction with the symbol NNR; normalisation

i'_ is to standard reverberation time [5]. The European term is

normalized level difference with the symbol Dn; in some cases,

an additional subscript is used to signify whether the nor-
malization is to a standard amount of receiving room absorp-

tlon or to standard reverberation time: Dna or Dnt [8,8].

_ *In the revision of ISO Ell_0 currently under consideration,
this quantity is called the "apparent sound reduction index."
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A.I.1.3 Sound insulation of a partition vs sound isolation
between rooms

Unfortunately, these two concepts have become somewhat

confused over the years [3]. Codes that specify sound insul-

ation, in terms of TL or R, do not always explicitly identify
which building element is under consideration; it is often

assumed that the party wall is intended, and that, if the
'" party wall meets the code requirements, there will be adequate

privacy for' the tenants oF the building. This, of course,

_._ will not be true if there is significant flanking transmission.

This confusion is regrettably encouraged by the European
use of the "AS IF" measure of sound insulation, R', which

measures all of the sound reaching the receiving room but
" attributes it all to the party wall path, thus mixing the two

concepts in one rating.
The intended procedure in enlightened North American

practice [J]* is first to assess sound isolation (privacy)
achieved in the finished building by measuring the noise re-

I_ duction between rooms in adjacent dwellings. If tha_ quantity
for any reason fails to meet the requirements, then the rather

complicated field transmission loss test procedure for mea-
suring the sound insulation of the various specific building

elements is used, as a diagnostic tool, to determine which

I_ structure is at fault and needs correction.

In Europe, there is no standardized test procedure forfield measurements of sound insulation that confines atten-

I_ tlon to a specific building element. If a measurement of
level difference, D, should indicate inadequate sound isola-

tion in the finished building, it does no good to measure

the field sound reduction index R', because that quantity

attributes aZZ of the sound transmission to the party wall.

i_ It is astonishing that the European partition manufacturers

*It must be admitted that "enlightened" in this sense is not
. yet widespread.
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., _olerate this manifestly unfair practice, which often blames

their own products with the faults of other trades.

l

A.I.I.4 Impact sound transmission

All countries assess the capability of a floor-ceiling

s_ructure to insulate against impact noise by measuring in

specified bands the transmission of noise into a
frequency

receiving room when a standard mechanical tapping machine is

operating on the floor overhead [24_25]: the greater the
LJ

amount of impact noise transmitted, the poorer the impact in-

...... - sulatlon of the floor-ceiling structure. The values of impact
i

noise so measured are usually normalized, either to a standard

amount of sound absorption or a standard reverberation time

in the receiving room.

Impact noise measurements are made in I/3-octave bands "_

L_ in some countries and in octave bands in others. Great care

must be used in interpreting impact noise data, however; thisis because some, bs% not aZZ, countries in which the basis

data are measured in i/3-ootave bands require these data to

be adjusted (by the addition of 5 decibels) to values corres-

ponding to octave-band data [25]. Thus, even with a standamd

[_ test method and a standard tapping machine, the impact noise

data for the same floor structure might differ by 5 dB de-

'_ pending on the country where it was measured. This same un-

certainty, of course, propagates into the slngle-number impact

I_ noise ratings of the different countries, discussed in the

nexD section. (See Appendix D for more detail.)

A.I.2 Single-Number Ratings and the Criterion Curves

Any one of the basic acoustical measurements discussedabove, if it is made in 1/3-octave bands, will yield test re-

sults in the form of sixteen separate values of.sound pressure

level, one for each of _he sixteen frequency bands in the

range of interest: 125 to 4000 Hz in North America, and I00

to 3150 Hz in Europe. With such an array of data for each

: .... £) T



test result, it is very difficult to compare the acoustical

performance of one structure against another: structure A

may be better than structure B in some frequency bands but
! worse in others: which is better overall?

In order to permit easy comparison of the performance

of different structures, all countries have adopted single-

number ratings, both for airborne and impact sound, which

condense the information embodied in the sixteen band levels

into a single number or grade with which to rank-order differ-
ent structures according to their capability to insulate

against airborne or impact sound.

Except in France, the single-number rating is determined

by comparing the measured curve of acoustical performance

against a reference criterion curve in accordance with a pre-

I _ scribed procedure that delimits the amount of unfavorable [!
} deviations. Beth the criterion curves and the fitting prooe-

I_ dures differ slightly from country to country.

I In Western Europe and North America, most countries

1 m follow the lead of the acoustical ratings standards set by

the International Standards Organization (ISO), Geneva, with

only small variations. This includes West Germany, Sweden,
Denmark, Norway, The Netherlands, Switzerland, The United

Kingdom, The United States, and Canada. Belgium and France
use somewhat different approaches: different from ISO and

from each other. The single-number indices for airborne

_ and impact sound used in Western Europe are, respectively,

I_ Ia and Ii; the values vary continuously along a numerical
scale. As the value of the airborne sound insulation index

increases, this signifies better sound insulation; as the im-
Ll

pact noise index increases, it signifies poorer insulation

against impact noise.

In North America, the single-number rating for transmis-

sion loss is Sound Transmission Class (STC) [G]; for'impac_
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noise, it is the Impact Insulation Class (IIC) [?]. Both

ratings increase in value with increasing quality of sound

insulation.

In Belgium and The United Kingdom, discrete grades are

_,_ assigned, rather than a continuously variable index. In

France, the data in 1/3-octave bands are converted, by calcu-

lation, into A-weighted sound levels, and the slngle-number

ratings are stahed as differences in A-levels for airborne

, sound and A-levels for impact sound.

In Eastern Europe, most countries follow the standards

_, of the Standing Building Committee of the Council for Mutual

Economic Aid (CMEA). This includes Poland, Czechoslovakia,

Rumania, Finland, East Germany, and the USSR.

In most of Eastern Europe, the indices for airborne and ,_impact sound insulation are the airborne sound insulation

index, EL, and the impact sound index, ET. These are eontln-
uously variable indices, but they are not the same as the ISO

indices, Ia and li; rather, they resemble more closely certain

_ forms of sound insulation indices used until recently in West

Germany: the Luftschall Schutz Mass (LSM) and Trittschall

Schutz Mass (TSM). Rumania, however, differs from the others
by assigning discrete grades; as in Belgium and The United

I_ Kingdom, the acoustical performance ratings increase stepwise,
rather than continuously.

One with difficulty, information about thecan, some get

ratings and requirements for acoustical performance in the

building codes of Eastern European countries, but it is prac-'
tically impossible to learn the effectiveness of these re-

I_ quirements in providing satisfactory sound isolation in thefinished buildings. Typically, the buildings are designed,

built, owned and tested (if at all) by the State; little

u published information on the test results reaches the United

S ta_es.
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' A.2 ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS, ASSESSMENT CRITERIA AND REQUIREMENTS
FOR ACOUSTICAL PERFORMANCE IN BUILDING CODES IN VARIOUS
COUNTRIES

The International Standards Organization (ISO) and the

_ Western Countries

A.2.1 International Organization for Standardization [8j9].

A.2.1,1 Acoustic parameters of partitions to be evaluated

C8]

_.2.1.1.1 ZnternaZ waZZs -:
The Sound Reduction Index (transmission loss) in the

frequency range 100-3150 Hz, in i/3-octave and octave bands, ,:
is definedas follows: . i

S
R = Ll - L2 + i0 log10_ (i) ,_

where:

L = space-avoragc sound pressure level in the s'ource

room, dB

La = space-average sound pressure level in the receiv-

ing room, dB

S = area of the test specimen (m_)

A = absorption in the receiving room (m_).

A._.1.1.2 _Zoor-oe£Zing assem_ios

a) Sound Reduction Index (transmission loss) in the
frequency range 100-3150 Nz, in 1/3-octave and octave bands,

is defined as for walls, by Eq. (1).

b) Normalized Impact Sound Level in the frequency range

{_ 100-3150 Hz, i_ octave bands (or in i/3-ootave bands corrected
_o octave band levels by the addition of 5 dB) is defined as

follows: A

= L - I0 legW_ (2)Ln
|
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L = space-average sound pressure level produced by the

"_ ISO standard tapping machine in the receiving room,

A = measured absorption in the receiving room (m2)

_ Ao = referenceabsorption= l0 m_.

A.2._.1._ External walls

The current ISO recommendation does not deal with the

evaluation of the exernal walls; the revision of the standard,

currently being balloted, does.

A.2.1.2 Assessment criteria for acoustical performance of

partitions [9]

A.2.1.2.1 Airborne Sound Insulation

The transmission loss, presented in the form of a curve ;r

as a function of frequency, according to Eq. (1), is evalu- I

F_ ated by comparison with the reference curve shown in Fig. A.la,
in order to determine the airborne sound insulation index, la.

I_ The method for comparing the transmission loss curve of the

,m partition with the reference curve is as follows: the • "

_ reference carve is shifted vertically in steps of i dB to-

wards the measuring curve until the most severe of the fol-

_ lowing conditions is satisfied:

a) the mean unfavorable deviation, computed by dividing

I_ the sum o£ the unfavorable deviations by the total number of

measuring frequencies, is greater than 1 dB but net more than

2 dB. This condition* for the curve can be expressed as

follows:

1 dB < 1-_ _ 2 dB ( 1/3 octave bands) (3a)

*It should be noted that this rule does not lead to unambig-
_-_ uous ratings for TL curves that show unfavorable" deviations

at only a few frequencies. Several positions for the shifted
curve can lead to values of (£_i/16) between 1 and 2 dB.

.| The uncertainty in the value of the rating may be as much as
8 dB.



or 1 dB < Z_i < 2 dB (foroctavebands) (3b)H
i

b) the mean unfavorable deviation is less than 2 dB

and the maximum unfavorable deviabion at any frequency does

not exceed 8 dB for measurements in 1/3 octave bands_ or 5 dB

for measurements in octave bands. This condition (which will i

be dropped in the next revision of the standards) can be ex-

pressed as follows: i
z

_max _ 8 dB (for I/3-OB) (4a) i

_max_ 5 dB (for0B) (lib)

The airborne sound insulation index, Is, of the partition

is defined to be the value o_ the shifted reference curve at
500 Hz.

L_ A._,1._.2 Imp_t sound _nsuZatlan

The normalized impact sound level, calculated according
to formula (2) and expressed in a carve as a function of fre-

_. quency in octave bands (or i/3-oetave bands corrected to

octave band level by adding 5 dB) is evaluated by comparison

with the reference curve shown in Fig. A.ib, in order to

'_ determine the impact sound index, Ii.

The method of comparing the curve of the normalized im-
pact sound level with the reference curve is similar to the

_! method described above for airborne sound insu].ation.

The normalized impact sound index, Ii, is defined to be

the value of the shifted reference curve at 500 Hz.

b|. r

!
11 r
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A.2.1.3 Recommended acoustical properties of partitions

IS0 recommendation R-717-1968 describes only a method of:evaluating the transmission loss and normalize(] impact sound

level with single-number ratings. It does not specify re-

quirements for acoustical performance of partitions in dwell- '!

ings. C

A.2.2 United States I

There are no USA Standards which prescribe, for the
b,,!

whole country, eltheA' assessment c_'itez'la or uniform require-

men_s for the acoustical properties of partitions.

For evaluation of the acoustical properties, the test

i_ methods of A.S.T.M. are used [4j6, G,?], and required acous-

tical properties of partitions are given in recommendations

regulations by certain Federal and State Adminie-
and issued

tratlons for certain limited applications (such as Federally-

insured housing).
L4

A.2.2.1 Acoustical parameters of building partitions to beevaluated [4,5]
i

A.2._.I.I Interior _alls
The acoustical properties of interior walls are deter-

mined in the laboratory according to Ref. 4 by measurement
of the transmission loss TL, defined by a formula similar to

Eq. (I), in the range 125-4000 Hz in 1/3-octave bands. Inthe field, transmission loss is measured according to Ref. 5,

which includes a mandatory test to demonstrate the absencefm

i_ of signi£icant flanking transmission.

A.2.2.1.2 Floor-ceiling assemblies between dwellings

a) The transmission loss is determined as for walls,
I

according to Eel. 4 in the laboratory and to Hcf. 5 in

buildings.

i
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b) The normalized impact sound level underneath the

floor is determined according to Eel. 7; it is designated

J_ with the symbol LN, and is calculated according to Eq. (2).

___ The normalized impact sound level L_;is determined inthe range 125-4000 Hz in i/3-ocfiave bands, and is not corrected

to correspond to octave-band levels, as in i;he ISO standard

:A R-717.

A.2.2.2 Assessment criteria for acoustical performance of
partitions

_! A._.2.2.1 Airborne sound insulation

Assessment criteria for the transmission loss of a par-
q
,_ tition are given in Ref. 6. On the basis of the measure_

transmission loss (TL) of a partition, presented in the form

of a graph as a function of frequency, the sound transmission !J

class, STC, is defined by comparison of the measured TL curve

with a set of tabulated reference curves of the shape shown

in Fig. A.2a. The set contains curves which differ one from 1

I_ another by 1 dB. From the set of reference curves the curve

is selected that corresponds to the TL of the partition ae-

I_ cording to the following rules:

_" a) the sum of the unfavorable deviations of partition

TL values from the reference curve does not exceed 32 dB.
b) the maximum unfavorable deviation does not exceed

*_ 8 dB. The STC for the test partition is defined to be the

500 Hz value of the selected reference curve.

f"q_ The method for determination of the STC is similar tic

that given in ISO Recommendation R-717 for determining the

I_ index Ia. The main difference is in the range of frequencies

considered, which in IS0/R-717 comprises I00-3150 Hz, and in

I_ ASTM comprises 125-4000 Hz. Other. slight differences appear
in the method for comparison of the measured transmission

,_ loss curve with the reference curve; e.g., the ASTM method

D£YT
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does not risk the ambiguity in the value of the rating en-

tailed by the use of Eq. (3)= as in the ISO method.

I_ A,2. 2.2.2 Impaot sound insuZation

The impact insulation class IIC is based on comparison
of the measured normalized impact sound level LN, presented

in the form of a graph as a function of frequency, with aset of curves as shown in Fig. A.2b.

set contains which differ i dB. The method
The curves by

for comparison of the measured curve of LN with the reference

curves is similar to the method used by ASTM for airborne

sound. The impact insulation class IIC is numerically equal

to Ii0 dB minus the ordinate of the selected reference curve

-. at 500 Hz.

,m A.2.2.3 Required sound insulating properties of partitions '

Requirements for the sound insulating properties ofbuilding partitions are given in the Recommendations 'and

Regulations of several City, State and Federal authorities.

Recommended acoustical parameters, given below as illus-

_ trative examples, are taken from the following documents:

a) Minimum Property Standards for Multifamily Housing.

'_ U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development, FHA, l.lashington,

D.C. [26].

b) A Guide to Airborne, Impact, and Structure Borne ....
Noise Control in Multifamily Dwellings - Report No. FT/TS 2J_,

January 1968, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,

Washington, D.C. [2?].

I_ c) Uniform Building Code - UBC [2_].

The majority of these recommendations specify requirements

I'_ for the sound insulating properties of internal partitions

that depend on the noisiness of the neighborhood. The _

lq
A-16
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requirements for sound insulating properties of partitions

separating dwellings also differ according to the types of

rooms adjoining the partition (bedrooms, kitchens, bathrooms,
eto.).

A.2.2 3.1 FHA Minimum Property Standards

The requirements for acoustical performance of buildings
,., in FHA's Minimum Property Standards comprise airborne and Im-

pact sound insulation: the airborne insulation requirements

are mandatory, the impact insulation performance is still

only recommended at the present time. The acoustical minimum

| property standards take into account the amount off background
_J

noise likely to exist at the building site, because the

effect of such background noise is to mask intrusive sounds
from the neighbors. Thus, minimum property standards are

prescribed in two categories, one for high, the other for low,background noise levels.

The actual levels of background noise intended by the

serms "high" and "low" are not stated. Instead, the standards

adopt the concept of land-use intensity, established for site

planning at FHA, as an index of potential background noise.

This determination is made by the local FHA field office for
each specific housing project. (The determination of land-

use intensity is complicated and not susceptible to easy

summarization; no attempt is made to explain it further here)

A land-use intensity of 6.0 or higher is assumed to have

traffic and characteristics that lead to high back-
density

ground noise levels. (Unofficially, the high and low back-
'4
i_ ground noise levels ]]ave been said to correspond to 35 dBA

and 25 dB, respectively, indoors at night).

_ The rating for airborne sound insulation is the Sound

Transmission Class (STC) [6]; for impact noise insulation,

I_ it is the Impact Noise Rating (INR) [2_]. (See the comments

following Ref. 25 and Ref. 27 in the list of references.)

A-17
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' TABLEA.2 FLOORSANDCEILINGS: SOUNDTRNISMISSI)NLIMITATIONS,

AirborneSound ImpactNoise
Transmission Class (STC) Rating (INR)

Location
,j bf Low High Low High

Floor Background Background Background Background
Noise Noise Noise Noise

FloorsSeparating
LivingUnits 50 _5 o -2

........k _ CorridorFloors
aboveLivingUnits So 50 F5 +_

( LivingUnitFloors
above Public Space 50(6) 1_5(6) -5 -8

or ServiceAreas

PublicSpaceor
ServiceAreasabove '.55(6) 50(6) +5 +5

LivingUnits
Service Areas on

_ sameFlooras .A ,IA
Living Units

A.2.2.8.2 Guide to Airborne, impact, and etruetureborne
noise control in m_Itifamily dwellings [27]

This guidebook was prepared for the Federal Housing

1 Administration (FHA) of the U.S. Department of Housing and

Urban Development (HUD) by staff members of the U.S. National

Bureau of Standards. It is a very complete and useful text-

book for the provision of sound isolation in dwellings, and i,
has had wide circulation. (It has _ust recently been re-

printed, with a minor cl_angein title). It is inbended as a
guide for FIIA/HUD field staff in Judging the adequacy of

buildln_ sound insulation (for example, in the inspection ofbuilding drawings). It contains a large colleetlon of typi-

cal wall and floor constructions, with corresponding acous-

I_ tical performance, as well as a catalog of do's and don't's

to serve as guidance for designing and executing details of

the building construction.

iJ: f3R/k F T



TABLE A.2 FLOORS AND CEILINGS: SOUND TRANSMISSI)N LIMITATIONS.

i,_ AirborneSound ImpactNoise
TransmissionClass (STC) Rating(INR)

Location
i

bf Low Nigh Low j High
Floor Background Background Background Background

Noise Noise Noise Noise

FloorsSeparating
LivingUnits 50 I_5 o -2

| 7

-. CorridorFloors .!
above LivingUnits 50 50 +5 +2

LivingUnit Floors
abovePublicSpace 5o(6) h5(6) -5 -8 7

orServiceAreas
PublicSpaceor
ServiceAreas above '55(6) 50(6) +5 +5 ..
Living Units

Service Areas on

same Flooras NA NA
LivingUnits

A.2.2.3.2 Ou_de to Airbornej impaot, and etru_ureborne
noise ¢ontroZ in mliltifamily dwellings [27]

Thls guidebook was prepared for the Federal Housing

Administration (FHA) of the U,S. Department of Housing and

Urban Development (HUD) by staff members of the U.S. National

Bureau of Standards. It is a very complete and useful tex_-

book for the of sound isolation in dwellings, andprovision

has had wide circulation. (It has Just recently been re-

printed, with a minor change in tltle). It is intended as a
guide for FHA/HUD field staff in judging the adequacy of

,! building sound insulation (for example, in the inspection of

building drawings), it contains a large collection of typi-

cal wall and floor constructions, with corresponding aeous-

tica] performance, as well as a catalog of do's and don't's

_o serve as guidance foz' designing and executing details of

the building construction.
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The airborne and impact sound insulation recommendations

-- given in Chapter 1O of Ref. 27, and described below, do nob

-_ represent official policy of FHA/HUD. It will be noted that

they are considerably more strict than the FHA Minimum Pro-
._ petty Standards for sound insula$ion.

The requirements for acoustical insulating properties

L_, of internal partitions are, in a general way, divided into

7 three grades, according to the noisiness of housing area.

Grade I is used for suburban areas which can be consi-

dered as "quiet", with outdoor A-weighted noise levels during

the night of 35 to 40 dB or lower weighting network. Indoor

noise is about NC 20-25.

Grade II is the most improtant, and is used for urban

residential areas and suburban areas with "average" noise !;
level. The outdoor A-weighted noise level during the night

can be _0 to _5 dB; acceptable indoor noise is NC 25-30.
Grade III corresponds to minimum requirements, and is

used for urban residential areas and other "noisy" locations.
The OUtdOOr A-welghted noise during the night is about 55 dB !

or hi_er, and the indoor noise is up to NC 35.

KEY CRITERIA FOR AIRBORNEAND IMPACT SOUNDINSULATION BETWEENDWELLING
UNITS

Grade I Grade II Grade III

W_ls STC55 STC52 STO48

Floor-Ceiling STC 55 STC 52 STC 48

Assemblies IIC 55 IIC 52 IIC _;8

Specific recommendations for sound insulation are given

l,| in unbelievable detail, depending on the kinds of spaces

separated by the partition in question, though the fact that

w the stated requirements pertain to individual structural

elements is not made clear. No requirements are placed on

d_ sound isolation between dwellings.



i

These super-detailed requirements are unmatched in the

-- technical literature for unwaz'ranted pretentions to signifi-(
_, canoe and seientiflcally unfounded fine distinctions Of

acoustical quality.

CRITERI_ FOR AIRBORNESOUNDINSULATION OF WALLS BETWEENDWELLINGUNITS

PartitionFunctionBetweenDwellinDs i

-. Grade I Grade II Grade Ill
Apt.A Apt.B STC STC STD

Bedroom toBedroom 55 52 I_8

Living room co Bedroom 57 51_ 50

Kitchen toBedroom 58 55 52

Bathroom coBedroom 59 56 52

Corridor co Bedroom 55 52 hD
i

Livingroomto Livingroom 55 52 I_8

,_ Kitchen to Living room 55 52 48

Bathroom co Living room 57 54 50

Corridor to Livingroom 55 52 48

[_ Kitchen to Kitchen 52 50 h6

Bathroom to Kitchen 55 52 _;8
r_

_| Corridor ho Kitchen 55 52 48

Bathroom to Bathroom 52 50 _6

Corridor co Bathroo_ 50 48 46

II

*1

i
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! CRITERIA FOR AIRBORNE AND IMPACT SOUND INSULATION OF FLOOR-CEILING
_, ASSENBLIES BETWEEN DWELLING UNITS

-_ Partition Function Between DwellingsI

Grade I Grade II Grade Ill

STC IIC STC IIC STC IIC

Bedroom aboveBedroom 55 55 52 52 48 I_8

Living room above Bedroom 57 60 54 57 50 53

Kitehe_ above Bedroom 58 65 " _5 62 52 58

FamilyroomaboveBedroom 60 65 56 62 52 58

Corridor above Bedroom 55 65 52 62 48 _8
z -

Bedroom above Living room 57 55 54 52 50 48Living roomabove Livingroom 55 55 52 52 48 48

Kitchen above Living room 55 60 52 57 48 53
.d FamilyroomaboveLivingroom 58 62 54 60 52 56

Corridor above Living room 55 60 52 57 48 53

Bedroom aboveKitchen 58 52 55 50 52 46

Living room above Kitchen 55 55 52 52 48 48

i_ Kitchen above Kitchen 52 55 50 52 46 I_8

Bathroom aboveKitchen 55 55 52 52 I¢8 h0
Family room above Kitchen 55 60 52 58 48 54

Corridor above Kitchen 50 55 48 52 46 48

,_ Bedroom above Family room 60 50 56 48 52 46
il

Living room above Family room 58 52 54 50 52 48

Kitchen above Family room 55 55 52 52 48 50

Bathroom above Bathroom 52 52 50 50 48 48

Corridor above Corridor 50 50 48 48 46 46

"_ CRITERIA FOR AIRBORNE SOUND INSULATION WITHIN A DWELLING UNIT

PartitionFunctionBetweenRooms IGrade I . Grade II Grade III
SIC STC STC

L

Bedroom toBedroom _8 I_. liO
Livingroomto Livingroom 50 I_6 42

Bathroom to Bedroom 52 48 45

Kitchen to Bedroom 52 48 45

,._ Bathroom to Livingroom 52 48 45

,: DIRA"FT :
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; A.2.2.3.2 Sound insulation requirements for intornaZ par-
titions as 9iron _n the Uniform BuiZding Code -
UBC

The recommended airborne sound insulation of wall parti-

tions bet_een dwellings should provide STC 45 to 50 (derived
from field measurements).

] 'The recommended airborne sound insulation of floor.-

ceiling assemblies between dwellings should provide STC 1t5 !

to 50 and impac_ insulationclassIIC 50.

The enDranoe doors leadln Z from the inn_. corridors to J

dwellings should provide STC 30. 1

A.Z.3 West Germany (German Federal Republic)

A.2.3.] Acoustical parameters of partition to be evaluated

According to the West German Standard [10], the follow-

ing acoustical parameters should be evaluated:

_. A.2.3.1.2 Inte_ne_ _aZZs
The transmission loss determined by laboratory measure-

_ mend R (or by field measurement, R') as expressed by Eq. (1),

in the range 100 to 3150 Hz and 1/3 octave bands.

A.2.3.1.2 FZoo_s

a) The transmission loss is determined by laboratory mea-
surement R (or by field measurement, R') expressed by Eq. (1);

and
b) The normalized impact sound Ievel is determined by lab-

oratory measurement LN (or by field measurement, L_) in therange 10G to 3150 Hz in 1/3 octave bands, and is corrected to

octave band levels by the addition of 5 dB.

II
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_i A.2.3.2 Assessment criteria for acoustical performance of
partitions

,,i A._._.2.1 Airborne sound insz_Zat_on

The transmission loss R (or R'), _hown in the form of a

'"_ curve as a function of frequency, is evaluated by comparison

with' the reference curves shown in Flg,A.2a'in order to deter-
., mine the airborne sound insulation index, LSM (Lufbschall

Schutz Mass). This index LSM is different from the index Ia

defined by IS0/R-717 and the U.S. index, STC. Approximately,

Ia = STC = LSM I 52.

Reference curve I of Flg.A.2aserves for evaluation of

the sound insulation of a partition, R' determined by mea-w

_ surements _n the bu_ld'_ng or in measurement laboratories with

flanking transmission. It is identical with the IS0 refer-

I_ ence curve for airborne sound insulation. _{

Reference curve II of Fig.A.2aserves for evaluation of

I_ sound insulation Rw of partitions, determined by laboratory

measurements without flanking transmission.
Curves I and II differ by 2 dB. The sound insulation

indices, LSM, measured in a laboratory and in a building,
are equal when the effect of flanking transmission does not

L_ exceed 2 dB.

The method for comparison of the transmission loss curve
l:a

of the partition with the reference curve is as follows: the

reference curve is shifted in steps of 1 dB towards the mea-

sured curve R until the most severe of the following condi-
tions is satisfied:

a) the mean unfavorable deviation of the partition in-
sulation curve from the shifted reference curve, computed as

the sum of the unfavorable deviations in the bands from 125
_o 2500 Hz, increased by 1/2 of the sum of the unfavorable

_a deviations at I00 and 3200 Hz and divided by 15, will be

, within these limits:

: £}R T
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IdB<_ <2dB
mean

This condition can be expressed as follows:

i=2500

0.5(6 + _200) + _i100

1 dB < _mean = i=125 < 2 dB (5)

15 -

b) the mean unfavorable deviation in any i/3 octave

band does not exceed 8 dB. Both conditions must be satisfied

st the same time.

The sound insulation index of a partition, whose trans-

mission loss, according to the above conditions, corresponds

14 to the reference curve of Fig. A.3a,is LSM = O.

[_ sound insulation indices of whose trans-
The a partition

mission loss corresponds _o bhe reference curve shifted by ±

I_ a dB is:

LSM = ± a dB

A positive shift (indicated with plus sign) means shift-

[_ ing towards an £noreas_ i_ partition insulation, i.e., up-
p-

,m wards in the diagram.

A.2.8.2.2 Impae_ sound insulation

The normalized impact sound level, defined as the impactlevel in 1/3 octave bands (corrected to octave bands by the

I,I addition of 5 dB) is evaluated by comparison with the refer-

once curve of Fig. A.3b, in order to determine the index, TSM

(Trittschall Schutz Mass).

The method of comparing the curve LN, normalized impact

sound level with the reference curve is similar to the abovedescribed method for the insulation of a partition with re-

spect to air borne sound.

: [}£AS T
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+, The impact sound index, TSM, computed for a floor con-

- sflruction with a curve LN corresponding to the reference

] curve of Fig. A.3b, is TSM = 0.
cJ

The index computed for a curve LN corresponding to themeasured curve shifted in relation to the reference of curve

Fig.A.3bby ± adB is:
TSM = ± adB

A positive shift (indicated with plus sign) means shifting

towards a decrease of impact sound level (i.e., downwards in {

the diagram) which signifies an improvement of the impact .i
insulation. {

_, Again, the index TSM Is not the same as the ISO index,

Ii, nor the U.S. index, IIC. Approximately, Ii = ll5 -
IIC

A.2.3.3 Required acoustica_ properties of partitions

The West German Standard specifies the following re-

• quiz.ements for the acoustical properties of interior parti-

tions in residential buildings.

, *. Minimum Better
" Requirement

walls separating apartments LMS = 0 to +3 dB

floors separating apartments _LMS = 0 to +3 dB

<or separating apartments

flrom auxiliary rooms [TSM +3 to +13 dB

Noue: The index TSM for floors of kitchens, bathrooms andW.C. compartments refers to "diagonal" impact sound

[._ penetrating into living-rooms and bedrooms.

_o_e: In the following case, the required TSM index concerns

impact sound penetration from one apartment to another

apartment situated on the same level:

f
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f

floors in duplexes LSM not defined

TSM = +3 dB

Note. All specified values of TSM indices concern newly

built floor-ceiling assemblies. The required TSM in-

dices are 3 dB lower after a two-year period of use of
the floors.

The DIN 4109 standard does not specify any requirement

for the acoustical properties of partitions within a dwelling, :?

_,_ nor for external walls and windows in residential buildings.

F] _.2.4 Sweden

A.2.4.1 _csusticalparameters of partition to be evaluated

A.2.4.1.I Interior zaaZ_s [12,2_] I

--,[,_ The transmission loss determined by laboratory measure- II
merit, R, as expressed in Eq. (i), in i/3-octave bands in the

range from i00 to 3150 Hz, according to the ISO Recommenda-
I tlon, R iii0.

,_ A.2.4.1.2 Y_oors [12,13]

I_ a) The laboratory transmission loss, R_ as for walls;and

b) The normalized (A° = lO m 2)impact sound level, LN,
determined by laboratory measurement in 1/3-octave bands in

the range from I00 to 3150 Hz, according to IS0 Recommenda-tio_ R 140, except that there is no correction to octave

band levels, by the addition of 5 decibels.
r::

A.2.4.2 Assessment criteria for acoustical performance of
lhl patti ti ons

A.2.4.2.1 Airborne sound insulation [22_23]

The measured laboratory curve of transmission •loss is

compared with the ISO airborne sound criterion curve to

: D£gT
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determine the airborne sound insulation index, Ia, by a method
_ similar to the ISO procedure. The fitting rules, however,

_, are those of ASTM, rather than ISO, that is the sum of the

unfavorable deviations must not exceed 32 dB and the maximum

unfavorable deviation must not exceed 8 dB.

A.2.4.2.2 Impact sound i.suZatlon

The measured curve of normalized impact noise (1/3-octave

band) levels is fitted, according to the ASTM rules, to a

criterion curve that lies 5 decibels lower' than the ISO cri-

terion curve for impact noise. When the proper fitting has 1

been achieved, the impact noise is taken as the value of the i

shifted criterion curve at 500 Hz, with 5 dB added. Thus, i._ the Swedish impact noise index is the same as that of ISO,
%

apart from the slight differences that may arise because of

i] :Ithe slightly different fitting rules.

• I_ A.2.4.3 Requirements for acoustical properties of partitions_m
[11,12]

" _. The Swedish code specifies the following acoustical

properties for partitions in apartment houses:

Ia Min.* Ii Max.*

Horiz.Vert.

Between a dwelling room outside

the apartment and a room insidethe apartment: 52 53 63

Between a storeroom outside the

apartment and a room inside theapartment: 48 49 68

Between a staircase or corridor

and a dwelling room inside theapartment: 52._ 53_* 68

_ _The "8 dB maximum deviation" rule is not applied in the i00

and 125 Hz bands.
**It is taken for granted that the sound transmitted through

,, the doors will govern these values; such doors should have
• an airborne sound insulation index of at least 30 dS.

DR  FT•



Requirements are also given for row-houses, hotels,

hospitals, schools and office buildings.

]
No quantitative requirements are given for exterior

walls, but it is recommended that special windows and doorsbe used in neighborhoods with heavy traffic noise.

A.2.5 Switzerland

" A.2.5,1 Acoustical parameters of partition to be evaluated

A._.5.1.I Interior waZZs

The transmission loss determined by laboratory measure-

men_, R, as expressed in Eq. (1), in I/3-oetave bands from

1O0 to 3150HZ, accordingto ISO R-140. "

A.2.5.1.2 FZoor8

The transmission loss, as for walls, and the normalised

,,_ (Ao _ i0 m _) impact sound level, LN, in I/3-ootave bands in
the range from 100 to 3150 Hz, corrected (by the addition of

5 dB) to octave band levels.

A.2.5.2 Assessment criteria for acoustical performance ofpartitions

A.8.8.$.1 Airborne sound ineu_atlon

The ISO airborne sound insulation index, Ia, is used.

A.2._.2.2 Impact sound _nsulatlon

The ISO impact sound insulation index, is used.Ii,

A.2.5.3 Requirements for acoustical properties of._artitions [12]

The Swiss code specifies the following acoustical pro-

Retries for partitions in apartment houses:
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._ Ia Ii

Min.Recomm.Min.Recomm.

Party walls between apart-
ments, stalrsase walls next

living sleeping
to and

rooms and floor-ceillngs in
multl-story buildings 50 55 65 55

_ Other staircasewalls 45 50
11

Corridors '- - 65 55 i

Walls and floors between
_. apartments and shops, _"

-m- restaurantsand offices 60 65 50 45

Apartment entry doors: #

To staircase 20 25
To exterior 25

_ Windows and French doors 20 30

How houses, terrace houses and condominiums should

satisfy the recommended insulation values: in a current code .,

revision [18], the minimum requirements are permitted in con-

dominium reconstruction costing less than 275 Fr/m 3.

I_ The acoustical properties specified above refer to hori-

_ zontal, vertical and diagonal directions of propagation. The

building must satisfy the stated requirements even two years

I_ after completion; it is recognised that the sound insulation

may change by 1 to 3 dB in the first two years.

Requirements are also given for maxiumu permissible

_._ noise levels due to equipment in the dwelling and penetrating

from outdoors.

A.2.6 Denmark [19-21]

U A.2.6.1 Acoustical parameters of partitions to be evaluated

A.2.6.I.1 Interior waZZs
f.!

i_ The primary requirement is given in terms of normalized

level difference, Dnt, measured in the finished buildingrl

: DIR T



t according to ISO, but with all band levels normalized to 0.5 :

sec reverberation time at 500 Hr.* Measurements are made in

i/3-octave bands in the range from 100 to 3150 Hr.
,,,|

In addition, for planning and design purposes, require-ments are given for the laboratory measured transmission loss

of specific building elements, according to the ISO procedure,

in i/3-octave bands from i00 to 3150 Hr.

A._.6. I.P Frosts

..... Normalized level difference in the finished building is

_he primary measure for airborne sound, but laboratory trans-

mission loss is Used for planning, Just as for walls.

-, Impact noise level, normalised to 0.5 reverberation

time at 500 Hz_ _ is used, measured in accordance with the

iSO procedure.

Assessment criteria fsr acoustical performance of
A.2.6.2

partitions

A.2.8.2.1 Airborne cound _nBuZat_on

NO index of sound insulation is explicitly used. In-

stead, the performance Is rated in terms of both the arith-

metical average of the sixteen 1/3-octave band values of Dnt

I_ (or R) and also sixteen tabulated values of minimum acceptable

Dnt (or R). These tabulated values, however, correspond in
I_ each case be the I/3-octave-band levels that define an ISO

airborne sound insulation index, Ia. Deviations toward

_m lower values are allowed, provided these deviations do not

exceed 1 dB, averaged over the whole frequency range (ISO

I_ permits 2 dB average unfavorable deviation). In effect,
therefore, the airborne sound insulation requirements are as

_l.e., aZZ measured levels are corrected by 10 log 0.5/Ts00
,_ where Ts00 is the receiving room reverberation time at

500 Hr.

_,.
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m

.; though they were expressed in terms of Ia, hut with 1 dB i

stricter tolerance in assigning the rating.

I
..i

A.2.8.2.2 Impact sound insulation

,_ No index of impact sound insulation is used. Instead,il,i

tabulated values of maximum acceptable impact noise are given

for the sixteen frequency bands between i00 and 3150 Hz. The
average unfavorable deviation may not exceed 1 dB.

_,I A.2.6.3 Requirements for acoustical properties of
•- partitions [pn] =

Although the Danish code specifies the requirements for

normalized level difference and transmission loss by tabu-

lating the minimum acceptable values for each I/3-octave

band, since these tabulated values correspond in each case

to one of the it is convenientto
indices, Ia , present the

cede requirements here in terms of Is, shifted by 1 dB in

order to account for the stricter tolerance in fitting the

r _ measured data to the required values. (In other words, if

the tabulated values of transmission loss in the Danish code

correspond to the curve for Ia = _9, we report the require-

ment as Ia = 50.)

For impact noise insulation, the tabulated values of

maximum allowable impact noise level are quite unlike the

ISO criterion curve for impact noise, falling off much more

,,l steeply at high frequencies. Nevertheless, it is convenient

to report the Danish impact noise requirement in terms of

the value of Ii that would be assigned by ISO rules to an

impact noise curve one decibel higher than the impact noise

levels tabulated in the Danish code. In addition, the tabu-
F_,_ fated values themselves are given here.

: D IRA-g T



A.2,6.3.1 Airborne sound insulation

Required minimum acceptable values are given for both

the average value of normalized noise reduction, Dnt, over

the sixteen measurements bands, as well as for the value of

Dnt in each band, as follows:

(see56.3)
Average Dnt EquivalentIa

Apartment buildings 49 dB 51 dBTerrace and seml-detached
houses 52 54'

_n addition, required values of transmission loss for 'I

party walls are also given as follows:

Average TL Equivalent Ia
Apartments 50 dB' 53 dB

Terrace and semi-detachedhouses 53 56

For apartment floor-ceiling structures, the average

transmission loss must be 52 dE and the equivalent Ia must

be 55 dB; the impact noise levels in i/3-octave bands may
not exceed the following tabulated values by more than 1 dB,

averaged over all the bands, a requirement equivalent to an
impact noise insulation index, Ii, of 58 dB (see Pig.A.4 and

K.2.6.3_aSove):

Frequency (Hz) i00 125 160 200 250 315 400 500
_a (Nz)

Impac_ Noise 65 65 65 ,65 63 61 59 57
Level (dE)

Prequeney (Hz) 630 800 I000 1250 1600 2000 2500 3150
ImPact Noise .55 53 51 48 _5 tI2 39 36
Level (dE)

Note:
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' The Danish Housing Department intends to change the form

of noise control regulations soon, to conform more nearly

with the current Swedish approach. The new requirements are

expected to be issued at the end of 1976 [21].
7
:$

A.2.7 The Netherlands [22.23]*

_' A.2.7.1 Acoustical parameters of partitions to be
evaluated [22a]

].... A.2.7.1.1 Interior wa_Z_

The normalized level difference, Dnt, is measured inJ
octave bands in the range from 125 to 2000 Hz, and normalized

to a receiving room reverberation time of 0.5 seo. _*

n.2.7.I.2 FZoor !-- The normalized level differences Dnt, is used for air-

- borne sound, as for floors; in addition, the normalized

impact noise level is measured in octave bands in the" range

from 125 to 2000 Hz, and normalized to a receiving room re-

verberation time of 0.5 sec. _

A.2,7.2 Assessment criteria for acoustical perfermance of
-- partitions [22a]

', A.2.?.2.1 Airborne soz(nd isolation

Although the requirements for basic measured data are

less demanding in the Dutch code than in other countries

(only five octave bands are considered), the criterion'

_The Netherlands is only months away from adopting a new

_ standard for noise control in dwellings [22a]; the Informa-
i_ tion given here pertains mostly to the new version, but re-

requiremehts for the old code [22] are also given in paren-
theses.

,|

_*In the old standard [22], the frequency range was from 250
-- _o 2000 Hz, and the measured levels were normalized to 10m 2

sound absorption in the receiving room.
|
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ratings based on these data are rather complicated, both for

airborne and impact sound insulation.

I I_ For airborne sound, the airborne noise isolation index_

flu(nOt at all like the IS0 airborne sound insulation index_

_*: _ la), is formed as follows:

eachoftheflveostavebandsofioterest,criterionvalues of normalized noise level difference are defined by
I_ the code:*

i:_7" Frequency (Hz) ]._5 250 500 i000 2000

_ CriterionDnt(dB! 35(-) 44(43) 51(50) 54(53)55(54) 'i
i

i •

These criterion values are to be subtracted from the field-

i i _ measured values of Dnt in the corresponding bands to yield, i

a set of five values of "airborne noise isolation discrep-

I _ ancy", which may be either positive or negative. From these
! _ values of isolation discrepancy, three quantities are to be

[ _ calculated:

a) The algebraic average, rounded to the nearestinteger;

b) The algebraic average of the two (algebraically)

/It --_ smallest of the five discrepancies, increased by 2 and
I

rounded to the nearest integer.

i_ s) The algebraically smallest of the discrepancies,
increased by 4 and rounded to _he nearest integer.

The airborne noise isolation index, Ilu, is the smallest ofl

these three results.

_ _i I_ An example is given below for the calculation of llu.
L

_The values in parentheses are the requirements of the old
*_ code [22].
I' i
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.A EXAMPLE: {

Frequency: 125 250 50___O01000 2000 (Hz)
,,,J

i. Octave-band level 99.11 99_8 I01.i L99_9 "99.3

in s'ourceroom, dE2. Octave-band level 67.2 60.7 51.3 I13.2 40.0
in receiving room, dB

3. Reverberation time in 1.0 i.i 1.0 0.9 0.7receiving room, see.

4. is log (Tlo.5) +3.0 +3.4 +3.o +2.6 +1.5
.. 5. Normalized level 35.2 I12.5 52.8 59.3 60.8

difference, D , dB

(=i-2+4)nt
-_ 6. Criterionvaluesof 35 44 51 54 55 ['

Dnt, dB

7. Isolation discrepancy, +0.2 -1.5 +1.8 +5.3 +5.8
dB

From the five values of isolation discrepancy (llne ?), 'I

calculate the required three quantities:

a) 1/5 (+0.2 = 1.5 + 1.8 + 5.3 + 5.8) = 2.32, rounded

to +2

b) 1/2 (0.2 - 1.5) + 2 = +1.35, rounded to +i

c) -1.5 ÷ 4 = + 2.5, rounded to + 2

The airborne noise isolation index Ilu is the smallest of

these three numbers, that is s + 1 dB.

I_ A.2.?.2.2 Impaa_ sound _soZatlon

For impac_ sound, a similar index is formed, based on

criterion values of impact noise level defined in the code s
as follows: *

Frequency(Hz) 125 250 500 1000 2000

.Criterion value of 70(-) 66(72) 66(70) 66(67) 70(58)

['_ impac_ noise level (dB)

•Note that the shape of the curve defined by these require-
_ ments is quite different from that of ISO or the other

countries studied here. The values in parentheses are the



m

The field measured values of normalized impact noise

levels in octave bands are to be subtracted from the criterion

values to yield five values oZ'impact noise isolation discrep-

ancy, which may be either positive or negative.

Again, three quantities are to he calculated from the

five values of isolation discrepancy:

a) The algebraic average of the five values, rounded

to the nearest integer

b) The algebraic average of the two (algebraically)

smallest values, increased by 2 and rounded to the nearest

integer

c) The algebraically smallest value, increased by I_and

rounded to the nearest integer.

The impact noise isolation index, Ioo, is the smallest ofthese three results.

An example is given below to illustrate the calculation

of Ico.

EXAMPLE:

Frequency: 125 250 500 1000 2000 (Hz)

i. Impact noise level, L 65.1 67.6 71.0 72.5 69.9 (dB)

2. Reverberation time, 1.0 i.I 1.0 O.9 0.7
sac.

3, 10 log (T/0.5) +3.0 +3.4 +3.0 +2.6 +1.5

_i.Normalized impact
noise level (@ 1 - 3) 62.1 64.2 68.0 69.9 68.4 (dB)

5. Criterionvaluesof 70 66 66 66 70 (dB)impact noise level

6. Impact isolation +7.9 +1.8 -2.0 _3.9 +1.6

discrepancy

From the five values of isolation discrepancy (llne 6),

calculate the three required quantities:

a) 1/5 (+ 7.9 + 1.8 - 2.0 - 3.9 + 1.6) = + 1.08,

roundedto+ 1

DIR T'
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b) i/2 (- 2.0 - 3.9) + 2 = - 0.95, rounded to - 1

c) - 3.9 + 4 = + ).i, rounded to 0

The impact noise isolation index, Ice , is the smallest of
these three numbers, thaB is - i.

A.2.7.3 Requirements for acoustical properties of
partitions [2s]*

,_ A.2.?.3.1 Airborne sound insulation

The Dutch code specifies required values for the air-

,_I borne noise isolation index, Ilu , as follows:

SITUATION !lu

_ Dwellings, except single-family houses:

Party walls between dwellings, and corridor
walls: > 0

If no bedroom or kitchen abuts the party

_¢ALLS: wall: • - 3

Single-family houses:

Walls with bedroom or kitchen abutting: • 0

_ If no bedroom Or kitchen abuts the wall: > - 3

Dwellings, except single-family houses:

Floor of private room (bedroom, kitchen

or bath) above a non-private room (corridorOr underpass): _ 0

Floor of bedroom, kitchen or bath above

FLOORS: common space (garage, storeroom, etc.): _ 0Floors separating dwellings: • 0

[_ / Floors separating common storage roomsfrom bedrooms underneath: • 0

Loggia or terrace floors with bedroom,

kitchen or bath underneath: • 0
Single-family houses:

Floor of bedroom, kitchen or bath above non- ,private space (corridor or passage): • 0

.*The requirements for airborne and impact sound insulation

indices given here are those of the current Dutch UniformBuilding Code. In the new version of the noise control
standard (Ref. 22a), the minimum requirement for the in-
indices will be 0, but builders will be advised to use +5.

The Uniform Building Code may or may not pick up this change.
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A.2.?.3.2 Impact noise isolation
_s

The following values are required for the impact noise _'

isolationindex,Ico. •

Situation I
so

_,,i Dwellings except slngle-family houses:

Floors between dwellings: > 0

Floors of commonspaces (exceptfor storage

rooms), such as corridors, hall, landing, ,!
veranda,ramp,etc. abovebedrooms: > 0

Floorsof non-privatespaces(loggia,

_errace or passage) above bedroom,
kitchen or bath not entirely belonging

. to the same dwelling: > O

A.2.8 Great Britain

A.2.8.1 Acoustical parameters of partition to be evaluated ,
A.2.8.1.1 Walls

m_

(_ Tramemlsslonloss,R (orR')isused,determinedaccord-
ingto Eq. (i).

A.2.8. I.2 Floors

(orR') is used,determinedaccord-
Transmission less R

ing to Eq. (i); and normalised impact sound level, LN, deter-

mined according to Eq. (2).

_.2.8.2 Assessment criteria and requirements
The curves that represent the assessment criteria for

the acoustical properties of partitions in Great Britain are
shown in Fig.g.5. They also, in effect, state the acoustical

requirements of the code.

The curves differ, in shape from the assessment curves

I_ used by the majority of countries discussed in this Appendix.
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A.2.8.2,1 Airborne sound insulation (transmission _oss)

-- The airborne sound insulation criterion curves are shown

_i in Fig. A.5a.

i_ Curve II defines the minimum acceptable insulation for

house party walls.

Curves I and If, together with the division into grades

I and II, define the minimum acceptable insulation between

dwellings in the same multi-family building.

A.2.8.2.8 Impae_ sound ZeveZ

Curve I of Flg.A.5bshows the acceptable impact sound

level for floors in building of grade !.

Curve II shows the acceptable impact sound level for [I
floors in buildings of grade If.

Curves la and lla refer to floors with carpet.

A.2.9 Belg_ um

A.2.9.1 Acoustical parameters of partition to be evaluated

A.2.9.I,1 NaZZs

a) The transmission loss determinedR, by laboratory

measurement according to Eq. (1) (Indiee d'affaiblissement

acoustlque d'une parei);

b) Normalized level difference, DN - (izolement aceus-

_ique normalise), determined according to Eq. (5), with

Ao = iO mz.

A.2.9.1._ FZoor8

I_ a) The transmission loss R (or normalized level differ-
m

enee, DN), as for walls,

: DIR T•



b) Normalized impact sound level LN (nlveau du bruit de
choc normalis4), determined according to Eq. (2), with

Ao = i0 m 2.

A.2.9.2 Assessment criteria and acoustical requirements

The curves that represent the assessment criteria as

well as the acoustical requirements for partitions are shown
in Pig. 6. These criteria and acoustical requirements con-

cern both the transmission loss, R, as measured in the labor-

_' atory, and the normalized level _ifferenee, DN, measured in

the building, as well as the impact sound level, LN (wherever

measured).

The Belgian standard covers five grades of requirements

for airborne sound insulation, R, and five for sound isola-

tion, D. For each grade, the corresponding reference curves '_

L_ R, and DN are defined by the code (Fig. A.6a). It should be

noted that the difference between the required values of R
_ and DN is not constant, but increases from 0 for the •lowest

_ requirements to +3 dB for the highest requirements. It also

should be noted that in the Belgian Standard the shape of

the curve giving the required insulation for external par._i-

tions is not based on the spectrum of traffic noise; rather,
it is the same as for the case of internal walls.

There are three grades for impact sound insulation.

The aoe_sti_aZ _nsuZatlon rating category is assigned accord-

ing to the following rule: The mean unfavorable deviation

of the measured partition curve from the reference curve must

not exceed 1 dB in ea_h one of the following ranges of fre-

quencies:

I00- 315Hz
400 - 1250 Hz

_ ].000- 3150Hz

u The required airborne sound insulation of.parfiitions

(R) and isolation between rooms (DN) is as follows:

: C)RA "FT '
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Insulation Isolation
Category Category

partitions separating two apart- R2 DN2merits

partitions separating staircase orelevators from the apartment,
according to the type of room:

_ bedroom R1 DN1

living room R2 DN27
,-_ nursery R3 DN3

kitchen R3
DN3 .,,

bathroom, W.C R 3 DN3

,_ partitions separating rooms in the

apartment

bedroom - bedroom R3 DN3

bedroom - livingroom R 2 DN2

'_ bedroom- nursery R2 , DN2

bedroom- kitchen R2 DN2

livingroom - nursery R2 DN2

livingrosm - kitchen R3 DN3

livingroom - bathroom R2 DN2

kitchen - sanitary compartment R4b DN4 b

I_ Acceptable normalized impact sound levels LN for floors are

given according to the _ype of rooms situated in the vertical

_,_ direction, as follows:

Ji
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,, UpperRooms

-- Bed- Living Kitchen Bath- Children's
_oom roomj room, Game-room

For Apartments Dining W.O.
room

_,. Bedroom II II I I I

Living room, III II II I I
diningroom

Lower Kitchen Ill III III III II

Rooms
Bathroom, III llI III III III
W.C.

_I Children's llI III III III III
Game-room

A.2.10France 'l

Information on assessment criteria and requirements used "'

in Prance for the acoustical properties of partitions in resi-

dential buildlng was taken from publications of Centre Sclen-

tifique at Technique du B_timent, from a number of official

i_ decrees, and published technical discussions.

I_ A.2.10.1 Acoustical parameters of partition to be evaluated,d

Acoustical assessment covers the following acoustical

parameters of partitions:

A.2.10.I.1 Wa_s

a) The transmission less, R (Indice d_affaiblissement

]_ acoustique d'une paro_), expressed by EQ. (i), and determined
11

in the frequency range 100-3150 Hz in I/3 octave bands.

b) The normalized difference,DN, by
level determined

laboratory measurements aecoring to Eq. (5) in 1/3 octave

bands from 10C to 3150 Hz; or by field measurements in octave
bands in the range 125 to 4000 Hz, according to the following

'_ formula:

: D£A-"FT
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T (I0)
' DN = LI - L2 + i0 log T_o

where:

T = reverberation time of the reeeivins room in seconds,

Tel = the reference reverberation time, taken as TO = 0,5

second

The remaining symbols are as in Eq. (5).

A,2.10._.2 FZoors

a) The transmission loss, R, and the normalized level .,

difference, DN, as for walls.

b) The normalized impact sound level, LN (niveau du
bruit de choo normalls4)

_ for laboratory measurements - according rio Eq. (2) in

1/3 octave bands, at 100 to 3150 Hz,

for field measurements, according to the following

formula:

L N L - i0 log _--= (n)-o

where:

_ T and TO are as given in Eq. (I0) and the remaining

symbols are as given in Eq. (2), in octave bands at 125 to

4000 Hz.

r_ A.2.10.2 Assessment criteria for acoustical properties of
L_'_ partitions

i_ Airborne and impact sound insulation are determined in
terms of calculated A-weighted sound levels, on the basis of

the measured acoustical parameters of the partition as a

function of frequency, according to A.2.10.1.

: DRA-"FT
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A.2,10.2.1 Tranemisalon Zoaa

! The transmission loss is determined according to the

" following formula:

L_ _wA_ LA1- (LA2- I0log_ (12)

I _ where:

LA1 = calculated A-weighted sound level in the sourceroom (dB)

- l0 log _) = calculated A-weighted sound level in(LA2

_. the receivingroom, based on octave

band values of transmission loss, and

talcing account of the partition area

and the absorption in the receiving

room.

Note: In determining the transmission loss for gnternaZ

walls in a building, the level, LAI, in the source

room is taken as constant at all frequencies (80 dB

[_ in each octave band). In determining the transmission

loss for emternal walls in a building, the level LA1

I_ in the source room is calculated from Octave-band

values of L1 at various frequencies, as follows:

f (as) I 125 250 500 1000 2000 _000

LI (dB) ] 71 72 66 65 63 47

A.2.10,2.2 NormaZgsed Zevel differenos, ON

I_ The (A-weighted) normalised level difference is deter-

mined according to _he following formula:

-- -- T

.DNA:LA1(_A210lOg_o) (13)

|

: DtRAFT



-_ where :

L:, LAI is as in Eq, (12); and

T_) = calculated A-welghted sound level in

(LA2 - i0 log TO the receiving room, normalized to the

. reference reverberation time,

.' _ TO = 0,5 second.

• ] The quantity, DN, determined according I;oformula (13), is
called in::thc technical French literature "$solement aeous-

tique".

A.2.10.2.3 l¢or,aaZ4z_d "l,mpae¢.; sound ZeueZ, j r.N] '
The A-welghted normalized impact sound level is calcul-

ated from the sound pressure level as a function of frequency
according to formula (2) or (ll). ,_

A.2.10.3 Required acoustical properties of partitions

Requlrements for the acoustical propertles of partitions

are s_ated in terms of:

a) normalized level difference, DNA , according to:
DNA= RA - a + b (l_J)

where:

RA = "A-welghted" transmission loss given in formula(12);

a = a positive number accounting for "A-welghted"
l flanking transmission; and

I b = "A-weighted" normalization for reverberation timev_
I u (To = 0.5 see), as follows: 1
]

: D£A°FT' " i
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b = 10 log 0,161 V

i0TO
.. The value of b may be found from the following table:

_(m) 1,2 1,6 2,0 2,6 3,2" 4,0 5,0 6,3 8,0

b -_ -3 -2 -i 0 +I .12 "I'3 +4

b) A-welghted normallzed impact sound level, L'NA ,
in a building:

%A ° _NA+ a + b (15)

where:

LNA = A-weighted impact sound level, determined'accord-ing _o §A.2.10.2.3;

a = positive number accounting for "A-weighted"
flanking transmission; and

I_ b = "A-weighted" normalization for reverberation

time (To = 0.5 sec), as follows:

b = l0 log 0__.161
i0 TO

The value of b may be found from the following table:

?



v(m _) 16 20 25 32 40 50 63 80

b +3 +2 +1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4

A.2.10.3.1 ReguZa_ione of ,Tune 1969

5• The French Regulations, compulsory since 14 June 1969

[31,32], include the following requirements for the acousti-

I_ cal properties of partitions in residential buildings.

A-weightedSoundLevelor
Sound Level Difference

walls separatingapartments DNA = 51 dB

floors separating apartments DNA = 51 dB

=70dB
LNA

walls and floors separating = 56 dB !II
apartmentsfromshops DNALJ

r_ _._._6._.2"Aoo.e_io_o_for__eb_"of _o_r._r_1979
The more strict acoustical requirements for the attain-

,_ men_ of the recently introduced "Acoustic Comfort Label"

[33,34] are much more complicated and are described in the

main text (3.1_.2) of this report [38j43].ff

A.2.10.3.3 "Aeotherme" windows [46]

The most recent change in France has been the introduc-

tion offthe "Aeotherme" Label for windows that fulfill special

thermal and acoustical properties (improved insulation, up to

_5 dB(A)). Various permutations of improvements in thermal
I|

and acoustical insulation in specially built windows are

identified by differently colored labels.

The Council for Mutual Economic Aid (CMEA) and the

Eastern Countries.
r_
d

: DAA FT'



" A.2.11 Standing Building Committee of Council for Mutual
Economic Aid (CMEA) [47,_B]

]
'=' A.2.11.1 Acoustical parameters of partitions to be evaluated

i_i A.2.11.I.1 Inte_na_ WaZZs

The transmission loss, Rw, defined in the range from I00

to 3150 Hz in 1/3 octave bands is given by Eq. (1). If the

source room is not adjacent to the receiving room (in a

building), determination of the normalized level differenee_

.... DN, is totem.mended, aoeordlng tn the _o]lowlng formula:

DN = L1 - L2 - i0 log _-- (5)

where :

Ll' A asi. Eq.(1),and il

A o = reference absorption area, taken as I0 m 2.

A.2.11.1.2 F_oor-oei_inq assemb_iea

_s a) The transmission loss (or normalised level differ-

ence) is defined as for walls, with the use Of Eqs. (i) and

b) The normalized ilapacu sound level, determined for

the range 100 _o 3200 Hz in octave bands (or in 1/3 octave

bands corrected to octave bands by the addition of 5 dB) is

I:_ given by Eq. (2).
u,

A.,_.11.1.3 Emternul walZs

CMEA Recommendation RS 263-65 does not deal with exter-

I_ hal walls. Draft Recommendation RS 263-67 specifies acous-

tical properties for external walls with windows, but the

I_ formulation of this recommendation is rather general and no
" method for numerical evaluation is prescribed.

DR T
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A.2.11.2 Assessment criteria far acoustical parameters of
partitions

_, A.2.11.2.1 Airborne sound inoulatlon

.i
17 The transmission loss R (or R') or the normalized level
,4 difference, DN, presented in the form of a Curve as a function _i

of frequency, is evaluated by the method given in §IIA.3.2.1

by comparison with reference curve I or II shown in Flg. 3a.

Curve II is used for assessment of the laboratory transmission

loss and Curve I for assessment of field trans-E, (or DM )
...... mission loss R'.

The condition to be met for comparison of the curve R

(or R') is expressed by Eq. (5). After comparison of the

,curve R (or R') with the corresponding reference curve, the !

sound insulation index, EL, is determined like the determln- _
ation of the index LSM described in paragraph IIA.3.2.1. ._

A.2.11.8.2 Impaet soMnd insu_atlon

The normalized impact sound level LN, presented in the

form of a curve as a function of frequency, is evaluated by

the method given in §IIA.3.2.2, by comparing the measured

[_ data with the reference curve of Fig. _.3b.

After eomparin_ the measured curve of LN with the refer-

enoe curve, so as to meet the conditions Eq. (5),
of the

index ET is determined like the index TSM.

A.2.11.3 Recommended acoustical properties of partitions

Recommendation RS 263-65 and Draft Recommendation RS
263-67 specify recommendations for the acoustical properties

I_ of internal partitions in residential buildings in terms of

_I the indices EL and ET. Recommended acoustical properties

for main partitions in residential buildings are as follows:

,g
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i RS 263-65 RS 263-67

-- walls between dwell- EL = -i dB EL = - 1 to + 2 dB
i_ Ings

floors between dwell- E L = -1 dB EL = - 1 to + 20 dB
ings

ET = 0 ET = 0 to + i0 dB

] ,
' flgo_s betweeh dwell-

Ings_and auxiliary EL = -i dB EL = - 1 to + 20 dBroomssituated above

the dwellings in the ET = 0 ET - 0 to + i0 dB
building

"' floors of two-story EL - not specified
buildings

ET = 0

walls between rooms EL = -9 dB EL = - 20 to - 9 dB

within one dwelling

Note: Recommendations for the index ET of floors between

kitchens and bathrooms concern impact sound penetrat-

ing into rooms of the adjacent dwelling. Recommenda-

/_ tions given in Draft RS 263-67 include both minimum

values (lower indices) and preferred values (higher

indices).

A.2.12 Poland

A.2.12.1 Acoustical parameters of partition to be evaluated

• A.2.12.1.1 InternaZ waZ_e

The transmission loss, Rw, concerns the acoustical pro-perties of a partition determined without flanking trans-

mission; the "approximabe transmission loss", E_, concerns

the acoustical properties of a partition in a building with

flanking transmission. Values of transmission loss, Ew and

are determined in the frequency i00 to 3150 Hz in
range

octave bands according to Eq. (i).

I"
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A.2.12.1,2 FZoor-eeiling assemblies

a) The transmission loss, Rw (or approximate transmis-

sion loss, R_) is determined in a manner similar to that for

.i _ internal walls.b) The normalized impact sound level under the floor

(characterizing the transmission of impact sound), determined
in 1/3 octave bands corrected to octave bands is defined as

_ follows: A

Lur = Lu + I0 log _ + I0 log n (7)

where:

n = a number dependent on the band width of the

filters used; for octave band filters, n = I,

for 1/3 octave band filters, n = 3; the other

symbolsare as givenin Eq. (2).

A.2.12.1.3 Externa_ _a_Za and windo_s

The transmission loss, Rw, is defined as in the case of

internal partitions in a diffuse field, according to Eq. (1),
in the range 100 to 3150 Hz in 1/3 octave bands.

A.2.12.1.4 Entrance doers of f_atc

The transmission loss, Rw, is defined as in the case of
internal partitions in a diffuse field, according to Eq. (i),

in the range I00 to 3150 Hz in i/3 octave bands.

A.2.12.2 Assessment criteria for acoustical parameters of

partitions

A.2.12.2.1 Airborne sound insulation of isterna_ partitions
The Polish Standard specifies criteria for evaluation of

'I

T similarto thoseof CMEARe-
the transmissio_ loss Rw and Rw

commendatio_ RS 263-65. The insulation of an internal parti-

r.! tio_ is defined by the index EL, computed as in the CMEA .
Recommendation(see § II.B.1.2above).
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A.2.12.2.2 Impact sound insuZation

The Polish Standard specifies an assessment criterion

for the normalized impact sound level, Lur , as in the CMEA

Recommendation RS 263-65 and the Draft RS 263-67. The impact

u,__ sound insulation of a floor is _haraeterized by the index ET,
computed as, in the CMEA Recommendation (see _ II.B.I.2 above).

A.2.12.2.3 Airborne sound insulation of external weZLs and
windows

Assessment criteria for the transmission loss of _mt_nal

walls and windows in residential buildings were developed by

the Research Institute, Department of Acoustics, in Warsaw.

These criteria were the first in the world to be used in a

national standard.

The transmission loss, presented in the form of a curveas a function of frequency, is evaluated by comparison with

Q the reference curve of Fig. 7a in order to define the index

ZEL. The reference curve was developed by considering the

spectrum of traffic noise and the sound absm;ption of typical

furnished apartments, as a function of frequency.

The method for comparison of the transmission loss curveof an external wall or window with the reference curve is

like the case of internal partitions, i.e., the method given

in paragraph II.A.3.2.1.

The airborne sound insulation index for an external wall
whose curve Rw exactly corresponds to the reference curve of

Fig. 7a is:
ZEL = 0 dB

The index deSermined on the basis of a measured curve R w ,

shifted in relation to the curve of Fig. 7a by ± a dB, is:

li
ZEL = ± a dB

p_
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A positive (indleated by a plus sign) means shifting towards "

an increase of the transmission loss of the partition, i.e.,

.| upwards in the diagram.

The Polish Standard specified an approximate relation
between the index ZEL of the window and the traffic noise

level penetrating through the window, as follows:

l,i
S

LIA - L2A = 20 + ZE L _ i0 log _ dB (8)

..... where:

= A-welghted sound level in dB outside the building_' LIA

atthewindow,

L2A = A-welghtedsound level in dB of trafficnoise i

I _ penetrating through the window into the recto, :IS = areaof the window,in m2,

I_ A = acoustic absorption of the room, m 2, averaged over
the range of frequencies.

That is, if LIA increases 5 dB, then either ZEL or
l0 log A must also increase 5 dB to maintain the came indoor

traffic noise level, L2A"

A.2.12._.4 Airborn_ sound insuZation of entrance door of
apartmente

The transmission loss, presented In the form of a curve

as a function of frequency, is evaluated by comparison with

the reference curve of Fig. ?b in order to define the index

DE L. The reference curve was developed by considering the

spectrum of typical noises o_eurrlng the staircase and the

[_ eound absorption of furnished apartments as a function of

frequency. The method for comparing _he transmission loss

_ curve of the door and defining the index DE L for the door is

similar to the above described method concerning the trans-

_ mission loss of external walls, windows and the index, ZEL.

: DFRAoFT
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,._ An approximate relation between the required index, DEL
and the staircase noise level penetrating through the door is

as follows:

S
LIA - L2A= 22 + DEL - 10log_ (9)

where:

LIA = A-welghted sound level in dB outside the door,

.......... L2A = A-weighted sound level in dB of noise pone-

, tratin_throughthedoor,

J S = area of the door,

A, as in eQ. (8).

A.2.12.3 Required acoustical properties for partitions !I

A.2.12.3.1 Airborne sound insulation: Internal partitions

The Polish Standard is based on the assumption that the

sound insulation of the partition is less important to the

residents than the sound isolation between which de-rooms,

ponds on the transmission loss of the partition, as well as

its area_ and on the absorption in the receiving room.

Requirements for the transmission loss Rw of partitions

are differentiated according to the partition area, S_ in

order to obtain approximately constant sound isolation be-

tween Requirements for partitions with most
rooms. areas

commonly used in typical buildings were used to set the basic

requirements. Requirements for'the acoustical properties of 1
partitions are stated in terms of': the airborne sound in- !

sulation index, EL, for walls; both the airborne sound insul-
atlon index, EL, and the impact sound index, ET, for floors.

The requirements for partitions in a residential building areI

as follows:

walls separating two rooms (regardless of the types of .adjoiningrooms)

DRA°f-T
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For S = 5 - l_2m , EL = - 1 dB-I
.| For S = 12 - 162m , EL = + 1 dB

.. For S = 18 - 202m , EL = + 2 dB

floors separating two rooms (regardless of types of'

adjoiningrooms):

.. For S = 8 - 18 m 2, E L = - 1 dB and ET = 0
J

.......... Vo_ S = 18 - 23 m _, E L = + 1 dB and ET = 0

"_ For S = 23 - 30 m _, EL = + 2 dB and ET = 0J

"_ walls separating an apartment f_om auxiliary rooms con-

,4 raining mechanical equipment for the building, or from

I _ stores located in the building: 'I
For S = 5 - 12 m 2, E L = + 1 to + 3 dB '_

_ _ For S = 12 - 16 m 2, E L = + 3 to + 5 dB

For S = 16 - 20 m 2, E L = + 4 to + 5 dB

Note: Values of the index should be selected within the

above limits accordin_ to the noisiness o_ the room.

floors separating an apartment from auxiliary rooms con-

raining mechanical equipment for the building, or from

stores located in the building:

For S - 18 m , E L = + 2 to + 4 dB

ForS = 18 - 23 m _ EL = + 4 to + 6 dB

ForS = 23 - 30 m , EL = + 5 to + 7 dB

Note: Values o'fthe index EL should be selected within the

above limits according to the noisiness of the room;

_cquirements for the impact sound index ET should be

csleeted individually accordln_ to the sources of

"_ noise and the location of noisy rooms.

': T
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walls separating apartments from stairs or' corridors

EL = - i dB
.A

The Polish Standard does not specify requirements for

walls within a dwelling, except for the wall separating a i

_A bedroom or living room from a bathroom or W.C. compartment;

for this case, the required index EL = - I0 dB.

4._.12.3.2 Airborne sound insuZation: EmternaZ _aZZe and
windows

Requirements for the acoustical properties of external

walls and windows are given according to the noisiness of the i

neighborhood. The standard specifies, as the measure of

I neighborhood noisiness, the average A-welghted noise level,

_' Leq, during maximum traffic noise, divided into the following

classes:

- up to 60 dB

._ 61 to 70 dB

71 to 80 dB

The requirements are stated in terms of the airborne sound

insulation index ZE L and apply to the external walls of the

building and to windows, with the exception of staircase

windows:

a) For neighborhood with average noise level up to

60 dB

externalwall ZEL = + 5 dB

windowsof rooms ZEL = 0

windows of kitchens, bathrooms and

W.C. compartments ZEL = 0

b) For neighborhood with noise level from 61 to 70 dB

I_ externalwall ZEL = _ lO dB

windowsof rooms ZEL = + 5 dB

windows of kitchens, bathrooms and

W.C. compartments ZEL = 0

i

: D£ A t-T.
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c) For neighborhood with noise level from 71 to 80 dB

_._ external wall ZEL = + 15 dB

windows of rooms (if percentage
of glazing does not exceed J]0%) ZEL = + l0 dB

windows of kitchen, bathrooms

and W.C. compartments ZEL = + 5 dB

_.2.12.3.3 A£rborna sound insuZetion for entrance doors

Requirements for the acoustical properties of entrance

doers of apartments are stated in terms of the index, DEL,

] andare: 'I

DEL = + 5 dB

The requirements for acoustical parameters of doors inside

the apartment are not specified.

I_ A.2.13 Czechoslovakia
A.2.13.1 Acoustical parameters of partition to be evaluated

The following acoustical parameters should be evaluated,

A.2.13.1.1 Internal waZZe

transmission loss de_ermined by the laboratory measure-

ment,R_

normalized level difference, DN.

A.2.13.1.8 FZoors

transmission loss (o_ normalized level difference), as

for walls

normalized impact sound level, de_ermined by laboratory

measurement LN (or by field measurement, L_)

Required ranges of frequencies - similar to that given

in CMEA.
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A.2.13.2 Assessment criteria for acoustical parameters

,_ The Czechoslovakian Standard recommends the application

of assessment methods for the acoustical parameters of partl-

_,I tlons similar to the methods given in CMEA. The indices EL

and ET are determined by laboratory measurements, while indices

from field measurements are marked EL and E_.

The standard specifies, in addition to the indices EL

and ET, the indices IL and IT, whose numerical values are

-_..... equal to the ordinate of the corresponding reference curve

] •at 500 llz (see leo R-717). The following formulas give the

re].ations among these indices:

IL = E_ + 54

IL = EL + 52

IT = 68 - ET

It should be noted that IL _ la and IT _ Ii, because the

methods for comparison of the measured curves with the refer-

ence curves are somewhat different.

Required properties partitions
A.2.13.3 acoustical of

The requirements given in the Czech code are stated in

terms of the indices EL and ET. The Czechoslovakian Standard

is almost fully compatible with the CMEA Draft Recommendation

t'_ RS 263-67 in the scope of required acoustical properties of

residential buildings partitions. A slight difference ap-

I_ pears in the requirement for the acoustical properties of

walls inside the apartment; according to the Czechoslovakian

I_ Standard, the required EL = = I0 dB, and in the CMEA RS 263-67,

EL = - 9 dB.

.
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.... A.2.14 Rumania [51]

A.2.14.1 Acoustical parameters of partition to be evaluated
L.4

A._.24.2.I Wa%ls

The transmission loss R (or R') is determined in octave

bands in 1/3 octave bands according to Eq. (i).

A. 2.14.1._ FZooms

,. a) The transmission loss, as given above for walls.

-- b) The normalized impact sound level beneath Lhe floor,

_ in octave bands (or in 1/3 octave bends corrected to octave

bands) determined acoordin_ to Eq. (12).

Id

A.2.14.2 Assessment criteria For acoustical performance of I

_: partitions ._'}

A.2.14._.I Airborne ao_nd _nculatlon I

_:a The transmission loss_ R, presented in the form of a

_ curve as a funotlon of frequency, is evalllated by comparison_ with the reference curves shown in _ig. 8a. The shape of

the reference curves shown in Fi_. 8a is similar to that of

I_ curves In the IS0 and the CMEA Recommendations. However,
the

the Rumanlan Standard does net specify numerical indices as

in the ISO and CMEA Recommendations, or in the national stan-
dards of most other countries. Evaluation of the acoustical

i_ properties is based on comparison of the measured partition

curve with the five "category curves" shown in Fig. 8a_ es-

I_ tablishing which of the curves best corresponds with the mea-

d cured curve. Because of this approach, the curves R1 - R5
shown in Fi_. 8a have the character of assessment criteria as

I_ well as requirements.

I_ Methods for comparison of the reference curves R1 - R5
d with the measured partition curve are similar to the methods

, already dlseussed, as follows:

d

A-65
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._ The sum of the unfavorable deviations, divided by 15 for

transmission loss values in 1/3 octave band (or by 5 for 1

_ transmission loss values in octave bands), should be

less than 2 d_,

,,, the maximum unfavorable deviation in i/3 octave bands

should not exceed 8 dB_ or in octave bands, 5 dB.

A.2.14.2.2 Impact sound insulation

The principle of evaluation for the normalized impact

sound level is similar to that for evaluation of bhe t_ns-

loss of the partition. The standard presents fivemlsslon
i=J

reference curves of impact sound level, L1 - LS, which have

the nature of required curves of acceptable impact sound
level. The curves L1 - L5 shown in Fig. 8b refer to the Im-

pact sound level in octave bands. Curve L2 is identical to i
i_ the reference curve shown in ISO R-717.

Methods for comparison of the curves of impact sound
: level with the reference curves are identical to the methods

_ for airborne sound level.

A.2.14.3 Required acoustical properties of partitions
The required acoustical properties for internal parti-

:_ tlons in a residential building depend on the desired care-

• _ gory of acoustical comfort (two categories of acoustical

comfort are defined): Category
I II

walls separatingapartments R3 R1

[_ floor separating apartments R3L 3 RIL 1

internal floors in apartments L 3 LI
having two stories

I_ floors separating apartments E3L 3 RILIfrom (qulet) auxiliary rooms
in building

floors separating apartments EIIL4 R2L 2
from (noisy) mechanical com-

I_ partments of building, e.g.,
water-supply syste m .

E}IRA FT•
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"' The standard does not cover requirements for external

._ walls, nor for internal walls inside the apartment.

A.2.15 East Germany (§erlaan Democratic Republic)

A.2,15.1 Acoustical parameters of partition to be evaluated

The acoustical parameters of the partition subject to

evaluation are similar to those of CMEA Draft Recommendation

RS 263-67, i.e.:

a) the transmission loss of partition, R (measured in

-- the laboratory), or R' (measured in the field), according to

Eq. (iO (Luftschalld_mmMass).

b) normalized sound level difference, DN (for non-
adJacen_ source room and receiving room), according to gq.

(5).(NormSohalldr_ckpegeldifferenz).

c) normalized impact sound level, determined in i/3

. octave bands and corrected to octave bands (gormTrittsshall-

pegel).

A.2.15.2 Assessment criteria for acoustical performance of
partitions

l_ Assessment criteria for the acoustical properties of

partitions, determined in specified ranges of frequency, are

similar to those CMEA Draft RS 263-67. The
lathe measured

values of R (or R') and LN serve for determination of the

indices EL or ET. The following terminology is used:

I,l EL = Luftschallsch_tsMass,

d ET = Trlttschallsch_tzMass.

A.2.15.3 Required properties partitions
acoustical of

The requirements for acoustical properties of partitions
r_

are stated in terms of the indices EL and ET. The required

acoustical parameters of partitions in residential buildings

DIR T.
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' given in the East German Standard are in prinsiple similar

to those specified in the CMEA Draft Recommendation RS 263-67.The only differences are as follows:

a) the required impact sound indices ET are increased
by _IdE, compared to the values given in the CMEA Draft Re-

commendation. Such a requirement takes account offthe poss-
ible ageing of the insulation matepial used for floors,

b) the required index, EL, for walls separating bed-
room_ w_thln an apartment consisting of three or more rooms

has a minimumvalue EL = -20 dB, and a recommendedvalue

EL = - 5 dB,

c) the acoustical requirements for floors of apartments

having two stories are the same as for floors separatingtwo I
,, apartments.

I_ .
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, A.3 SUMMARY COMPARISON OF THE EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR ACOUS-
TICAL PROPERTIES OF PARTITIONS IN RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

_, i) The Regulations, International Recommendations and

National Standards specify the following parameters for deter-

mining acoustical properties of partitions.

a) walls

- The transmission loss R, expressed in dB, mea-

sured in the laboratory without flanking transmission accord a

_ ing to Eq. (1). The transmission loss is determined in 1/3-

octave bands in the range of f_equencios from !00 to 3150 Hz

in all standards except the American Regulations, where the ,

range is 125-4000 Hz. Determination Of R in OCtave bands is I
allowable.

' expressed in dB, de-- The transmission loss Rw

termined by field measurements (or laboratory measurements
with flanking transmission) according to Eq. (I). The fre-

quency range is as given above. The Polish Standard PN-70/
' "approximate transmission loss".B-02151 calls the value Rw

The American Standards do not allow for measurement of"approximate field transmission loss" in this way.

- Normalised level difference of acoustic pres-
sure, DN, in dB according to Eq. (5) or (i0)_ with reference

absorption AO = I0 m 2, or reference reverberation time TO =

O.5 sec.

The values of DN are determined by field measurements. The
French Regulations prescribe determination of the value DN
by laboratory and field measurements: results of laboratory

measurements are calculated from formula (5) and results of

the field measurements from formula (I0).

b) floors

- The transmissionloss Rw (or R_) and normal-
ized level difference DN are handled similarly as for walls.

r_
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- The normalized impact sound level LN normalized

-- to the reference absorption A° = I0 m 2, or to the reference

i reverberatlon time TO = 0.5 see. In the majority of standards,

the level LN is determined in the range i00-3150 Hz in octave

_I bands (or 1/3 octave bands corrected to octave bands by addi-

tio_ of 5 dB).

The Finnish Standard [_4], and the American and French Regula-

tions do not prescribe correction to octave bands of the im-

pact sound levels measured in 1/3 octave should be
bands. It

noted __h.t the band width of m_asu_,emen5 is not preclcely

specified in some of the standards and regulations.

2) All standards and recommendations, except the French

Regulations, prescribe the assessment of the airborne sound
insulation and impact sound insulation of a partition by com-

. _ parison of the measured curves with reference curves. The

I _ French Regulations prescribe the assessment of the acoustical

I _ properties of a partition in terms of A-weighted sound levels

caluslated from the values of sound insulation at all. the mea-suring frequencies.

3) The majority of countries use in their standards

reference curves cf shapes similar to the shape of the refer-

encc curves of ISO Recommendation R-717. The curves given

in _he British, Dutch and Belgian standards differ somewhat

from this shape (see Fig. 9).

4) Me_hods of comparison of the measured curves of air-

borne sound insulation (also isolation) and impact sound

level with the reference curves in the different standards

are similar. However, come differencec occur: these differ-
ences in assessment of sound insul'afilon amount to only about

1-2 dB for the same reference curves. The methods of compar-ison are as follows:

J DFt T
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-- Method A
,I

To compare the measured values, the appropriate refer-

ence curve is shifted in steps of 1 dB towards the measured

curve until the most severe of the following conditions is

satisfied:
i) for curves determined in 1/3-octave bands, 100-3150

m

!j

i dB < l-i-__ 2 dB (a)

or for curves determined in octave bands, 125-2000

HZ,

£6i

i dB < -7 _ 2 dB (b)

ii) for curves determined in 1/3_octave bands, i00-3150

Hz,

and (c)

6ma x _ 8 dB

or for curves determined in octave bands, 125-2000

Hz,

-.< 2 dB '
5 -

and (d)

6ma x _ 5 dB
Method A is used in the IS0 Recommendation. 0nly the condl-

I'_ tions (c) are used in the American Regulations.

_._
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.... Method B

] To compare the measured values, the appropriate refer-
_-, ence curve is shifted in steps of 1 dB towards the measured

curve until both of the following conditions are satisfied:

_._ _i00+2_3150+ i =_500 _i
i = 125

1 dB< < 2 dB

15

&:*d

_max-< 8dB ."

Thi_ method is in Recommendation
used the Draft R.S.263-67,

in the Polish Standard, the Czechoslovakian Standard, the

USSR Standard, the Rumenian Standard, the German Federal

Republic Standard and the German Democratic Republic Standard.

A mean unfavorable deviation of the measured curve from

the appropriate reference curve less than 1 dB is required

in each one of the following ranges of frequencies:

I00- 315Hz

400 - 1250 Hz

1600- 3150Hz.

I__ Method C is used in the Belgian Standard.

An analysis of the methods [53] has shown that if the

I_ unfavorable deviations of the measured value of a partition

from the reference curve do not occur at the extreme fre-

_a quencies, the conditions given in Method B are sometimes more

severe than in Method A (the same sum of the unfavorable devi-

ations is divided by 15 in Method B, by 16 in Method A).!

If the unfavorable deviations do occur at the extreme

frequencies, and if the sum of these deviations exceeds _ dB,

" then Method A prescribes more severe conditions.

£)R FT



'' 5) There are two tendencies in using the reference

-_ Curves :

- to derive slngle-number assessment criteria of insulation

(or impact sound level) measured as a function of frequency,

- as requirements for appropriate acoustical performance

of a partition.
In the first case, the comparison of acoustical insulation of

"W, a partition (or impact sound level) with the reference curve

defines an index, i.e., a single figure in terms of which the

-- acoustical property of partition is evaluated. Acoustical
J

., requirements in such cases are stated in terms of theTrequired

minimumindividualindices.

In the second case, the reference curves determine, for

individual bands in the relevant frequency range, the required

_ minimum insulation values (or the acceptable impact sound

,_ level) with unfavorable deviations allowable in certain ranges.

I_ In such cases, a series of the curves is given, determinin_

the required acoustical parameters according to the proposed

t_ application of a partition.

_ 6) The typical method for calculation of the indices is

m based on a comparison cf the measured airborne sound insula-

I_ tion curves (or impact sound level curves) with the appropri-
ate reference curve; the numerical value of the index is re-

lated directly or indirectly to the reference curve.

7) If one leaves out of account the slight differences

t._ in the calculation methods for the various indices, that is,

the allowable deviations of the measured partition curve from

!_ the reference curve, it is possible to establish the following

relationships among the indices:

l_ a) airborne sound insulation

EL = LSM (16)
• |

. za--sTc (17)
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Ia = 52 + EL = 52 + LSM= STC - for field (18),; measurements

-- Ia = 511 + EL = 54 + LSM - STC - for labora- (19)
_ torymeasurements

b) impact sound insulation

_" ET = TSM

!_, ii--68-ET=68-_SM (20)

IIC = ll0 - Ie + 5 = I15- Ii Ii = ll5 - IIC (21)u

z IIC = 47 + ET 47 + TSM ET IIC - 47. (22)

•_ Note. In Eqs. (21) and (22), the IIC is calculated from the

impact sound level determined in I/3-octave bands; ET

,i and TSM from the impact sound level corrected to octave
bands.

Discrepancles, resulting from different calculation methods,
between the indices, as given in the above equations, amount

I;o 1-2 dB.
ha

8) A precise comparison of the assessment criteria for

,_ the acoustical properties of partitions is possible only by

conversion of these criteria into airborne sound/insulation

!_ values (or into sound level values) expressed in A-impact

weighted sound levels. Such a calculation can also demon-

strafe whether the criteria prescribed in the various stan-
dards are mutually consistent.

I_ In order to carry out such calculations, a series of

_ransmission loss curves and impact sound level LN curves

were selected, corresponding to the reference curves shown
in Fig. 7 in such a way that the unfavorable deviations

(within the allowable limits) occurred in different bands of
f

frequencies. The following formulae were used for the cal- !

culations :

a) the "A-weighted airborne sound insulation, EEA:
I



• ,,,')

q

10 (Lfl÷ Ai) |
]REA 10 log 100,1 (Lfi Eli + i0 log + _ + KAi) (23)

i
M

_i where

i = index identifying the frequency band
Lfl = sound pressure level in the source room. A constant

value, Lfi = 100 dB, was assumed for all frequencies.

Rfi = transmission loss of partition as a function of fre-

quency,dB,

S = area of the partition, assumed to be 10 m 2

A = absorption in the receiving room, assumed equal to

the reference absorption, AO = 10 m2
KAi = correction for each frequency according to the !

A-weightingcurve,dB. ii
I _ It should be noted that the results of calculations according l

_o formula (23) do not depend on the absolute values of the
[ assumed level Li, but only on the shape of the noise spectrum

im the source room. Previous analysis has shown that a "flat"

spectrum (Lf = const.) gives results analogous to the speech

r_ spectrum. In fact, a "flat" spectrum is prescribed in the

" " _ French Regulations for calculation of their "A-welghted"

transmission loss.

b) the A-welghted impact sound insulation, LNA:

LNA lO log_ I00'I(Lni+ KAi) (24)
i

where

Lni = normalized impact sound level as a function of
frequency in 1/3 octave bands, normalized to

Ao = i0 m 2

l{Ai = as in formula (23).

J;
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9) The results of calculations of the airborne sound

-- insulation by the method described in item 8 are as follows:

.i a) Reference curve given in the ISO Recommendation

(Fig. A.ga, curve i): A transmission loss curve identical to

the reference curve leads to RE A = 52 dB. For transmission
J loss curves with unfavorable deviations from the reference

curve within allowable limits (Method A, conditions a and b),

REA = 49 to 52 dB

b) Reference curve for field measurements given in

CMEA Recommendation (Fig. A.9a, curve i): A transmission loss_Z
curve identical to the reference curve leads to REA = 52 dB.
For transmission loss curves with unfavorable deviations from

L_ the reference curve within allowable limits (Method B)

= If8to 52 dB
i _ REA

c) Reference curve for Zaboratory measurements as given

in the CMEA Recommendation (Fig. A.ga, curve 2): A transmis-

slon loss curve identical to the reference curve leads to REA=
5_I dB. For transmission loss curves showing unfavorable devi-

ations from the reference curve within allowable limits

(MebhodB)

REA = 50 to 54 dB

p_ .....d) Reference curve given in the Belgian Standard (Fig.
A.ga, curve 3): A transmission loss curve identical to the

reference curve leads to REA = 52 dB. For transmission loss

curves showing unfavorable deviations from the reference curve

within allowable limits (Method C)

REA = 51 to 52 dB

e) Reference curve as given in the British Standard

(Fig. A.ga, curve Jl): For an insulation curve in full confor-

' mity with the reference cflrve, REA = 52 dB. British Standard

: DIR T•
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CP3: Chapter Ill (1960) does not specify allowable unfavorable

deviations from the reference curve but requires them gener-ally to be "little". Allowing unfavorable deviations accord-

ing to the ISO Recommendations, the values of REA are similarfor the reference curves given in the ISO Recommendation and

in the British Standard.

i0) The results of calculations of impact sound level

according to the method described in item 8 are as follows:

a) Reference survc given in ISO Recommendation

(Fig. A.Rb, curve i): An impact sound level curve in full con- I

_, formity with the reference curve leads to LNA = 66 dB. For ._

impact sound level curves showing unfavorable deviations from

_,_ the reference curve within allowable limits (Method A),

= 66 to68dB

Note: These calculations are based on the assumption that i_L

L,_ the reference curve refers to octave bands or to 1/3-

octave bands corrected to octave bands.
L_

b) Reference curve given in CMEA Recommendation

(Fig. A.9b, curve 2): An impact sound level curve in full con- I

formity with the reference curve leads to LNA = 69 dB. For

l

impact sound level curves showing unfavorable deviations fromthe reference curve within allowable limits (Method B),

= 69 to dBLNA 73

I I_ Note: These saleulations are based on the assumption that

the reference curve refers'to octave bands, or to 1/3-

!_ octave bands corrected to octave bands.
d

c) Reference curve given in the Belgian Standard

(Fig. A.gb, curve 3): An impact sound level curve in full I

conformity with the reference curve leads to LNA = 72 dB.

'_ For impact sound level curves showing unfavorable deviations

DRAFT 'I , j
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from the reference curve within allowable limits (Method C),

-- LNA = 72 to 73 dB
-i

_ d) Reference curve given in the British Standard

(Fig. A.9b, curve 4): An impact sound level curve in full con-

- formiby with the reference curve 4 leads to LNA = 67 dB. An

It impact sound level curve in full conformity with the referenceI=|

curve _I (for soft floor eoverings)'leads to LNA = 65 dB. The

standard does not specify allowable unfavorable deviations.
Allowing unfavorable deviations accordin_ be the ISO Recom-

mendation, the values LNA are lower (than those mentioned
above)_ by 1 to 4 dB, according to the frequency range in

which the unfavorable deviations occur.

. ii) It is clear, from the results of the calculations

presented in items 9 and 1O, above, that the determination

ofairborne and impact sound insulation properties of partl-

._ tlons in the form of indices, in the current assortment of

standards, is not sufficiently precise. Differences of the

A-welghted rating values that result from unfavorable devia-
tions w_h£n th_ aZZow=ble Z_mgts, are as much as 1 be IIdB.

12) Considering the results of the calculations pre-

sented in items 9 and i0, the relation between the indices

and the A-weighted insulation values of partitions (when S =

l0 m s and Ao = 10 m 2) can be expressed in the following ap-

proximate formulae:

I'_ REA = Ia - (0 to 3), dB (25)

REA = E L + (48 fie 52), dB -for field measurements(26)

REA = EL + (50 to 54), dB - for laboratory mea-surements (27)

REA= STC- (1Cbe 3),dB (28)

REA = LSM + (I18 to 52), dB - for field measurements(29)

t
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REA = LSM + (50 to 54), dB - for laboratory mea- (30)suremnnts

LNA= Ii + (i0to 4),dB (31)

LNA = (69 to 73) - ET = (69 to Y3) - TSM dB (32)

LNA= (115to 119)- IIC,dB (33)

Note: The formulae (31) and (32) relate to the indices, Ii,
ET and TSM calculated from the levels in octave bands

or in 1/3-octave bands corrected to octave bands.The formula (33) relates to the index IIC calculated

from the levels in 1/3-octave hands.

13) The indices Ii and STC, and the related A-weighted

values determine the acoustical properties of partition in
_he conditions in which they were measured (as concerns

flanking transmission). The indices EL and LSM, and the re- ,lated A-weighted values, determine the acoustical properties

of partition _ith flanking transmission. Calculation of the

above indices based on field measurements includes the actu-

ally occurring flanking transmission; calculation based on

laboratory measurements includes flanking transmission of
2 dB.

|
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A.4 SUMMARYCOMPARISON OF THE REQUIREMENTSFOR
I,I

ACOUSTICAL PROPERTIES OF PARTITIONS IN RESIDENTIAL

BUILDINGSi
Lo

All the standards sonsldered in this Appendix recommend

_,I,_ acoustical parameters for walls and floors bstweem
dwellings.

Acoustical parameters for partitions within one dwelling

unit are not given in every standard. Some standards specify
minimum acoustical properties of partitions separating

dwellings from other noisy rooms situated in the building.

The Polish Standard and the French Regula_lons speci£y

requirements for sound insulation of external walls. The

Polish Standard prescribes requirements for windows and

external walls, while the French Regulations concern onlywalls without windows.

I _ A,4.1 Comparison of Approaches for Acoustical Properties

of Internal Partitions
• r_

i. Standards and Regulations used in various countries

. specify differently the requirements for acoustical proper-

ties of internal partitions of residential buildings. The

different acoustical parameters of partitions depend upon

such factors as:

noisiness of the housing area

sizeof partition

assumed acoustical comfort

types of adjoining rooms.

The American Regulations specify acoustical require-

:_" men_s for partitions in a building according to outdoor
d

noisiness of the housing nelghborhood.

British, Rumanian, Czechoslovakian, USSR, and German

Standards and t1_e CMEA Recommendation specify requirements
bl

according to the desired acoustical comfort, independent

of how noisy the neighborhood is.
;i



_. The CMEA Recommendation and British, Rumanian, Czecho-

slovakian, USSR, German Standards do not use the categories

I:] "class of acoustical comfort" but specify "minimum" and

"recommended" requirements. Differentiation of the require-

men_s the sound insulation partition
for airborne of the

appears in the Polish Standard and indirectly in the Belgian

Standard and Frensh Regulations. This problem is further

discussed in conclusions 2 and 3, below.

. _ The American Regulations and West German and Belgian

Standards cover requirements for acoustical parameters of

partitions (also floor-ceiling assemblies) separating dwell-

ings according to the types of room adjoining the partition.

'_ A.4.2. Comparison of Required Acoustical Parameters of

Building Partitions
A direct comparison of required acoustical parameters !

of ps_tltions used in residential buildings, which appear in

'_ the various standards, is very difficult, because of the

different assessment criteria for sound insulation of par-titions used in these standards.

Comparison of these requirements is possible only in an
indirect way, by comparing the sound insulation _n A-welghted

I_ so_nd ZepeZs between rooms when the acoustical parameters of

partitions Just comply with the requirements given in the

individual standards.
_m

A,4.2.1 Walls separating dwellings

The group of European standards prescribe requirements

for the acoustical properties of party walls that guaranteef_

the following range of sound isolation between adjoining

dwellings:

!_ minimum requirements (except British) 49-52 dB

recommended requirements (higher quality) 51-54 dB
|
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i_ The British Standard prescribes a minimum requirement for_P

sound insulation between dwellings of 47-48 dBA. The

choice between minimum and recommended requirements depends
_6

exclusively upon the desired acoustical comfort. The

Polish Standard gives only one requirement - a minimum of
50-51 dBA_ the French and Belgian Standards 51-52 dBA.

The recommendations used in the United S_ates differ con-siderably from the European requirements. The difference

results from the prescription of different requirements

according,to noisiness of the housing area. This approach

is based on the assumption that outdoor noise pene_ratln_

into the dwellings helps to mask noises penetrating from

adjoining dwellings. This approach might lead to further

deterioration of the acoustical climate of dwellings which

already have unsatisfactory acoustical conditions.

b_ Average requirements given in the European standards 4

are in the nature of minimum requirements for an average

?._ nogsineas of housing urban and suburban areas.

The average required acoustical properties of par-titions separating dwellings in U,S. for buildings situated

in "noisy" areas are 2 dB ZoT_ar than the minimum require-

ments in the majority of European standards. They are

similar to the British minimum requirements.

ml U,S, requirements for the average sound insulation of

l'_ partitions in the quietest neighborhoods are 2 dB hlgher
,m than maximum European requirements.

a The American Regulations, unlike many European codes,

prescribe different requirements for sound insulating

properties of walls according to types of rooms adjoiningthe walls. The differences in recommended values of

_, sound insulation according to types of adjoining rooms are

considerable, up to 7 dB.
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The differentiation of requirements for walls separat-

ing dwellings in the U.S. according to types of adjoining

rooms seems from the acoustical point of view undoubtedly
correct. However, the use of such requirements for multi-

family housing development, with application of industrial-ized technology, seems very difficult to most Europeans.

_.4.2.2 Floor-ceiling assemblies

.. The requirements given in European standards for the

,_ sound insulating properties of floor-ceilings are almost

equal to hhu insulation _equirei_ents for walls t_^_ air-

borne sound penetrating the floor):

minimumrequirements 48-51dB

recommended requirements 51-53 dB

The British Standard prescribes somewhat lower require-

_ ments (46-47 dB) Just as for walls.

" The American Regulations prescribe requirements for air-;[

borne sound insulation also, Just as for' walls.

European standards specify requirements for impact

sound penetrating floors which may be expressed in terms of
r_

_-weighted impact sound level underneath the floor: I
for minimumrequirements 70-73 dB I

for recommended requirements 61-67 dB
These requirements_ as for airborne sound insulation, are

i_ not differentiated according to types of rooms except in the
Belgla_ and West German Standards which differentiate the

._ requirements aceordlng to types of rooms by _i0 dB with

average (A-welghted) requirements.of 62 dB.

I_ The American Regulations prescribe differentiation of

requirements fop impact sound insulation according to the

I,i noisiness of the housing area. Assuming housing areas in

" 3 grades (see item 2), the following values of averaged

,-, A_weighted impact sound level can be cited,
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_j highestrequirements 6g dB

mean requirements 65 dB

lowestrequirements 70
dB

The given values can differ, by +ig dB and -5 dB according

v_ to the types of adjoining rooms.

A.$.2.3. Internal walls within a dwelling

European standards specify relatively uniform require-
'_' 'ments for aooust_nal properties of partitions separating

different dwellings, but requirelaents for the acoustical, parameters of internal partitions within the same dwelling

show considerable differentiation.

Many standards specify requirements only for walls

,4 separating living rooms from sanitary rooms. The required

sound insulation varies from 30 to 45 dB; only the Belgian

• _ Standard increases to the sound insulation between living
_ room and bathroom up to 45-52 dB. Similar requirements

are given in the American Regulations, but the require-

ments are differentiated according to the noisiness of the

housing area.

A relatively small number of European Standards specify

minimum sound insulation between rooms within a dwelling.The Belgian Standard specifies the highest requirements in

that the required sound insulation between rooms (except

adjoining two bedrooms) is the same as for walls separating

different dwellings• The Czechoslovakian and East german

I_ Democratic Republic Standards specify lower requirements:

30-40 dB (minimum values) and 40-h5 dB (recommended values),

,n The requirements given in the East German Democratic Republic

Standard concern only the walls separating bedrooms from the

r_ living room in a dwelling consisting of more than 3 rooms.

OA FT
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The American Regulations give requirements which varyJ_
from 40 to 50 dB according to the noisiness of the housing

area and to types of adjoining rooms.

A.4.2.4. External walls and windows
Requirements for external walls are given only in the

Polish Standard and the French Regulations. The Polish
Standard specifies requirements for walls and windows, and i

the French RegulatiOns only for walls without windows, i

The Polish Standard specifies the required sound in- i

sulabion of external walls and windows according to the
noisiness of the housing area, in terms of attenuation of

-- outdoor A-welghted noise levels penetratln_ into rooms (for

differentiated requirements) as follows:

20-25dB !25-30dB

30-35dB •
The French Regulations prescribe A-weighted sound insulatlon

of external wells without windows not less than 41 dB.

The standards discussed here pertain to the required

parameters partitions buildings. Special
acoustical Of in

consideration of flanking transmission in the construction

of a partition is then necessary to meet the requirements.
The problem is solved in the standards that state the

required acoustical parameters of partitions in terms of
indices EL or LSM, since in the method for calculation of

the indices, an allowance for flanking transmission of 2

dB is ineluded.

[_ The Belgian Standard specifies separately both the

requirement for transmission _ose of partitions (.determined

by laboratory measurements) and norma_ised level d£fference

of partitions (determined by field measurements) taking

into account the difference of 2 dB for requirements used in- |
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housing developments. The other standards do not consider

this question.

Present experience in various institutions shows that:

A-welghted sound insulation between dwellings

below _19-50 dB causes serious complaints; this in-

dicates that the minimum requirement given in many

standards is about correct. The question of

resomm_nded higher values requires more preciseanalysis, based upon results of surveys or in-

quiries. Any increase of sound insulation, even

if slights above 49-50 dB requires (especially

for concrete constructions) considerable expen-

dlture of materials, causing an increase in weight

and cost of the building. Still, the need for

IT improvement Of the acoustical performance over the
minimum requirements cannot be overlooked.

I_ Requirements for acoustical parameters of _nternaZ

walls in dwellings should be more precisely analyz-

[_ ed. It seems impossible and inexpedient to main-

tain the requirements for internal walls in a

dwelling a_ the same level as for walls separating
dwellings, as in the Belgian Standard. On the

other hand, the use of very light constructionsfor the internal walls, leading to very low

acoustlcal insulation, causes an obvious deterlo-

ration of the dwelling climate.

|
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-- APPENDIX B

RESPONSES TO INTERVIEW/QUESTIONNAIRE ON ENFORCEMENT
-- OF BUILDING CODE NOISE REQUIREMENTS IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

The Introduction of this report describes a series of

interviews with scientists who concerned withEuropean are

noise requirements in building codes. This Appendix pre-

sents the results of those interviews, supplemented by sub-
sequent correspondence, the recent technical literature, and

further discussions.

Responses from the countries most actively concerned

with enforcement of the code requirements are presented
first because presumably they have more to teach us, based

on their wider experience even if they cannot all claim a !
high rate of success. In addition, it is als0 useful for us

- to know the directions currently being taken by countries
2

that are not yet far advanced in this field; their responses

,_ are presented in the second part of this Appendix.

The countries that have relatively active programs for

[_ enforcing their building code noise requirements are Denmark,
France, The Netherlands, Sweden, The United Kingdom, and

West Germany. (The order is alphabetical; it does not sig-nify intensity or effectiveness of the enforcement effort.)

The format of presentation, for each country, follows
the order of topics in the interview questionnaire, which is

_' presented as Appendix C of this report.

tl

]
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B. 1 DENNARK

' Information Sources:

' JZrgen Kristensen, Danish Building Research Institute

Director, Building Acoustics Measurement

Station(BAM)

Copenhagen

Fritz Ingerslev Danish Technical University,rg

]

-- Director,Departmentof Acoustics

Lyngby
.r

References 19-21

-' B.I.I Official Documents

The noise requirements of the building code appear as

Chapter 9, entitled, )'Lydforhold," (Noise Conditions), of 'I

the Danish Byggnlngsreglement (Building Regulations), dated

1 June 1972. These regulations replace an earlier version,

,- dated 1 August 1966, which replaced the original version

_i of 1961.

Measurement practice follows the ISO procedures for

the most part, except that normalization is to a reverhera-

{_ tion time of 0.5 sec. As for the ratings, the fitting

rules for the criterion curves are different (only i in-

stead of 2 dB average unfavorable deviation, and an addS""

itional requirement for the average value, over sixteen

,,, i/3-octave bands must be met in addltion)_ also, the shape

_ Of the impact criterion curve is quite different.

i'! B.I.2 Status Of Document,:

The building code has the force of law and applies

. officially to all of Denmark except Copenhagen, which

has its own code. (The reason that Copenhagen does not

follow the national code is its restriction on floor area i
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-- in a single building.) In practice, however, Copenhagen

; follows the Danish national code in matters of acoustics

and noise control.

further revision of the code, planned for 1976, is

expected to apply to all of Scandinavia, and will includeCopenhagen, as well.

The control requirements apply
noise to residential

buildings (apartments and row houses, not single houses),

hotels, hotel-penslons, homes for the aged, college dormi-

_' tories, snhools, and office buildings.

-J B.l.3 Summary of the Acoustical Requirements

For residential buildings, there are requirements for

minimum acceptable noise reduction (level difference) ii

between dwellings (normalized to T = 0.5 s.), both in

j terms of an awerage value over the sixteen I/3-octave

i _ bands of interest, and a table of required values in i/3-
octave bands. The requirements for terrace or row houses

,_ are 3 dB more strict than for apartments. In addition, to

_ provide assistance in planning the building, requirements

are given for the (laboratory-measured) transmission loss of

_' individual party walls and floors. (These "requirements"

on transmission loss are for guidance only; the primary

_ cede requirement must be satisfied by field measurement

of normalized noise reduction in the finished buildlng_)

Both an average value and a set of tabulated transmissionloss values must be complied with; again the requirements

,._ on parmy walls for row houses are.3 dB more strict than i

for apartments. (There is no floor requirement for row
]

houses).

In addition to the quantitative requirements men-

tioned above, examples are given of constructions that are

DRAFT
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-- deemed to meet the airborne sound insulation requirements.

Requirements are also given for the transmission loss

of entrance doors. The code specifies average transmission

loss of 30 dB as measured in the building, stating that this

can be achieved if the door measures 3Jl dB in a laboratory

._ test. In practice, the door is often spoiled by mail slots

and leaks around the Jamb, which are limited only by the

rigorous fire law stating that slits wider than 1.2 cm

must be fixed.

The impact noise insulation requirements (applying only

_o floor's over dwelling rooms, not toilets, baths, basements,

__ laundry, etc.) are stated in terms of a:tabulated set of !

maximum acceptable impact noise levels in 1/3-octave bands,

_, the same for all types of residential buildings. Examples .i
are also given of floor structuresthat are deemed'tomeet ._

the requirements.

_ There are requirements for maximum acceptable values of

reverberation time in staircases and corridors, and

examples are suggested for ceiling treatment that will

lead to compliance.

,._ Finally, there are limits on the noise levels from

technical installations, like water pipes, central

• heating or air-conditionln_, elevators, refrigerators,

washing machines, etc., from spaces outside the dwelling.

(Plumbing or an individual furnace within the dwelling need

"_ not comply).
k_

I_ For mixed land use (i.e., buildings containing both

dwellir_s and shops_ the local authorities may set up

,_ more stringent requirements on sound insulation for walls

and floors than are specified in the code, but this is }

seldom done in practice.
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-- For buildings other than dwellings, the same sound

insulation, reverberation, and noise level requirements

apply as for apartments, but instead of offering examples

_j of constructions and treatments deeded to comply, the code

apparently gives the architect free option to choose con-

thatwillmeetthe In
structions specifications. non-

residential buildings, the insulation requirement applies

only from room to room, not room to corridor. The room-

to-corridor field noise reduction test tends to show only

the door performance, so the main emphasis is on the

transmission loss of the corridor wall structure, as i

measuredin the laboratory.

] ,
For schools, there are special requirements for the

noise reduction between auditoriums Or music rooms and

_ other rooms.

B.1.4 Enforcement

f_ The local city or county authorities are charged with

enforcement of the code.
f_

If a builder feels that the local authority is too

strict in Judging the field tests (i.e., if the test result

is unfavorable), he can appeal to a higher level of

government, particularly if the test results are not Coo

bad.

If_ in spite of local authority approval of finished

row houses, the tenants find the sound insulation in-

adequate and go to court with tes t data (for example,

measurements made by an acoustical consultant recommended

by an association of civil engineers), the builder still

I has the responsibility to take remedial measures. In

fact, this policy applies in aZl cases where the builder

'-_ has soZd the dwelling; it is harder to control if the

!
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-- occupants are only renting.
I

Approval for a building permit depends on a favorable ,.

review of the building drawings by the local authority.

However, since their staff engineers usually have no

acoustical training, there is considerable variation in

effectiveness from town to town. The local building

authority may require measurements in the finished building

I_, before the tenants may move in. In practice, some commun-

ities approve the drawings of residential buildings, beforebeginning construction, but only contingent upon successful

acoustical tests in the finished building before occupancy.

Such tests would be made by the Danish Building Research_e

Institute (under Kristensen) or by the staff of the

Technical University (under Ingerslev).

.!

For new constructiontypes (walls and floors), the I

rbuilding authority may require laboratory transmission loss

tests, or alternatively, a noise reduction test in a single
.__ house, to which the code noise requirements do not apply

(and therefore a relatively poor result would not be

[_ regarded as serious). Alternately, the tests might be

requested by the architect's consultant.

As for the number of finished buildings actually

tested for compliance with the noise requirements, it is

hard to say. The government would like to have all build-

ings tested that involve more than fifty apartments; but

"_ this is, so far, not a strict law.

The Danish Building Research!nstitute tests about 50

to 60 buildings per year, usually in response to a request

from the architect or engineer ..... or sometimes because

the local building authority has insisted that the arch-

itectrequestthetests.

l
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-- In the buildings that are tested, if the first few sound

insulation tests are satisfactory, only about three pairs of

rooms would be tested. But if the results look bad or

,._ questionable, up to twenty room pairs would be tested. Per

the reverberation time in staircases, only one measure-

men_ is typically made; for impact noise transmission from
the staircase to the living quarters, only one or two

tests. Two or three doors would be checked for noise reduc-
tion. One or two impact noise tests from a balcony to the

diagonally subjacent room would be made. 4

_t

In cases whe_.e Lhe sound i_olatlon in the _n_h_d

building fails to meet the code requirements, if the non-
compliance is not very serious nothing might be done. But,

technically, the local authority can insist upon correction
of even slight failures, particularly if the tenant or the

building owner complains. (It is by no means certain that _
buildings meeting the code requirements will provide

adequate privacy; see the Introduction to this report.)

In practice, however, if the code requirement for

transmissio_ loss of the party walls and floors is complied

_ with in the drawing inspection stage, then the primary code

,_ requirement for the normalized noise reduction in the

finished building is usually met_ unless the rooms are

very large, or there is quite bad flanking transmission.

If the sound isolation turns out to be really bad, the

!_ building owner may sue the acoustical consultant for the

cost of remedial work on the building, in which case the

!_ cost would be berne by the consultant's insurance company.
(But some consultants don't wish to carry this kind of

insurance, because they feel it would bespeak a lack of

confidence in their own competence.)

I

!
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Denmark has no tradition For lowering the rentals in

buildings to compensate for faulty sound insulation, as is

sometimes suggested. 0nly isolated cases are known°

i
As for the costs of the acoustical testing in the

-- finished building, the building owner pays for these, Just

i.I as he pays for other klnds of tests (soll strength, termites,

etc.); he includes these costs with the other building costs
.| and bases the rent structure on the total amoung.

B.l.5 of Code
Success Enforcement

The Danish building code noise requirements have been

-- in effect since 1961; ten years later only about 55% of the

._ row houses and 50% of the apartments were meeting the code

-- specifications. It is, In fact, only since the recent

concern over pollution of all kinds that the authorities

are beginning to take the noise control provisions of the

building code seriously.
J_

,_ A study was undertaken by the Danish Building Research

Institute in 1969 to discover the extent to which measured

sound insulation in dwellings complied with the airborne

and impact sound insulation requirements of the 1966

version of the code (scarcely different from the current
code, for residential buildings). The survey covered ,

'_ twenty-two building estates with terrace houses, row houses

" and the llke, a total of 180 units measured. Of these,

,_, only 43 units _=2_1%) met the 1966 code requirement for noiser_

reduction. In only five of the twenty-two estates did more

than half the units meet the requirement. Further testst_

indicated the presence of considerable flanking trans-

mission; for many of the walls the average transmission

i"_ loss was considerably smaller than the laboratory value

for similar walls: less than 50% complied with the brans-

• mission loss requirements of the code.

.i
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Further field tests over the period 1957 to 1970 in-

" dioate a similar failure rate for airborne sound insulation

-- in apartment houses, and also a significant number of

,.; failures in impact sound insulation. For details, see

pages l0 and ll of the reprint of Hcf. 2, included as

Appendix F of this report.

B.2 FRANCE

InformationSources: i

Robert Josse, Director, Acoustics Division, Centre 1

Scientlfique et Technique du Batiment ._
I

..I Grenoble

References 3-46.

B.2 OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS

B.2.1 The Regulations of 1969

I_ Noise control requirements, to be observed in the
design and construction of dwellings in Prance, are not

_" collected together in a building code, as such, but are

_ contained in a series of four brief orders or decrees,

,4 published from time to time in the Journal 0ffiolel de la

,_ Republique Francaise, under the authority of the State

Counsel, on behalf of the Ministers of Housing and Recon-

struction, of the Interior and of Public Health and

Population.

In D_cret No. 69-596 of i_ June 1969 [31], setting gen-.'

I'_ oral rules for the construction of all buildings to be used
as dwellings, the Prime Minister states in Article If:

king account of normal modes of occupancy, the isela-"Ta

tion of dwellings ought to be such that the eound pressure

level of noise transmitted into the interior of each

dwelling does not exceed limits fixed by Joint order of
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I

the Minister of Equipment and Housing and the State Minister

i of Social Affairs. Noise generated by any equipment whatever

_ in the building outside the dwelling should not exceed

, limits fixed in the same form."

This enabling decree itself does not set any noise

"_ limits or requirements for sound insulation. The quantita-

tive requirements are introduced in a separate order, theArrGt_ of June 1969, relative to acoustical isolation in

buildings for habitation [32]. In Article l, it is stated

that the A-weighted sound pressure level transmitted into

the main rooms, kitchen and bath of a dwelling must not !m

exceed 35 dBA when noise in the other locations of the i_d

building, taken separately, does not exceed, in each octave :i

band, 80 dB_ if the other location is a dwelling, 85 dBA i
if it is commercial, artisanal or industrial, or 70 dBA if

it is a common staircase or hallway. Such noise issupposed to have a continuous spectrum covering the octaves

centered o_ 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz.

This requirement, stated in terms of A-weighted sound

I: levels, represents a legally simpler way of stating the
requirements of the previous law, valid since November

1958: in that law,the requirementswere statedin terms .!

t

J
of the average values of the noise reduction, measured in

i/3-octave bands, and normalised to 0.5 sec reverberation

time, in three ranges of frequency:

Low frequency (100-320Hz) Dn 36 dB
Middle frequency (400-1250 Hz) " I18

High frequency (1600-3150) " 511

With 80 dB in each octave band in the source room,

this leads to approximately 38 dB in the receiving room,

which (taking into account the 3 dB tolerance for measure-

I_ ment uncertainty, see Article 4, below) corresponds to the

11
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35 dB requirement of this Arr_t_.

, Although this requirement is framed in terms of an A-

_ weighted sound level, at present the A-level is not directly

,. measured. Instead, the noise reduction is measured in

octave bands and then the A=weighted sound level in the

receiving room is calculated, assuming noise with 80 dB
in each octave band in the source room.

This convention leads to a simply stated law but it

entails a rather complicated measurement procedure. It is

expected that in the near future, the practice will he

changed so that A-weighted levels will be measured directly.

Article 2 states that the impact insulation of the

floors, including the floor coverings, should be such that

the (A-weighted) impact noise in the main rooms of the

dwelling does not exceed 70 dBA when striking, dropping, or
moving of objects or people excites impacts on the floor

above similar in intensity, tread and cadence to those

generated by the standard IS0 tapping machine. In practice,L_

of course, the test is conducted with the standard tapping

machine impacting the floor.

Article 3 states that the A-weighted sound level gen-

erated in a dwelling by any equipment whatever in the

building should not exceed 35 dBA in general, and 30 dBA if

: if concerns collective equipment such as elevators or

heating,

Article 4 states thab for the purposes of the present

order, _he seund pressure level should be measured in the

center sT the rooms, normally furnished, with doors and

windows closed, the data being normalized to a reverbera-

!'_ tion time of 0.5 see. To account for measurement uncer-

tainties, a tolerance of 3 dBA is allowed.

!
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Article 5 charges the Director of Constructionand the Director !

of Land Use and Urbanism wlth the enforcement of tDis Arr_tg, each

with respect to the matters that concern him. •
h

.._ The Arr_t_ of June 1969 is amanded by another dated 22 December '

1975. Article 1 of the 1969 Arr_tg is modified to allow 38 dBA, rather

than 35 dBA, in kitchens and baths under the prescribed conditions.

Article 3 is changed so that the llst of collective equipment in the

building to which the 30 dBA noise limit applies is extended to in-
clude heatIF_ substations, transformers, water ptn_os,rubbish chutes,

and mechanical ventilation systems (including outlets). In addition,
noise generated in kitchens by any equipment in the building must be

.... limited to 38 dBA, except that the noise of the mechanical ventilationsystem, with all outlets in the dwelling at minimum flow, should not

exceed 35 dBA.

The four brief articles of the Arl_t4 of June 1969, amended by "I

the ArrSt4 of December 1975, coraprlsethe current national Regulations
on noise control in French buildings.

_ B.2.1.2 The Acoustic Comfort Label

t_ A fourth law, the Arr_t4 of I0 February 1972, which prescribes

the attribution of an "Acoustic Comfort Label" to dwellings fulfilling

certain improved acoustical conditions, is considerably more complicated,

comprising 22 articles, as follows.

a_ner'aZ'_tl:ss -- De.f£n£t,C.ons

Article i

The supplementar_ loan, over and above the basic construction

loan from the Loans Division of the Subsidized Rentals Organization,

which is awarded when the quality of construction satisfies certain

conditions of acoustic comfort, is determined according te the terms

of the present ordinance as a function of the demonstrated quality
of acoustic isolation in the dwellings.

7
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Article 2

,, _rnenthe quality of acoustic isolation ,inthe dwellings is

-- effectively determined, an "Acoustic Comfort Label" will be assigned

to buildings for which the project manager has applied for the

prlvi],ege at the time of filing the financial dossier. The Label

comes in three degrees, corresponding to increasing levels of acoustic

quality; the amount oi'the supplementary loan mentioned in Article 1

dependson the degreeof quality
@

Article 3

" The levelsof acousticalisolationcharacteristicof the :

AcousticComfortLabelare determinedaccor(lingto Articles4 to ll '_
__ below. The assessment of these requirements for the assignment of the _l

Label is carried out according to the conditions given in Article 14

i] to 17 below, i

MuZt4,-Fom_ZyD_e_l_ng8
Article ;4

i._ _]e sound level of noise transmitted between rooms of different

dwellings in the same apartment house, when the noise level in the

other spaces of the building, taken separately, is that defined _n
Article I of the Arr_t4 of 14 June 1969, must not exceed the levels

given in the table below.

,4 Airborne noise emitted in a locale outside the dwelling.

_" Noise level in Maximum Permitted Sound

Source Room So_ncceRoom Level in Reeeivin_ Room

Bedroom LivingRoomBedroom 80 dB/OB 32 dBA 29 dBA

Living Room 80 29 32

Kitchen,Bath,etc. 80 27 29

Corridor 70 29 32

Cos_arclal,indusgrial
garage, public areas 85 32 32
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"- Article5

The isolation of floors against impas_ noise rg/stbe such that

"_ the sound level perceived under the conditions of Article 2 of the

Arr_t_ of 14 June 1969 (excitation with standard tapping machine) does

"I not exceed67 dBA.

Indlu4.duaZ Dr,)e_ZinS_s

._[ Article 6

"_ In the ease of terrace or row houses, the noise level transmitted

-' under the conditions of Az_icle 4 should not exceed 87 dBA between

adjacent dwellings. For the purpose of this Arr_t_, buildings that do 'i

,. not include superpesed dwellings are regarded as individual dwellings.

"_ Article7

The insulation of floors against impact noise should be such that

the Im_acs noise level perceived unde_ the conditions of Article 2 of
_4

the Arr8t_ of 14 June 1969 does not exceed 6JldBA.

i4 Generally Applicable Conditions

Article 8

The maximum noise level received in the part of the dwelling
wq

reserved for sleep should not exceed 35 dBA, when the noise level in
a_

the other parts of the dwelling is 70 dB in each octave. Such noise

'_ is supposed to have a spectrum identical to that defined in Article I

" of the Arr_t_ of 14 June 1969.

I_.|

Article 9

The noise level generated by individual pieces of heating,4

_- equipment, water heaters, or mechanical ventilation outlets in the

dwelling should not exceed 30 dBA in the main rooms of the dwelling.
.!

_j
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Article I0

The noise level generated in the ms/n roams of a dwelling by any

equipment whatever in the building outside the dwelling should not

exceed:

t__. 32 dBA in general

25 dBA, if it concerns collective equipment, such as elevators, '_

"_ heati_, exchangers, heating substations, water pumps, trans-

"' formers and ventilators.

Article ii
_4

The acoustical isolation of rooms exposed to outdoor noise

should be at least as great as the values in the following table

The different facades, or parts of facades, are to be classified in

three I, II and III, dependingon the noise level existing
zones,

there:

,_ FacadeZone: I II Ill
J_

.a Minimum Acceptable Acoustic Isolation: 42 dSA 33 dBA ---

The classification of the facade zone is detez_ninedby the Departmental

_" Director of Equipment.

.. Mo_tor4ng and Measurements
r

Article 12

;_ Examination of the drawings and other work necessary for the

assigomen_ of the Acoustic Comfort Label is the respanslbil{ty of the

Minister of Equipment and Mousing or by 'control organizations approved

" by the Minister of Equlpmsnfiand Housing, by reason of their competence

,_ and objectivity. These control organizations intervene by delegation

of the Minister.

i The Ministry of Equipment and Housing desi_ates a pilot con-

" trol organization charged with coordinating the interaction of the •
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-- various different control organizations called upon by the building

firth,the project m_nagcr, or the services of the Ministry of Equipment

-- and Housing.

The Services of the Ministry of Equipment and Housing reserves

the right to have the pilot control organizationmake a certain

number of measurements to verify the results obtained by the other

control organizations. The number of these measures, in addition tothose relating to appeals, should be at least equal to lO% of the total

number of measurements made by the control organizations, in order

to assure good coordinationof the latter.

Article13

The measurement methods to be used are those applicable to the

Arr_t_ of 14 June 1969. The 3 decibel tolerance allowed by Article ,I"" 4 of that Arr_t_ also applies to all of the measurements envisioned

in the presentArr_t_.
b_

Article 14

=, 'lhenumber of'points attributed for premises whose acoustical

isolation complies with the requirements of Article 4 to ll, above,

is determined in accordance with the following table:

1 Compliancewith the requirements Number of points
" defined in the followingarticles: attributed

i_ Multi-FamilyIk_elllngs
Article4 3
Article8 2

I_ Article5 4_
•, Article 1O: Collectiveequipment,25 dBA 3

Generalcame,32dBA 2

,,_ Article 9: Individual equipment, 30 dBA I
Articleii:ZoneI, _12dBA 5

_' II,33dBA 5
III,....

_: .' Individual Dwellings
.. Article6 6

Article8 2

-, Article7 4
: Article 9 1
" Articleii:ZoneI,42dBA 5

,. I!,33dBA 5 ,
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Article15

; The control organization chosen by the project manager initial]_

examines the preliminary plans for the buildings that will talksup

:_' the project, in order to determine whether or not the construction is

likely to be able to comply _¢lth the requirements for the Acoustic

Comfort Label. From the results of this examination, the project

manager can either withdraw his application for the Acoustic Comfort

Label or proceed with the necessary imprOvements.

This examination is compulsory unless the project has been

designed _dth the help of a technical research department or an_B

acoustical consultant.

Article 16

When the building is completed, the control organization under-
tskes a series of acoustical measurements on a number of the dwellings •I

selected in such a manner as to give a characteristic representation
,, of the-entire project.

These measurements form the basis of a report which states the

number of points assigned to the project, in accordance with the

_ table of Article14.

Article 17

,I The "Acoustic Comfort Label" is awarded in three degrees, corres-

,_ pondlng to increasing levels of acoustical quality: One Star, Two

Stars, or Three Stars, according to whether the project under con-

sideration has obtained a number of polnts:

•" • Greater than 40% but less than 70% of the maximum number of

,j points that the project couldpossiblywin (*);

• Greater than 70% but less than 100% of the possible number of

,J, points(*_);

• Equal to 100Z of the possible number of points (**.*).

: DRA FT' ,
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-- For a nuJ.berof points less than 40% of the maximum possible number,

no label is assigned, and no colnplementaryloan money is awarded.

"_ Article18
u.1

The decision to assign the Acoustic Comfort I_bel is made by

the Prefect, based on the report mentioned in Article 16, or he may

delegate this decision to the Departmental Director of Equipment.

This decision can be revoked at any time, if he discoversthat

any of the Label requirements are not complied with.

A_iclo 19

No one, whatever his official title, may take advantage of the

Acoustic C_nfsrt label until the decision mentioned in Article 18 has

been co_mnulcated to the project ,mnage_. In case this provision
is no_ observed, the Label can be refused for this reason alone, in

which case the project manager will know how to avoid a refusal to

consider any subsequent petition.

Article20

The increase in the _neunt of the construction loan n_ntioned

I_ in Article I is determined in accordance with the number of points

awarded as in Articles 14 and 16, but never exceeds 6.50% of the

principal loan. Each point of the Acoustic Comfort Label is worth

"_ 0.325% of the amount of the principal loan for projects under

_ H.L.M. and P. L. R., and 0.26%for projectsunderI. L. M. and
I. L. N.

Article21

The provisions of the present Arr_t_ are applicable From the

time publication,even projects in constructionbut not
O_ its to

finished.
b_

i
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Article 22

The Director of Construction, the Directory of the Treasury,, a

and the Director of the Budget are charged, each with respect to what

',-I concerns him, with the enforees_nt of this ArrSt4, which is fiebe
publishe4 in the Journal Offlciel de la Republlque Francaisc.

The Ar_._t_of 1O February 1972 was published in the Official .
t

Journal on 17 Feb_aary, and has been the subject of much debate and
mm

L._ discussion (see, for example, references 34, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42 and

43). i

.7 'i
Althou_h the Acoustic Comfort Label program in France has no I

A

legal force to requi_ that all dwellings meet certain noise control
._ specifications (as do the Regulations of 1969), its effect is to

offer a prize to project managers whose buildings meet acoustical

requirements, which, in fact, are rather severe.

8.2.2 Summary of the acoustical requirements

The RegulatianB off1969 set requirements for the noise reduction

between dwellings, depending on the use of the adjacent on the
_oc_s )

Impact noise insulatlon, and on the noise generated by equipment in

the building outside the dwelling. Measur.ementsare actually made in
occave bands, but A-weighted levels are calculated to determine compll-

ance with theRegulations.

Similar, but more stringent, requirements are given in the law

establishing the Acoustic Comfort label, and, in addition, a procedure
is given for calculating the amount of supplementary building loan

_I to which the assignment of the Label entitles the building owner.

,._ B.2.3 Enforcement

mm

Since the Label requirements are not mandatory, ibis discussion

I_ covers only the enforcement of the noise control Regulations"of 1969.
kml
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-- The Regulations are national law, so the Federal goverr_ncnthas

the responsibility for enforcement, through the offices of the

Director of Constr_ction for H. L, M. (Habitations _ Layer Mod_r4 =

{ town- and state-financed subsidized-rental housir_).

"_ In France, the builder and the architect are co-responsible

_' (50-50) for achieving compliance with the Regulations in the finished

building.

The drawings for H. L. M. housing are inspected to see that

the construction is of an approved kind; there is, in fact, no

routine acoustical testing,in the finished b_ildlngs._

,_ The inspection of the building drawings is done locally in each

of the (approximately) elghty Departments into which France is

divided (one prefecture in each Department) by a local representative

of the Director of Construction, in Paris. For very large projects,

however, the drawings would be sent _o Paris for inspection, usually

'_ by the staff of the Centre Scientiflque et Technique du Batimenfl

(CSTB), on behalf of the Director of Construction.

For housing other than H. L. M., there is no control of the

sound isolation, and, as a rule, it is very good.

, If a finished buildingfails to meet the requirementsof the
,, Regulations, it is not customary to require corrective measures unless

the sound isolation is very poor, in which case the H. L. M. nmy

finance remedial work.

The buyer of an apartment which turns out to have poor sound

-- isolation can sue the builder in court, but he must present acoustical

measwrements, provided by himself, as evldance. If he is Judged to

have a valid complaint, the builder n_st pay the cost of the measure-

_ *France has been included here in the group of "active enforcement"
countries because of the originality of the Acoustic Comfort Label
program, for which, of'corpse, acoustical testing is required.

-!



men_s and the court Judges whether or not corrective measures must be

+' ts](e_by the builder.

7
_,, Althou_h routine acoustical testing is not the rule for code

enforcement, CSTB has done a certain amount of testing in special

researchstudies,so that the statisticsof of
compliance dwelling

buildings with the Regulations can be assessed, as sho_m in Figs° I0

to 13 of the n_.%Intext of this report. (The Acoustic Comfort Label
is also discussed in some detail in the main body of the report.)

B.2.4 Success In Code Enforcement

-_ Fi_re B.1 shows the results of airborne and impact sound insula-

.-I tion measurements made around Paris in 1962 (Ref. 35); a score of 0

._ isregardedassatisfactory. I

It is evident that the majorityoffthe test resultsare us- '!I

satisfactory. The poor results were attributed to the fact that,

" despite the existence of the earlier noise control regulations,

limited construction budgets force higher priority to be given to

L_ matters other than acoustics in buildings. This situation was des-

cribed as serious, even critical, since deslgnlng and constructing

j_ housing in such a manner as to provide adequate sound isolation is

not a luxury but a necessity, whose importance has been affirmed by

I_ sociological studies. [35].

....._, Section 4.2 and Figs. I0 to 13 of the main text of this report

presen_ statistical data on the distrib_tlon of test results for air-

borne and impact sound insulation in French apartment houses for two

_._ perlods, 1960 to 1967 and 1969 fin1972. A comparison of the test

results for these periods show the effect of adopting the French

_ Regulations in 1969.

[,_ Two further sets of statistical data are shown in Figs. B.2 and
N, B.3, dealing respectively _rlthairborne sound insulation between

bedrooms and other parts of the dwelling, and between the dwelling

; sod public oo_idors.

©F{A IFT . .
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-- Whether, in buildings that do satisfy the require-

ments of the Regulations, the tenants feel that they enjoy

-- adequate privacy is altogether another question. CSTB has

studied this matter [59], by combining measurementsedf air-

borne and impact sound isolation in dwellings in a number

,.! of towns in France (six _or airborne sound, nine for impact

sound) with the results of interviews with the occupants.

It was found in buildings that Just meet the airborne

sound isolation requirements, that about 60% of the

_. occupants were unable to hear the radio or television of

their neighbors; in buildings with about 5 dB better

isolation, virtually none of the tenants was aware of the !

sounds. The correlation between the measured acoustical

isolation and _he subjective Judgments of the occupants I

wasveryhigh. '{

With respect _o overheard conversations from the

neighbors, the scatter in the results was greater, but

compliance with the Regulations led to greater satisfaction
among the tenants: 90% instead of 60_ were unable to hear

'q the neighbors' conversations; not surprising in view of
If|

the fact that radio and TV are often played louder than

ordinary conversational levels.

Despite the dispersion in the results, caused by

i_ differences in life-style, in sensitivity to noise, in

homogeneities of construction, in background noise, etc.,

'_ it was concluded that the index of acoustic isolation is a

useful measure of acoustical protection. Moreover, it

r•K appeared that a building which Just meets the requirements

of the Regulations yields, on average, good isolation from

._ the conversations of the neighbors; but it requires about

]_ 5 dB better isolation to give adequate protection against

the noise of radio and television. It should be noted,

,!
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however, that all of the dwellings involved in these tests

were located in low background noise levels; thus, the

degree of satisfaction expressed by the occupants probably

represented minimal satisfaction. Greater satisfaction with

privacy would be expected in noisier neighborhoods, a fact

that has been confirmed by similar measurements made along

i,.] exterior boulevards in Paris.

IN the studiesof noise the
impact insulation, oppor-

tunity was taken to compare the subjective Judgments of the

occupants, concerning the freedom from intrusion of impact
hi

noise from the upstairs neighbor, not only with the then-

current French impact noise index, but also with a number

of other ratings of impact noise as well.

i Ot was concluded that the French index of impact noise
_a

was now very reliable in predicting the tenants' Judgment

of impact noise intrusion. (of course, this was due in

part to the now well-documented inadequacies of the standard

tapping machine, on which all the measurements were based [_4].

It was found that better correlation with the subJec-

tlve responses could be obtained with either B- or C-

weighted sound levels, or with a rating similar to that of

ISO but with a flat criterion curve, or with a rating
similar to the Prench rating but ignoring the high-

frequency range. With the rating then in use, it was found
I

that the same value of the impact noise index might corres-

_, pond _o percentages of annoyed occupants anywhere from I0

to 60%_ and that impact noises indices differing by 17 dB

might correspond to the same degree of annoyance. (Similar
_a

: findings have, of course, been reported from other

countries [24].

- i) T ,



Thus, even perfectly effective enforcement of the

current impact noise requirements of a building code based

on the ISO tapping machine test, gives no assurance that the

tenants will be satisfied with the protection against impact

noise intrusions from their overhead neighbors.

B.3 THE NETHERLANDS

Information Sources:

Jan van den EiJk, IG-TNO, Assistant Director, Research
.... Institute for Environmental Hygiene,

National Dutch Research Institute, Delft.

"7
G. J. Kleinhoonte van Os, TN0-TPD, Assistant Director,

Instituteof AppliedPhysics,National IDutch Research Institute, Delft. !

N. van RoolJen, Bouwcentrum, Rotterdam.
J. M.

I_ References 22-23.

B.3.1 The Official Documents

Since 1962, there have been recommendations fo_ noise

control in buildings set out in a Code of Practice [22], but

_ these are without legal force and are, in practice, un-

enforceable.

-- This Code of Practice is designated YEN 1070; the

currently valid edition is that of December 1962 [22]. It is

pare of a series of documents under the general title,

._ "Physical Foundations for Building Regulations," that were

developed to provide technical background in the framing

of building codes. There is, however, a draft revision

dating from November 1973 [22] which is to be officially

adopted in a month or so; the description of the Code

.i



provisions given in Appendix A of this report deals mostly
1

"_ with those of the new version_ though some of the require-

merits in the still current ve?sion are also given. Both

i_ versions provide for two classes o£ acoustical isolation,

i "moderate" and "good".
• f

i}i 1 In addition, there is a Dutch Uniform Building Code [233.

: B.3.2 Status of Documents

i _ The Dutch Uniform Building Code has picked up some of i

the provisions of the NEN 1070 Code of Practice; it applies

i _ to all new dwellings (not offices or schools), but specifies

tl, ' J only the '*moderate" class o1' requirements in the Code, and

even omits part of those. These requirements are official

and have legal force. They could be enforced by measure-

ments in the finished buildings but in practice are not.

The Ministry of Subsidized Housing has its own require-

ments and recommendations, which are better than the Build-
_ ing Code requirements, but they, too, are based on the

"moderate" requirensnts. These are enforceable in principle,

but this is not often done.

In practice, even when the building design is aimed at
the "moderate" criterion, the measured results usually do

not coins up to this level of performance, in part becausethe buildez.s "don't know and don't care" about how the

construcblon should be done in order to achieve the

recommended results.

B.3.3 Summary of the Acoustical Requirements

With airborne and impact noise insulation ratings that

I!
: _ differ considerably from those in the ISO family (based on

! F._ five octave band levels, with fitting rules for measured
! i_ and criterion curves quite different from the ISO rules,

!I
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and a criterion curve shape for impact noise very different

from that of' IS0), the Netherlands Code of Practice in its

original, currently-valld edition of December 1962, and

also in the draft provision of November 1973 identifies two

classes off acoustical quality, "moderate" and "good".

In the original Code (1962), there was a 3 dB difference

i._ between the two classes, only four octave bands (250-2000
Hz) were considered, and normalization was to lO m 2

-- absorption. In the 1973 revision, the difference between

__I classes is increased to 5 dB (3 dB was felt to be a mean-

ingless distinction), the octave band at 125 Hz is added,
-- and normalization is to 0.5 sec reverberation time.

Even as the draft revision is on the way to official

acceptance, however, changes are still being made; and it

i_ is expectec [60] that, when the revision of the Code is

t_ accepted, there will no longer be the two quality classes,

I_ but only minimum requirements (corresponding to the old
[I "moderate" class) and the advice to use 5 dB stronger

requirements.

Requirements are given, in terms of the Dutch insula-

tion indices, for airborne and impact sound insulation
between rooms not belonging to the same dwelling, in both

quality classes. For impact insulation, the requirementapplies only to the vertical direction in the "moderate"

class, so there could be serious problems with impact

noise transmission along a "bath-dlagonal-to-bedroom"

path. The impact requirement in the "good" class applies

in all directions, as do all the airborne noise insulation
requirements.

L|
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-- Recommendations are given for means to prevent banging

of the entry door, and rattling of metal bannisters, for

caulking and resilient treatment of plumbing and beating

..m penetrations, for sound absorptive treatment in the stair-

.. wells, for floor-coverlng for common corridors, airborne

l sound insulation of entry doors, and for insulationh_

between sensitive rooms wgth_n a dwelling.

In addition, specific wall and floor constructions are

recommended that are deemed to comply with the Code require-men_s, although the basic quantity governing acceptance is

based on normalized noise reduction in the finished building.

A special feature of the Dutch Code [61j6_] is its

-- realistic approach to the variation encountered in any

-' series of acoustical measurements. The sound insulation

values for a large number of identical specimens would not

all be identical, but would show a certain scatter. There-

fore, the decision to use a ne_ type of wall or floor con-

atruction between dwellings should not be based on the

results of a single measurement, because this particular i

measuremen_ might happen to deviate considerably from the ;

mean for the group. As more measurements are made, the

mean and standard deviation can be more closely defined.
In the meanwhile, if only one airborne sound insulation

measurement for the new construction is available, for
example, the results should be decreased 1 dB for labora-

_ory measurements and 3 dB for field measurements to

accoun_ for the scatter, and the laboratory results must

be further reduced by 2 dB to account for flanking trans-

_ mission in the field, before calculating the insulation

index. As the number of available test results increases,

" the scatter correction diminishes.

P_V
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._ No such correction is made for the results of impact
noise tests.

8.3.4 Enforcement

The Dutch Uniform Building Code covers only the build-

ing drawing inspection stage, to assure that approved con-

struetlons have been selected. It usually does not

I., envision tests in the finished building to demonstrate

adequate sound isolation, though in a few towns (e.g.,Utrecht and Rotterdam) test measurements are carried out,

-- u.u_ll_ with not very Soo_ wesults.

In reviewing the drawings, local city officials have

some guidance from the Code of Practice, NEN 1070, with a

llst of constructions that would yield adequate isolationwith normal flanking conditions. But since only three
_ examples of wall construction and four for floor construc-

tion are offered, the officials frequently find themselves

on unfamiliar ground.

For new constructions, preliminary tests would be
required by the local official at the TPD-TNO laboratories.

For a radically new construction, the building e_emen_awould be tested first, then a few pilot rooms in buildings,

and finally a whole apartment house.

Sometimes, a slip-up occurs even in so routine a task

,a as inspection sT the drawings. The main difficulty is that

m there are not enough people for drawing inspection to keep

up with the number of buildings being built, end certainly
no_ enough staff to conduct routine acoustical measurements

in the finished buildings. Furthermore, the responsibility

in case of failure to comply with the Code is unclear (as

opposed to Sweden, for example, where the responsibility is

, arbitrarily lald on the builder).

_:h- .
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Technically and scientifically, the problems are not

great, But there are not enough technical people available

to realize the possible gains. Moreover, it is impossible

to insist on special acoustical treatment in a buyer's

' housing market. There is still a long way to go to re-

educate the builders.

A particular problem has been the so-called "Volks-

wagenbouw", which is Government subsidized housing withbarely adequate funding. If any expenditure at all were

made for improved acoustical isolation, the housing simply

could not be built.

In The Netherlands, as elsewhere, although in principleall the sound insulation problems are solved with the

approval of suitable constructions at the drawing Inspec-

tion stage, in fact difficulties invariably occur during

construction, with the installation of continuous heating

iJ runs, television leads, etc., where the sound leaks are

hidden once the finish trim is applied.

iJ
A negligible percentage (less than 1%) of finished

,_ buildings are tested for sound insulation. The Institute

of Applied Physics (TPD) in Delft measures only 70 to 80

dwellings per year; the Research Institute fox. Environmental

!_ Hygiene measures about 150, and Rotterdam makes about 150

measurements compared with 30,000 new dwellings per year.

i_ About 5 _o I0_ of the rooms in a dwelling are tested.

_ Of the buildings tested, about 40 to 50% fall to comply

I with the Building Code. In cases' of failure, ordinarily no

corrective measures are taken unless the failure is
L4

extreme; and no tradition exists for modifying the rental

in _ompensation for poor sound insulation.

i
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TPD has developed a quick "spot check" for sound

insulation, by looking only at the results for the 500 Hz !

octave band. From the 70 to 80 complete tests that are
performed each year, the 500 Hz data are taken as a basis

for spot checks in other buildings. (For impact insulation,the 2000 Hz octave band is used.) The cost of spot testing

is only about l0 to 20 Dutch florins ($3 to 6) per wall or

E._ floor. In one night, TPD has tested as many as 130 to 140

wallsZ

In the last analysis, the primary resistance to effec-

tive noise control in The Netherlands is economic. For

governmen_ funded housing, the builder may have to spend

up to II00 Dutch florins ($150) per apartment for acoustical

measures, such as sound absorptive treatment in the stair-

wells, floated floors, plugging the holes in the central

, heating runs, etc., in order to meet the "moderate"
_J

quality requirements. An additional 400 florins per apart-

ment would be required to meet the "good" quality.

,_ Stated in terms of initial cost in this manner, these

estimates often discourage builders from attempting to

comply with the noise requirements. However, if it is

pointed out that the "good" quality class can be achieved
at no greater cost to the tenant than an increase in his

I_ rent equal to the price of a package of cigarettes per

" week, the project seems more reasonable [83].

Although, as described here, the noise control

enforcement picture in The Netherlands looks discouraging

at the same is true in other countries that
present, some

have nominal enforcement programs. It is only in the

[_ last few years that any serious attention has been paid

" to the question: although the laws and the Code of

*_! Practice have been on the books for many years, there
l

i



has beem no push_ dt|_ing post-war reconstruction, for strict !
L,i

(or even haphazard!) noise control enforcement.

_! For example, although there exist many records of in-

dividual sound insulation tests, there has been no effort

to pull these results together for a public evaluation of
,.*j

the current status of privacy in homes. Preparing Just

such a report is one of the current tasks of the Dutch
Society Against Noise (founded in April 1970, a group made

"_ up of the Dutch Society of Engineers, the Dutch Acoustical

i.I Society, and others, followJ.nz a Congress on noise annoy-

anee);

The existence of such antl-noise groups and of highly

competent technical staffs at TNO-TPD and IG-TN0 will form
the backbone of an effective Dutch noise control program

" in building code enforcement if and when the demand appears.

8.4. SWEDEN
a, Information Sources:

,_ Berbil Sundberg, Head of Building Physical Section, National

Board of Urban Planning, Technical Depart-

ment, Stockholm.

_ Stun Wahlstrom, Royal Institute of Technology, Division of
Architectural Acoustics, Stockholm, Sweden.

Sven Lindblad, Professor and Director of Building
Acoustics Institute, Lund Technical

University,Lund, Sweden.

BJern Lundqvist, Svensk Akustikplanerlng A8, (Acoustical

Consulting), gothenbcrg; also member of

faculty of Chalmers Teehnica]. University,

_I Acoustics Department, Gothenberg, Sweden.

References ll to 16.
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b.i ..

} B.4.1 The Official Documents
• i

The current regulations for sound insulation cane into

k,I force in Sweden on i January 1976; they are included in the '

Swedith Building Code SBN 1975, Chapter 34, entitled, "LJud-

klimafi" (Noise Climate [11,12]). These regulations replace
LJm

an earlier version given in the Svensk Byggnorm 67 (SBN !

The main regulations for all building activity in

'i_ Sweden are included in the Building Act of 1947 and the

Buildin_ Ordinance of 1959. Details concerning design and

construction are given.ln sp_eia_ reguZat_ons which are

-' revised and supplemented as required. The task of issuing

such regulations has been, since 1 July 1967, the duty

of Statens Planverk (the National Board of Urban Planning)

which is the central authority for planning and building

in Sweden.

The publication "Svensk Byggnorn 67" (the detailedf,
regulations mentioned above) consists partly of regulations

which are compulsory, both for the builders and the

authorities, partly of recommendations and directions which

are optional. The regulations are typographically dis-
tinguished from the recommendations and directions by

_, their larger typeface and column width.

" Svensk Byggnorm 67 was written by the Technical

Depar_men_ of the National Board of Urban Planning, with the

-- assistance of the Technical Council of the Board, specially

,_ appointed technical committees and other experts. Con-

sultation has also taken place with building trade organ-

izations and wltb central and local building authorities.h|

I An attemp_ was made to give the regulations the form of

functional requirements, connected to general and objective

_ test or calculation methods, and to co-ordinate all rules

in the field of building design and construction.

, r
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-- Supplements and alterations to Svensk Byggnorm 67 are

published from time to time in the series Svensk Byggnsrm,

_ogether with comments and other information (e.g., Ref. 16).
In this series is also published information concerning_d

centrally approved buildings, building components, fire-

classified products, etc.

The Building Act of 1947 and the Building Ordinance of

1957 are still effective, but (until the recent SNB change of

1/1/76), the details concerning design and construction of

acoustically satisfactory dwellings were given in Svenskii

- _........ Byggnorm 67 and Supplement SBN-534:6. The Building Act, the

Building Ordinance and SBN 67 (now SBN 1975 are all valid at
the national level. Thus, they apply uniformly throughout

Sweden
!

8.4.2 Status ef Documents

The Building Act and the Building Ordinance are law;

SBN 67 and its recent revlsion are partly requirements and

partlyrecommendations.

Many houses are financed by government funding and in

_ order go qualify, these must comply with all of the SBN require-i.I
ments, according to government rules. However, even if the

_ building is not Federally funded, the local authorities can

-- enforce compliance with the SBN noise control requirements

in multi-family dwellings.

8.4.3 Summary of the Acoustical Requirements

SBN 67 and the recently adopted revision SBN 1975 give

requirements for maximum acceptable noise levels, and required

value for airborne sound insulation index, la, and for impact

insulation index, Ii; these apply to row houses, apartment

"! houses, hotels, hospitals, schools and office buildings. SBN

-- 1975 also specifies maximum acceptable reverberation time in

_,_ the common staircases. Supplement SBN-S 34:6 gives a com-
--, prehensive catalog of examples of wall and floor constructions

.. (with construction details) that are likely to satisfy the

noise requirements.



B.4.3 Enforcement

In Sweden, the builder is ultimately responsible for

compliance with the building regulations, but the architect

and the various contractors have part in the responsibility.

The financing and the building permit are contingent

upon satisfactory review of the building plans and drawings, i
4

Before a building is built, all drawings must be sent

to the local building office, to check for compliance with

the requirements. The local official refers to SBN Supple-

ment i [36] to see if the proposed construction agrees with

the recommendations.

New be firsttestedin the labors-
constructions must

tory, then in an experimental house, before being approved,

and subsequently the sound isolation must be checked in the
finished building. It has been found, however, that the

I_ laboratory test is often the least important, becauseflanking transmission so often governs the field results.

' If only a small change from familiar constructions is

I: involved, the builder may go straight to tests in a small-

scale actual house, and then $o the project proper.

An answerable organizer of the construction work must

_ accept responsibility for the workmanship; his competence

I is Judged and approved by the local construction board.

_.! Later on, the Board would normally not have time to keep

up with all the details of construction ..... though some

large projects are controlled more closely.

Compliance tests of airborne and impact sound insula-

tion are made in about 5% of She finished buildings, onaverage, throughout Sweden; about 15% of the rooms are

tested in the buildings that come under test. In Stock-

,i'l holm, the average percentages are 15% and 15%. More than

!
I
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I000 tests per year are conducted in Stockholm°

-- In practice, the percentage of rooms tested depends on

the early test results; if all of the units comply, they

stop testing, usually at less than 10%.
L]

In evaluating the results of field tests of airborne

and impact sound insulation, the following rules are
observed (taking account of measurement inaccuracies):

_J a. A construction ie approved e_en if hhe normal

requirement concerning 8 dB maximum unfavorable

deviation is not met at i00 and 125 Hz, for air-M

borne insulation, or at 2500 and 3150 Hz for

impact insulation.

b. Generally, a construction is accepted if the
maximum unfavorable deviation is 9, rather than

8 dB. (It is generally conceded nowadays that

_ _ this "8 dB maximum unfavorable deviation" rule

is actually a mistake for airborne sound insula-

tion ratings; it is being dropped from the next

revision of ISO R 717. For impact sound Insula-

tion, however, the 8 _B rule should be kept,because for wooden floors it exercises some useful

control on the impact noise levels at frequencies

• b_Zo_ the normal range of test frequencies.)

c. In certain cases, even a 10 dB maximum deviation
is accepted, if it occurs in the 160, 200 or 250

Hz band. If greater deviations occur, however,

-- the fault must be corrected and a repeat test made

,., to demonstrate compliance.

., D££ FT .
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Theoretically, if the finished building fails the sound

-- insulation tests more seriously than the allowances above,

4 the builder "must rebuild the house," If the preliminary

drawings were approved as showing suitable basic construc-

tions, then any serious discrepancy in the finished building
must be a "clumsy goof" and rather simple to correct. At

any rase it must be done.

No attempt is made to adjust the rental in such eases;

there is a strong feeling that there should be free exercise_m

to allow the market to govern the rentals.
-7

If the Public Building Authority requests certification

of a building construction, generally the builder must pay

for the certificate of compliance, including any testing

that may be required. In Stockholm, the Public Housing

IT Authority provides acousUie testing services themselves.

r _ As for the cost of improved sound isolation required

L,, under the code, this must be borne by the builder; but since

the same requirements are imposed on everyone, be suffers

,_ no competitive disadvantage.

In many cities, the cost of tests to demonstrate
compliance is covered by the charge for the building permit.

I_ Also, the architect and the answerable organizer for the
project have insurance that covers some of the costs.

. B.4.4 Success of Code Enforcement

Existing figures on the number of buildings that fallto comply with the noise control requirements always tend

to be biased, because the measurements are not made athl

random, but rather in situations where trouble is expected.

Thus, the following percentages, dating from 1970, probably

_i overestimate the typical failure rate, by an unknown amount.

: DR T'
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Stockholm Percentageof room pairs

failinf_to comply ._
4

Airborneinsulation:vertical 5%

_, horizontal 5

ImpactInsulation 5

-_ Other cities

Airborne insulation: vertical 20%
horizontal 15

Impactinsulation 15

The National Board of Urban Planning systematically

maintains a collection of field acoustical measurement

results, made by the building authorities, cooperative

building societies, builders and consultants. The measure-

ments have become the basis for such publications as

Supplement 1 to SVB 67 JIG], cataloging the building con-

structions deemed likely to yield satisfactory isolation.

• _ 3.4.5 General Comments

At present there is active collaboration between

Sweden and the Nordic Building Regulations Committee (NKB),an association of national building authorities from

Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden. The object
is _o coordinate and unify the technical building regula-

tions in _he five Scandinavian countries.

Sweden accepted the !SO sound insulation procedure

i"_ (H 717) i_ 1968; Denmark and Norway have not yet accepted
J |

- it, though Denmark is currently moving in that direction [21].

'_i Within Sweden, it is clear that the rate of success

with noise connrol in buildings is significantly greater

_I in Stockholm and other large cities than elsewhere. Par- i

-- ticularly, there may be some large discrepancies in the

'9 north of Sweden; but in such places the materials and the



construction methods tend to be quite conservative, not

experimental, so the number Of serious failures is probably

no_ large.

_ As for anticipated changes in the formulation or

enforcement of the noise control requirements for buildings,

it is felt that, although the record of success is not per-

feet in Sweden, it is still pretty good, and there is not

much incentive to change the current procedures.

One final note of interest: there is a general

arrangement whereby a certain percentage of the building

-] cost in Sweden is levied to pay for new research in build-

ings, including acoustics. Earlier, the levy was 0.6%,

then 0.4% and now 0.5%. The money is distributed through

the Swedish Institute for Building Research to various

1 consultants and institutes to pay staff salaries and
P_

research costs for the study of specific problems.

B.5 THE UNITED KINGDOM (England and Scotland, Inner London)

Information Sources:

George Vulcan, Greater London Council, London.

B.5.I The Official Documents (England and Scotland)

A Code of Practice [29] has been in effect in the United

Kingdom since 1960; it specifies criterion curves for air-

borne and impact sound insulation for three grades of con-

struction: one (the most severe) for house party walls

i_! (HPW); and two for apartments, the better grade (I)

corresponding to the expectancy that the tenants will not

"_ find noise any worse than the other inconveniences of

apartment living, the lesser grade (II) such that the

,_ tenants will likely find noise the most annoying aspect of

DIR T ,



apartmen_ living (in other words, a truly minimal require-

men_). Those criterion curves are illustrated in Fig. 5

of the main text.
,i

The Statutory Instruments of interest are "The Build-ing Regulations," issued separately for England (outside

of inner London [65]) and for Scotland [66].

B.5,2 Status of Decuments

The Code of Practice has no legal force. And the

London Building Acts and the various Constructional By-laws

made under them exercised no control at all over sound

insulation.

Thus, it was not until the Building Regulations of

I 1965, revised in 1972 [GS], that British sound insulation

requirements gained the force of law. The Building Regu-
" lations adopted the Code's HPW criterion curve to apply in

_'I_ all dwellings that share common wall with another dwelling.

Requirements affect non-dwellings only if adjacent to

dwelling (offlce, shop or pub).

_ j_ B.5.3 Summary of the Acoustical Requirements

The British Code of Practice sets up several criterion

_ curves, both for airborne and impact sound insulation, of
_ _ varying degrees of strictness. The shapes of these curves

_ and the manner of fitting curves of measured data to them

are different from the IS0 family of ratings. In fact, It

is not the purpose of the curves of the British Code to

es_abllsh a single-number rating scheme at all, but

rather to identify minimum acceptable acoustical perfor-

mance in several Grades. A wall or floor must conform,
according to certain rules, to one of the Grade curves in

order to be deemed acceptable.
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Reference to a footnote in Appendix C of the Code of

Practice: Chapter III shows that a small amount of tolerance

is permitted on the grading requirements, but the amount of

the tolerance is not stated. However, a definition in-

cluded in Ref. 64 shows that a maximum total adverse
deviation of 23 dB is permitted.

The Grade for a partition is assigned by superimposing

a curve of measured transmission loss (or impact noise level)

upon the Grade curve in question; if the sum of the unfavor-

able deviations is no more than 23 dB, the partition meets

that grade.

As far as the Building Regulations are concerned, only

one Grade is significant; where they apply, they aim at the

HPW Grade, irrespective of the type of dwelling. It is

desirable, even where it is not mandatory, that form_ of

construction complying with the HPW Grade should be used.

L°

The performance of a glvcn construction must be based

on the average performance in field tests of at least four

different specimens of the construction in question. The

test procedure is that for noise reduction in I/3-octave

i_ bands, normalized to 0.5 sec reverberation time in the

receiving room, Dnt, according to British Standard 2750:

1956, with Amendment PD 5065, October 1963, Sections 2 A
and 3 A and Clause 3e(li). There is some ambiguity about

i_ this, however; sometimes it is implied that transmieslon
loss, rather than the normalized noise reduction, is

._ involved.

It is clear, however, that the Regulations aim to

I_ achieve adequate sound isolation in dwellings by specify-

Ing "deemed to 'comply" building elements, selected on the

r"t basis of field tests, rather than relying on field tests
L

- to demonstrate compliance.
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- B.5.4 Enforcement

Enforcement of the Building Regulations amounts to a
m

"deemed to satisfy" Judgment of the various construction

elements before the building permit is issued. The local

-- building inspector is responsible for enforcement; he is

'_' bound to follow the Building Regulations but must refer to

the Building Authorities before taking any infrastion to court.

His Judgment would ordinarily be based on the field data

published from time to time in the Building Research Station

Digest, for various common constructions. But for novel

constructions, particularly on a large project, the in-

,_ speetor might give special approval (based on agreement by

the Building Research Station) for buildings, say, four

" units for field test before giving final permission for the

_' entire project. Approval for the building permit depends

upon the favorable review of the inspector.

There are normally no measurements in the finished

building to test or demonstrate compliance with the Regula-
tions. Only if bitter complaints arise would tests be

.... _ Im made.
Z

" If a building should happen to fall to meet the Regula-

) tion requirements nothing is ordinarily done. In principle,

if the complaining tenant could prove that the builder

I_ failed to comply with the approved design, then the builder
r_

could be required to correct the faulty construction. In

practice, this is so difficult as to be unfeasible.

8.5.5 Success of Code Enforcement
A series of measurements by the Building Research

Station was carried out in 1972-73, following the adoptionof the new Regulations, to gather sound insulation data

for new buildings for comparison with earlier pre-

..I'! Regulations data. It was found that the percentage of
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units failing the requirements of the Regulations was about .

50%andincreasing.

" One reason for the rising rate of failure has to do

with the misuse of a special type offbrick used in British

_I walls. This brick has a hollow indentation called a "frog"

on one of the large faces. It is intended that the frog

should face upward, as the wall is built, to catch mortar

and improve the keying. The recent tendency has been to

lay the brick down (to mortarupside presumably)save so

that the fro_ remains hollo_¢ end the weight of the wall

._ drops from the required 85 lb/sq ft to 70 or less, with
no means of measuring the as-built weight of the construc-

tion.

At present, there appears to be no plan to modify the

British noise control enforcement procedure.

There has been talk of the need for a new social sur-

vey to try to correlate people's Judgments of the adequacy

of their sound isolation with physical measurements in the

buildings; but such surveys are very expensive, and the

economy is not thriving.
t$

8.5.6 Inner London

i k special case exists for inner London, which has

different rules from the res_ of England under the Greater

London Council (formerly London County C6uncil).
am

Sound insulation requirements are smuggled in as part

m, of _he fire by-laws, which affect' all buildings. Party

walls (dividing two semi-detached houses) are required to
).*l

be constructed with 9" brick, to achieve the required fire

resistanhe. For separating walls, that divide two apart-

men_s within the same building, the Council has adopted

I
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a Building Research Station construction meeting Grade II,

though there is as yet no formal written requirement.

L_ It is stated that all Council flats in London are built

to very high standards, and that _enerally, for separating

and party walls and floors, the fire resistance require-

men_s lead to good acoustical isolation: "noncombustible

]7 construction plus 1 hour minimum fire test" (which may
go as high as 2 or 4 hours, depending on height).

As for enforcement, there are 28 districts under a

single district surveyor, responsible for compliance with

the fire laws. This district surveyor has statutory power
tw4

in his own right and can take court action without reference

to any other authority.

In case of failure to comply with the by-laws (during

II_ or after construction), he may give notice that compliance

mus_ be achieved within a fixed time or he will take the

matter to court. (At this point there is still no reference
to the Greater London Council, although the GLC solicitor

._I_ is available to him for assistance.)

During the review of drawings, if the construction

does mot comply with the by-laws (e.g., a new type of

construction), the applicant can appeal to the GLC for

relaxation of the requirements.

Measurements of sound insulation are not usually

made to show compliance with the by-law, because the

law is not framed in terms of acoustical properties. How-

ever, tests arc made in response to complaints from

tenants. Such investigations are rather rare ..... fewer

I_ than five per year.. But each one might involve a large
mml

number of tests in different dwellings, living rooms and

•' bedrooms separately. In the tested buildings about 1O%

-" of the rooms would be measured.

i
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The Council usually suggests remedies in case of serious

lack of sound isolation.

The Council is considering trying to include noise

control requirements in the by-laws, including requirements

for the building facade. That status of these plans is

unknown at present.

.... B.6 WEST G£RMANY

Information Sources:

Horst Diestel, Director, Acoustics Division, Physikallsch- ,I
Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), (German

National Bureau of Standards), Braunschweig.

Rudolf Martin, Director, Hearing Acoustics Department,F
j PTB (German National Bureau of Standards),

Braunschweig.

Paul D_mmig, Director, Room Acoustics Department, PTB,

Braunschweig.

H. Schultze, Institut fur Baustoffkunde und Stahlbetonbau

der Technische Universit_t Braunschweig,
Braunschweig.

Ludwig Schreiber, M_Iler-BBM, Acoustical Consulting, Munich.

B.5.l Official Documents

_._ There is no Natlonal building code in West Germany,

with noise control requirements applying throughout the

country. Instead, there is a National Standard document i

(DIN 4109, Parts i-5) in which quantitative standard

acoustical measurement procedures are prescribed, and

-- i
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q
quantitative requirements for noise control, in terms of

minimum accepatble levels of acoustical performance, are

stated. The measurement procedures closely follow ISO,

though until last year the rating methods differed (see

| AppendixA).
h¢i

DIN 4109 is not an official building code, itself. {i
., But there is a committee, a part of the National German

Standards Organization, called ETB (Aussshuss f_r Einheit- I
llches Technische Baubestlmmung) which gives recommendations !

(including acoustical requirements), in the form of a 1

recommended standard building code (Mustsr-bauordnung), J

to the higher building authorities of the different

German States. The different States have adopted their own
building codes ("Bauordnung"), all based strongly on the

ETB Standard Code but with small differences.

These codes, themselves, do not contain specific

'_L numerical requirements for noise control, but use wording

llke "sufficient noise insulation". For example, the

P_ Bavarian building code says "the state of the art must be

applied." Concurrently, a Bavarian Ministerial Official

Paper (Ministerialamtsblatt, of 7 December 1963) defines

DIN 4109, Parts 2, 3 and 4 as constituting the "state of

the art". Thus, those "unofficial" recommendations be-

come requiremenhs of the official building code including

the DIN numerical requirements on noise control.

8.6,2 Status

The State laws to date apply • only to multifamily

dwellings (including duplexes and row houses) but not to

single houses. DIN 4109, however, contains requirements

applying to hospitals, schools, restaurants, offices, work-

_ shops, and stores and even (for the "higher grade"

DRA FT.
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requirements) to single houses.

_ DIN 4109 is formally not a law but only a recommendation.

In practice, however, it is stronger than a recommendation,

because the requirements of DIN I_109 are forcefully applied

by several official Judges use those standards
groups.

to base their ruling in suits or complaints by tenants

concerning noisy buildings. The Federal finance ministries
may indirectly require a contractor to comply with DIN 4109

recommendations, as follows: in order to get a building I
J permit the contractor must have a cheek of the sound

insulation. The inspector does not usually examine the i
i.._ drawings, but instead stamps them "Heed DIN 4109". This

puts the responsibility on the builder if anything goes

wrong, so he generally "heeds DIN 4109".

_ In fact, builders have become very conscientious .F

about complying with the DIN recommendations and, in fact,

come to the test institutes and pay for acoustical consult-

i_ ing advice, rather than be caught and penalized at the

end of the project. They tend to feel that DIN 4109

"state of the art" and that it and should'
represents can

be followed.

DIN 4109 includes two standards of acceptability,

a minimum requirement and a recommended (improved)

requirement, when the DIN standard first came out, the

minimum requirement was usually aimed for; but today most

builders shoot for the "improved" level of performance.

"_ B.6.3 Summary of the Acoustical Requirements

The German Standard DIN 4109 gives recommendations

for airborne and impact sound insulation for party walls
and floors between dwellings. There are no requirements

....i
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on the _ransmlsslon loss of exterior walls nor of interior

. non-party walls. No explicit limits on outdoor noise are i;

.,I given in DIN I]109(these are dealt with by another german

law, TA-L_rm). The DIN standard does require that "quiet

roams" be located on the side of the building facing away " '
from the street, otherwise, double windows must be pro-

vided; no numerical requirements are given, however. Quan- _
titative limits are placed an the permissible levels of

• c

noise generated by equipment in the building: plumbing,
_i eleva=ors, pumps, burners for central heating, eta.

..I B.6.4 Enforcement

Local authorities enforce the noise control regulations

via building permits: one can hardly build anything in

Germany without a permit. In order to get a building per-

mit, it is necessary to have the drawings of the building

approved, as well as (for example) a structural engineer's

[ _ approval of the construcBion for strength, a construction

i engineer's statement of compliance with DIN 4199. (accord-

] _ ing co approved construction examples given in DIN 4109,
Par= 3) and adequate thermal insulation. The authority

!_ gives the building permit only if everything is in order.

If the plans do not fulfull the code requirements on noise

control (and in every german State this practically means

I"} GIN 4199), approval is withheld.

If the proposed construction is not cited in DIN 4109,then a preliminary test must be made to qualify the con-

[_ struction, usually in a standard test laboratory. In
special cases a test building may be authorized for field

Bests of transmission loss or impact insulation.
k_

|
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IN Germany, there are about forty officially approved

testing institutions for field testing, although only six

have their own laboratory facilities. These field testing
4

teams must go every two years to PTB in Braunschweig to

demonstrate their capability. The PTB gives to ETB a list

_i of the institutes that have qualified in these demonstra-

m tions, and ETB forwards the list to the various States, who

[,_ in turn publish the llst in a Ministerial Official Paper.

{_ It was planned from time to time to publish updated
"_ lists of approved constructions from thc various Gcrman

States, to supplement DIN 4109, but this has not been done

_ very effectively, so far. A new Institute in Berlin has

been in existence since 1_69, but not much was forthcoming,

I_ as of 1971.

h_ The "money source" is often a local office of the
Im

finance ministry, which makes two steps mandatory:

I,_ i. A preliminary (.theoretical) check of the d_awlngs_i'I to see that the basic construction is consistent with

ii_ approved constructions, according to DIN 4109. This

il_ preliminary check might be done, for example, by one
of the testing institutes (or, exceptionally, by PTB_,

il_ If the report submitted by the institute 'to the
! finance ministry is satisfactory, the builder gets

_ th_ _£rst on_-th_d of his money for the project,

2. After completion of the building, a compliance

I'_ test is made, usually of about 10% of the apartments

for large projects, or a greater percentage for small

_,_ projects. For these tests, _'quick-check" procedures*

"are used to save time, involving fewer measurements

*-_

"These methods are subject of further research (including

vibration measurements on the ceiling} instead of impactnoise level measurements in the receiving room,

, DAX FT.
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-- bands, fewer microphone positions, and fewer impact machine

...._ positions than in the complete standard tests; sound absorp-

tion is measured by a steady-state method. The estimated

accuracy of the quick test is about _ 1 dB, and if the

results of the quick test are within 2 dB of the required

the testmust be with the full testperformance, re-run

procedure; otherwise, the quick-test data are regarded as

clearly "go" or "no go". If not built with a government
loan, the buildings are not tested at all. The architect

may, however, ask for tests, particularly for floatedfloors.

!_ For all buildings that get loans from the States, test

measurements in the completed building are usually required

by the authorities. The last one-third of the money is

_' withheld until field tests show compliance with DIN 4109.

Every project built with government funds gets tested,

_ but not every building in the project. The percentage of

buildings tested depends upon the local State authority,

I_ probably about 5% altogether. For example, in each 20 to

30 apartments, one transmission loss test of a wall or

floor might be made. Often a "short test" with the tapping

machine is cheaper, and perhaps l0 measurements would be
_J

made in a building. Evidently, there is considerable
latitude in the amount of testing required.

The "short test" for impact noise consists of generat-

ing a standard noise of fixed level with a loudspeaker in

_I the receiving room. This loudspeaker and the electronic

generating device together comprise a constant-power source

whose noise spectrum has the shape of the DIN standard

-- reference curve for impact sound insulation rating (TSM).

1_ Thls standard DIN noise is measured, and then the noise

-- generated in the receiving room by the standard tapping

_o machine in the room above is measured, both with A-weight-

_ ing. The difference in A-levels so measured is a good

DFR T.



-- approximation to the Trittsehallschutzmass (TSM), the

-- single-number impact noise rating of DIM 4109. With typical

--- German floors, the discrepancy between the results of the ;'

short test and the standard test is less than 2 dB.
About 95% or mere of the apartment buildings have

_ floated floor slabs for purely acoustical reasons (thus,

radiant heating is almost never practical).' Earlier con-

structions used glass fiber blanket or mineral wool layer.... for the resilient element of the floated floor. Nowadays

_ the trend is to use soft PVC expanded granules, such as

are used for packing fragile items for shipment. Coconut

fiber is also used; it is very expensive but very good.

l More and more apartments are sold rather than rented

!_It_ ix Germany. The buyers may request acoustical tests
_i before they pay the final amount, or they may require a J

guarantee of adequate noise insulation in the purchase

contract.

What if the building fails to pass the tests? If the
building wasbuilt with a government loan, the State

authorities may require corrective measures if the devia-tions are large. If small, then the final money is given

To the builder, but with the stipulation that, if the

tenants complain, corrective measures will be required.

If the inspector from the Building Ministry, in the final

I_ building inspection, finds something obviously wrong, he

may require an immediate fix, or may force the builder to

r_ get acoustical tests and/or recommendations from a con-

sultant.

It has been proposed that, in buildings that fail

the acoustical tests by significant amounts, the owner

r_I" would have to lower the rent proportionately. Practically

DAA FT.
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speaking, however, adjustment of the rents would not work

in Germany, in general, because of the great demand for

apartments. (If a private court suit succeeds, the Judgment
could award reduction of the tenants' rent in poorly con-

- strucfiedbuildings; it depends on the Judge in each case).

There is a dilemma. In 1976, people are becoming much

more critical, demanding good sound insulation in view of
the high prices and rents that have come _ith inflation,

But if the cost of good insulation raises the rent toe
much, there is trouble in renting or selling the apartment.

If only a few of the units fail the test, the builder must

,_ take remedial steps to meet the DIN requirements, in order

to collect the last one-third of his money from the author-

If many of the units fail, it creates a serious
ities.

problem. Several years ago, the enforcement was very !I
'_ strict and the last third of the construction money was_14

indeed_ withheld. As a result, a number of builders went

_ I_ bankrupt. More recently, strict enforcement is made only
11 if the tenants complain, in which case the builder would

i_ have to fix the units causing complaint. Most complaintscome from buyers of duplex or row houses, NOT because the

sound isolation is worse, but because the background

noise is usually lower and because buyers are usually more

critical than tenants.

The comparison of test results on tbe immediately

postwar buildings of 1950 with later tests in 1R68, shown

in Fig. B. II, is dramatic: about i0 dB improvement, on 4 ._r_ _"

average for the airborne sound insulation and about 20 dB
II

for impact insulation.

No special funds are provided to cover the addedcost of noise dontrol in the building; it is simply a

i"I requirement that must be met, Just like safety standards.

i
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m

The building must come up to "state of the art" (meaning ::

DIN 4109) and the cost of achieving this is included in the
,-, builder's request for building funds. An exception to this ,

rule may be made in the case of a special research project

or an experimental construction program: the architect
m

might be given an extra reward for an innovative, ingenious

or cheap solution.

B.6.5 Success of the Enforcement

It is said that very few of the buildings tested now-

adays fail to comply with the noise requirements of DIN 4109.
Although there has been no systematic study of this question

at the nat:tonal level, the Judgment that compliance is very

good is based on informal comparison of the test resultsfrom the various testing institutes, indicating that com-

_r_ pliance is high and increasing,

J_
,, This was not the case in the early 1960's as indicated

rl
_i by field test results in Southern Germany, shown in Figs.

I_ B.5 and B.6. (See also Figs. 6-8 of the main report).
},

_: Nevertheless, steady improvement in rate of compliance

is evident. Today, only about 10% of the dwellings fail

, the tests.

I:_ Failures are blamed on several problems: light-

I _ weight bricks used in party walls; leaks in the exterior

walls; pass-through doorways used during construction
not properly closed after the building is finished; short-

!_ circuited floating floors, particularly at doorways open-
ing off of corridors.

_ The faults are not in the drawings (which have

already been ct_ecked for suitable choice of construction

I_i in the earlier phase), but may usually be found in short-

.l
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.. circuited floating slabs, or in plumbing installations

whose noise exceeds 30 dBA.

-" These comments above refer only to multl-family dwell-

_.__ ings financed by the German Federal Government (and admin-istered by the Building Section of the Finance Ministry)

for certain groups of people who are eligible for such

funding. This means, in practice, only i0 to 25% of all

new buildings regularly exhibit the high rate of compllanse

with noise regulations discussed above.

Other people have no such protection, and if there are

acoustical problems, they must pay to take the suit to

court and to conduct acoustical tests if they want them•

Large private building companies, e.g. "None Heimat" be-

longing to the labor uniors would, as a matter of course, have

_I spot-checks made to be sure that their builders' work is up

to standards.

•No continuing record of test compliance and failures is

compiled for presentation either' to the government or the

public. Some of the testing institutes publish statistics
of the results of their noise tests, but not on a regular

bases.

B.G.6 General Comments

It is expected that DIN 4109 will be completely re-

written, but it is not sure when, certainly not this year.

Therefore, the most important changes, particularly in

the tables of required acoustical performance (Part 2) will

f7 be put into operation as needed, by governmental decree, as

has already been done for schools (see footnote, page ).

FI
Noise of plumbing is one of the weakest areae these

-. days, mos_ in need of better control. Until now, DIN 4109

-- has no_ been strictly enforced with respect to plumbing

DRA 9 7 ,
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noise, which bas been very annoying for the tenants; par-

- ticularly because of the monolithic masonry construction

typical in apartments.

In fact, a Ttqulet hours" requirement is often written
into the standard apartment rental contract form, that for-

-- bids certain activities between I0 pm and 7 am, such as

_. using the shower, wearing shoes, or using radio or tele-
vision.

.... This _e cbvlously a severe restriction on the tenants,

i _ but the problem of nighttime noise is a very difficult one.
I
I As an example, DIN 4109 is dated September 1962; it was

I _ adopted by Bavarian State in 1963, with night-
the the

s _ time noise level limited to less than 30 dBA; this could I

_ never be well controlled, however. Subsequently_ the ._

i_L_ permissible level was raised to 40 dBA, but now it is m _

back _o 35 dBA maximum noise level.

! The current tendency is to specify the _,eans for

[i_ avoidingnoise levels,excessive noise rather than to specify maximum

The plumbing manufacturers want the DIN 4109. maximum
permissible noise limit for building equipment raised from

_ 30 to 35 dBA. PTB is willing to go along with this, but

it wants to have two classes of quality! the minimum

4 quality requirement would be 35 dBA, with an "improved

quality" requirement of 25 dBA. Then, Just as for walls

and floors, in a few years everyone will shoot for the

improved quality.

In fact, it .is expected that in the re-write of DIN
4109, the minimum and improved requirements for walls and

if_[ floors will become more strict; 5 to 8 dB reduction for
_ impact noise, and 5 to 8 dB increase for the transmission

m
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loss _ between row houses (no changes for, apartments). The

limits on the noise of appliances may be decreased by about

5 dB.

In further standardization work, the emphasis will be

placed on the development of simpler, but still reliable_

test procedures for wider and more effective enforcement _

of noise control in buildings. There are a number of such
quick tests in practical use already, both for airborne !

and impact sound. During the next two years, PTB will in- I
vestigate on a statistical basis the deviations to be i

expected between the standard and the slm_llfled proceduPes,

_ for different shapes of the curves of transmission loss and

the noise reduction in the field, so that precision require-

mends for simplified procedures can be established.

At G6sele's Institute in Stuttgart, a procedure for
measuring impact sound is under investigation that completely

_ _ abandons the measurement of the impact sound levels in the

_ receiving room, but rather is based on measurements of

structureberne vibration in the floor slab. Last year,

I:_ Lothar Cremer proposed (at a Congress on acoustics in

Czechoslovakia; to be published in AQustgca, December

[i! 1976) that DIN 4109 requirements on impact sound insulation
be replaced by structure-borne vibration measurements.

i_ [This may be all right for the concrete slabs (with or

without floating floors) that are common in Germany; it

r_, would certainly not be suitable, for example, for wood
i

Joist and timber constructions.]

*For schools, such a change has already been recommended ..'c
'_ to the German States by theInstitut ffir Bautechni_ • ._-,

r
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-- APPENDIX B -- PART II

The first part of Appendix B dealt with the enforce-

ment practices of six European countries that have relatively
active programs of enforcement of the noise control pro-

visions in their building codes.
There are other countries that have adopted noise

-- control recommendations or requirements relating to dwell-

i_I ings, but that do not necessarily .enforce them very

vigorously, as yet. (In some cases, the apparent lack ofenforcement effort may simply reflect the fact that the !

results a_'e not widely published). Nevez._heless, it is of

interest, for the present purpose, to see what directions

their efforts have taken, as reported in this second part

i of Appendix B, because they have given some consideration iI
_otheproblem, i

F B.7 AUSTRIA "I

_.{_ The mos_ recent document is a draft, dated April 1976,
£I

of Austrian Standard B 8115, "Schallschutz und Raumakustik

iE io.osbbau"(soua noulstlonand eom oeu0tlesi° uild-
ing Construction). Its predecessors were B 2115 of

December 1936, B 8115 of October 1949, and B 8115 of April

_ 1959, so it has a long history.

The 1976 draft is a comprehensive document of 35 pages,

which includes not only requirements for maximum acceptable

_ noise levels and for airborne and impact sound insulation
in buildings, but also guidance of building layout and

planning for protection against outdoor noise.
It covers dwellings, hotels, schools, hospitals, rest

_i homes, and offices, and proposes two degrees of acoustical

-- quality, one 5 dB better than the other.

f_

-- B-62
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The acoustical parameters to be evaluated and the

ratings of airborne and impact sound insulation are vir- !

tually identical to those of West Germany, though recommen-

dations are also made in terms of the ISO ratings, Ia and

Ii. In addition, analogous ratings are formulated from

-- measurements Of the normalised level difference, Dna, for

-- adjacent rooms, the "diagonal level difference" Dnl,3

-- between nonadjacent rooms and the level difference Ds,

through ventilating shafts.
Examples are given of constructions that are deemed

to comply with the requirements, along with their Insula-

-- tion ratings.

Recommendations are given for reverberation time, not

only in staircases, as in a number of other European

building codes, but also in various kinds of rooms. More-

over, advice is given on desirable features of room

-I_ acoustics (room geometry and absorption surfaces) to assure
good hearing conditions in conference rooms, council

chambers, assembly rooms, classrooms, etc.

No information is available as to the intensity or

I_ effectiveness of enforcement of the Austrian code.

B.8 BELGIUM
A current Belgian Standard [30], entitled "Criteria of

] Acoustical Isolation," dates from December 1966; it was
the original edition. A draft revision dated 20 March

: I_I 1975 is under consideration [30a].

There are, however, no Belgian prescriptions having

the force of law in the field Of acoustics. For the pro-

vision Of adequate sound isolation in buildings, there-

"I fore, one must rely on the recommendations of the Belgian
i

' D£A'77J_}



i Standard mentioned above, on the desired and recommendations !

_ of the Superior Counsel for Hygiene, and on the IS0 resom- !
I mendations [TZ]. i

-- The Counsel for Hygiene is concerned only with occupa- !

-- tional hearing and environmental noise problems. I

The Belgian Standard gives recommendations for both

the transmission loss, R, of partitions, measured in the

laboratory, and the normalized level difference, Dna,

-- between rooms measured in the field, and for the impact

-- noise transmission, Lna , for floors, all measured in 1/3-
-- octave bands.

The recommendations are stated in terms of categories

of acoustical quality, defined by a series of five reference

curves for airborne sound insulation and isolation, and
three for impact sound insulation. The shape of these

curves is complicated and quite unlike the ISO curves.• (See Figure A-6).

The quality category is assigned to a construction
according co whether the measured curve is on the favorable

side of s reference curve with no more than 1 dB average
unfavorable deviation in 8aQh of three frequency ranges:

low (100 - 315 Hz), medium (400 - 1250 Hz), and high

(1600- 3150Hz).

I_ Quality categories of acoustical performance are
M

recommended for partitions and floors in dwellings, accord-

ing to the kinds of rooms they separate: living rooms,bedrooms, kitchens, playrooms, bathrooms, staircases,

_I elevators, and even facades. For schools, distinction is
made between lecture rooms, study halls, readin_ rooms,

music rooms, gymnasiums, and facade walls. For offices,

recommendations are made for' managerial staff offices,

DRA 'FT,



boardrooms, typing (and other mechanical) rooms, and densely

_ populated offices.

In the recent draft revision [ZO_], this already com-

-- plicated set of categories is further refined, such that

-" each category now exists in two degrees of quality, one

-- recommended for "good" acoustical quality in the situations

where it is appropriate (see above), and another that is

regarded as a minimum requlrement/which the Housing

Ministry intends be incorporate in the Building Code [20].

Just when this will occur is another questlen. Msanwhl]_

the draft document is being used by architects as a useful

guide.

_ However, it is recognized that the mere issuance of

recommendations for adequate sound isolation does not suffice

to achieve the desired goal, It is necessary to know how,

in practice, to realize and maintain the proposed acoustical

_ quality. For example, choosing a parbltion with tranetnlse_on

Zoes of a certain quality category by no means assures the

-- attainment of the same quality of noise level difference

-- between the rooms it separates in the finished building.

The Centre Scientifique et Technique de la Construction,

in Brussels, has made field measurements in buildings to

evaluate the current state of sound isolation in Belgium

-- [72]. The results indicate that quality category I is

practically impossible to achieve by an means; even

category II is very seldom achieved with simple walls in

finished buildings. Double walls, although in theory theymight achieve category II, and in fact sometimes do in

laboratory tests, are always spoiled in the field by
rq
. flanking transmission.I ,

I
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In a series of twenty measurements of airborne sound

insulation, with eight different types of wall, only one

_es_ satisfied the requirements of the Standard for category

II.

... Faced with the necessity to conclude either that the

current Belgian Standard is too strict or that the acous-

: _ tlcal quality of Belgian housing is inadequate, it was

decided (by comparison of the Belgian Standard with

foreign Codes) that the latter conclusion was correetl Des-

pite the use of traditional masonry construction, the

-- results obtained were mediocre, or even very bad [22],

-" because of errors in construction.

] The C. S. T. C. is currently engaged in research to

develop llght-weight double walls that san achieve the

desired sound isolation in buildings.

_ _ 8.9 EAST GERMANY

The requirements for sound insulation in buildings in

_ the German Democratic Republic (DDR) are contained in the

_ DDR Standard TGL 10687, Part 3, in a draft of March 1969

£ F'! which became effective i April 1971. Other parts of

I_ this Standard deal with acoustical definitions, permissible

_' noise levels (in all kinds of locations), sound absorp-
if-!
_ tion, environmental noise, city planning, etc. A second

DDR Standard, TGL 10688, dating from about the same time,

_ prescribes measurement methods for a variety of acoustical

i tests, and specifications for test equipment, in ten

_ parts. We are concerned here only with TGL 10687, Part 3,
which has the status of national law for the sound insula-

I'I tion requirements in buildings.

-
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The TGL Standards are enforced for new buildings by the

Ministry of Health from their date of issue. Other laws

i_l_ adopt the same acoustical requirements for existing build-
ings.

Sound insulation requirements are prescribed for walls

and floors in multifamily dwellings, apartments, hospitals,

I _ sanitariums, schools, kindergartens, hostels, hotels andgues_ houses, with differing requirements depending on the

kinds of room (bedroom, living room, kitchen, workroom,
bath, staircase, corridors, etc.). Special requirements

-- apply for such dwellings adjacent to offices, bars, club-
F
_, rooms, theaters, restaurants, and other especially noisy

places. Also, special airborne sound insulation require- j

F _ ments for the doors in these various establishments are I

given. Suggestions are offered for wall and floor con- I

s_ruetions that are deemed to comply with the requirements.

i_ Thus, the acoustical requirements are intended to apply to i

/_ _ all places where people live, work, or play.!i '
Note that, in East Germany, an individual can build

_ only a single home for his own family; only the Government

' can build large buildings, such as apartment houses.
rm

I_ In East Berlin there are only two large State-owned

_ construction companies: one concentrates on housing

_- _ development, the other on offices, industrial buildings,

i department stores, and the like. The planning and siting

for these buildings all takes place within the construction

companies, and thus the whole Building Code enforcement

problem is simplified.

,_ There are special construction companies, all belong-

ing to the State, that specialize in power plants, chemical

industries, etc.

B-67
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Within the Building Ministry, there is a department,

-- Staatlicher Bauaufsicht, ("Building Police") that reviews

-. all building drawings before construction, to assure tom-

- _liance with the standards (aZZ standards, including

economy, fire resistance, static strength, and acoustics ....

_ last and least!) These building police personnel have

offices within the construction companies, to simplify

inspection of the drawings before_construction and of the
m

buildings when they are finished.

-- In the pos_-consuruction inspection, if' the inspector

_ thinks there has been a mistake, he complains to his own

company, which then requests a field test to determine what

is wPong.
I

[ _ 0nly a few institutes are authorized to make field
_ _ tests on acoustics; therefore, not a great number of build-

• _m ings are actually tested. Many more field tests would be

'"I_ required to _et anything like 100% fulfillment of the

building code requirements.
i

i
On the other hand, in East Germany there are only about

I_ uen typical kinds of building construction. These werebuilt and tested extensively in experimental buildings,

_! years ago. Complete acoustical studies at that time

determined virtually all of their acoustical properties

and likely hazards, before they were admitted for extensive

construction throughout the country. (In the experimental

buildings, 20 to 50% of the Doms would be tested.)

Accordingly, only a small number of finished buildings

are tested nowadays as a matter of course.

H
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;= If a finished building should Pall the sound insula-

tion requirements, there would be a discussion between the

inspector and the construction oompany_ and corrections
_ would be made IF it is economically possible. Otherwise, I

there would be an adjustment in the amount of rent, :In i

, LJ the following sense. The rent is normally paid by the I

• tenant to the Government; in case of a rent adjustment in

" :.. _ favor of the tenant for faulty sound isolation, the differ_

ence must be made up by the (Government-owned) senstruction

company, in a computed lump sum. Even though the construc-

71-i_:! tien nnmpen;les ere State-owned, they do earn money, some oP
.... . _ which goes into bonuses for the workers, but some of which

must be reserved for rental make-up, in case of failure to

meet Code requirements.

The acoustical tests, which are usually made by the

• _ Central Building Properties Institute of the East German

Building Academy, in East Berlin, must be paid for by
•i__ the construction company. The cost of acoustical treatment

"" necessary to comply with the sound insulation standards

is calculated as part of the normal cost of the bui].ding.

There has been a distinct trend toward improved sound

insulation since the indicated in the results ofwar, as

about fifty test measurements per year of impact sound

I_ insulation in the period from 1960 to 1966. The number

_ of buildings in which the floors met the requirement

(ET = + 4 dB) increased from about 30% in 1960 be 70-80%in 1965/66. In the same period, the average value of

impact insulation index increased from -1 to +6 dB [?S].

No systematic record o£ acou'stlcal performance in

buildings is kept, however, either for public or government

consumption.

!]
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• i
About 30% of the buildings tested nowadays fail to

meet the acoustical requirements. This degree of compliance

is regarded as relatively high; it comes about because the

Government-owned construction company relies on the acous-

-- tical advice of the Bauakademis, and automatically complies

__ with it. The main difficulties, as elsewhere, come from

flanking transmission due to errors in the construction.

B.IO SWITZERLAND

_. The Swiss Standard SIA 181 of 15 May 1970 [Z2], and a

draft revision dated 18 April 1972 [Zg] are described in

Appendix A. Unfortunately, no information is available

concerning the enforcement of' these regulations or the

success thereof.

B.II CANADA I
t_ The National Building Code of Canada, 1970 [?4],

__ requires that "walls and floors separating dwelling units
-- shall be designed to restrict sound transmission" in con-

_ formanee with a simple requirement of STC 45 for all party

partitions.

A table of acoustical performance for various con-
structions is stated in terms of three quality classes:

I, II and III. Rating I corresponds to STC 50 and is
considered good; rating II corresponds to STC 45 - 50 and

is considered fair; rating III corresponds to STC less than

-- 45 and is not acceptable for Code compliance.

rl No information is available as to enforcement of the

Code.

-- B.12 UNITED STATES

The only requirements on sound insulation that apply

-- across the entire United States are those of the Minimum



Property Standards of the Federal IIousing Administratlon,

described in Appendix A. Each of the regional FHA offices

is allowed to exercise its own discretion in the enforement

"- of these requirements, however, and there is little uniform-

ity in enforcement across the country. In general, it can

be said that the requirements are not actively enforced.

_ >'. _ _ number of other local Jurisdictions have noise con-

trol requirements in their building codes, as shown in

Table B.1 [see separate sheet].

_ Enforcement is limited to inspection of the building

_ drawings and, according to informal reports, barely

succeeds in avoiding acoustical disasters, most of them

LJ time.
"Of all the complaints owners throughout the country

hear about postwar apartments, lack of sound proofing heads

the llst most frequently. There isn't even a close

I_ second [?5]."

For more detail see Appendix G.

J
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--_ TABLE B.I

"_ BUILDING CODE NOISE REQUIREMENTS IN USA: PARTY WALLS AND FLOORS

Date

1963 FHA Minimum STC 40 to 55 depending INN -B to +5
Property Standards on outdoor noise level depending on out-

and type of rooms door noise leveland type of rooms

1964 Arcadia, Calif. AVG. TL = 50"dB Tapping loss
_ (_ndefi_ed)

.,'i_---: . 1964 Monrovla, Calif. AVG. TL _>45 dB None

1965 Berkeley,Calif. STO 35 to 45
depending on rooms None

1968 FHA FT/TS 211 STC 46 to 60 IIC to 65
46

1970 Newark, N.J. STC 50 (lab) INN = O (IIC 52)(lab)

STC115(field) INN= -5(IIC47)(field)

1972 Los Angeles, Calif. STC 50 (lab) IIC 50 (lab)

STC45(field) IIC45(field)STC 26 (corridor doors)

I_ 1972 NewYork STC (lab) INN= O (IIC52)City 5o (lab)
STC 48 (field) INN = -2 (llCSO)(fleld)

1972 UniformBuilding STC 50 (lab) IIC50 (lab)Code STC45 (field) IIC45 (field)
STC 30 (entrance doors)

1974S_ateof STC50 (lab) IIC50(lab)
California STC 45 (field) IIC45 (field)

STC30 (corridordoors)

f"l
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" APPENDIX C: Questionnaire Used In Interviews Concerning

European Building Codes And Noise Ordinances

A. Official Documents (Texts)

I. Building Qode (get complete text)

a) Includes noise levels indoors? outdoors? _i

2. NoiseOrdinance(getcompletetext)

I N 3. Valid at national, state or city leve'l?a) If more than one, are they consistent? If

not,whichtakesprecedence?

B. Status , I
_ " I. Law or recommendation?

H 2. Affects dwellings only? Multi-family or single

!_ houses?

3. Offices or other buildings?

_. O. Enforcement•

_J I. Who is responsible for enforcement? Government

_, (local or national?) Builder? Other?

_'_ |_ 2. Does financing or approval for building permit
:7 depend on review of drawings? On preliminary

_; testa? On pilot tests of new construction

types? (Labs or field tests?)

_ _i B. Tests of completed buildings to demonstrate
", compliance?

a) What % of buildingsare tested?
b) What _ of rooms in tested buildings are

tested?4. What happens if building fails to comply with

requirement?

a) Correctivemeasures?

b) Adjustment of rentals?

f'_ 5. Is there special funding to meet the added cost of

necessary acoustical treatment to meet require-

M ment? to cover the cost of the tests to demon-

strate compliance?

.!
•Is there a single officialc___r--_ _ r----'r--testinglaboratory?

- !



I

-- D. Results

I. What _ of buildings tested fall to comply? :i

--2. Is there a continuing record presented to the Igoqernment or 4o the people to show that current iI

buildings are complying or are otherwise shown

• _ to be satisfactory? !

3. Is there a periodic summary of current status

: : _ of "privacy in homes"? k
- 4. Are there records with which to check progress, or I

"ups and downs" in success of noise abatement Iprograms?

E. Off the Record I
I. What discrepancies between the "official position"" I

and the actual situation?

_ 2. What changes ape being discussed or planned? _'I

i-?

k
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APPENDIXD

•• _ NORMALIZATIONANDIMPACT
NOISE LEVEL BANDWIDTH

This Appendix presents a brief discussion of two

_opics that nearly always cause confusion:1. Normalization of the acoustic test data

ac_ually measured to a standard amountof absorption (or a standard reverbera-

tion time) in the receiving room.

H 2. The arbitrary practice in some countries

of correcting impact noise data measured

in i/3-oetave:.bands of frequency to
levels

that correspond to octave-band data.

D-1
T
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O.I. NORMALIZATION

The amount of noise produced in the receiving room

: -- by sound generated in the source room depends not only on

_ the acoustical insulation of t_he partition under test, but

i _ also on the amount of sound-absorbing material in the
receiving room. If there are many carpets, draperies, up-

holstered chairs and the like, the sound level there will

[ -- be less than if the room were bare or only sparsely fur-

} -- nished. Since field measurements of partitions jay be

made in all sorts of furnished apartments, there is a

certain amount of varlatlon in measured values, due only

-- $o differences in the amount of absorption present in each

_ case. In order to make a fair comparison between the test

_ data and the criterion curve, this variation must be

eliminated so that all measured data are comparable. This

is accomplished by correcting the raw sound pressure levels
M

to the values that wouZd have been measured with some stan-
dard condition of absorption in the receiving room.

i _ Different countries have chosen different in which
ways

: _ to make this normalization: some of them, such as Sweden,

Switzerland, Austria, Belgium, Germany (East and West), and

] U,S.A. have settled upon a standard amount of sound

absorption (.equal to l0 sq meters = 107.6 sq ft) in thereceiving room; others, such as Norway, Denmark, Great

: Britain, France, The Netherlands, and Finland, normalize to

a standard receiving room reverberation time of 0.5 see.

L -- Normalization to a standard reverberation time avoids the

I _ necessity off calculatlng the volume of the receiving room.
J l

It will now be shown that in rooms of ordinary size,

there is little difference between these two kinds of

I -- normalization: if we let the acoustical power level

I "'I radiated into the receiving room by the partition be rep-

1

resented by the symbol PWLo, then the average sound

pressure level (SPL) in the receiving room is given by

: DR,£FT



the formula*

4
_ SPL=PWLo+ i0log_ (i)

where A (in Sabins or sq ft) is the amount of absorption

in the room.

-- This expression confirms the statement made above con-

cerning the necessity to "normalize" all measured results.

_ For constant PWLo, as the absorption in the receiving room

increases, the second term on the right decreases and the

+ msssu_ed sound pressure level diminishes, and vice versa.

-+ Equation (I) represents the average sound pressure

-- level found in any room having sound absorption A, when the

_ partition radiates a given power level, PWL o. Now, if we

denote by SPL A the "normalised" sound pressure level that

would be a particular room with a standard amount
found°in

of absorption AoJ when the same power level PWL o is coming
through the partition, we have, analogous to equation (1):

LI

SPLAo SPL + i0 log _o PWL° + I0 leg + i0 log _o

or, substituting from equation (i):

-- SPLAo = SPL + I0 log _o (2)

The germ (i0 log ) is a correction term, which can be

-- applied co the measured SPL in any room to obtain the SPLAo
-- "normalised $o Ao".

_ Equation (1) can be rewritten to illustrate normalizing

_ _o a standard reverberation time To . The classical Sabine

*Adapted from Beranek, L.L., "Acoustics", McGraw-Hill, New
York (1954), p. 315, equation (I0.64).

--- DRA FT .



formula for the reverberation time of a room in terms of

its volume (in cuft) and the sound absorption A (in

Sabins or sq ft) in the room is"

T = 0;049 V
A (3)

•- If we substitute A from equation (3) into equation (i) we

get:

- _ 4TSPL = PWL o + i0 log PWL o + I0 log _ (4)

For a standard reverberation time me, the ,.o,.mali_c_ hound

-- pressure level (still for the same amount of power radiated

-- into the room) is

-- 4To 4T
_ SPL T = PWL o + i0 log 0.0---_ = PWL o + I0 log 0.--_9 V

O

+ i0 log To

or, substituting from equation (4)

SPLTo = SPL + I0 log __TO (5_

Now (i0 log To) is a correction term which can be applied

_o the measured SPL in any room to obtain the SPLTo
"normalized to To".

-- We now establish the relation between SPL A and SPL T

by rewriting equation (5), then adding and subtgacting th@
A .

quantity I0 log Ao"

•The English system is used throughout; the standard j

absorption of Ao = I0 sq. m. is converted to sq ft for use
in formulas; we use the "iO sq.m." because of the consis-
tency o£ the literature on this point.



i

I

SPLTo= SPL + l0 log___To+ I0 log% lo log%

._ = SPL'+ I0 log _o - I0 log ToAoTA

SPLA°

--_ But from equation (2), SPL +.I0 log '_AA- = SPLAo and from
equation (3), TA = 0.049 V, so:

........... SPLm = SPL s - I0 log 0.049 V (6)

"o "'o To Ao

Substituting the standard values of TO and AO used in the

-- European codes, TO = 0.5 sec and Ao = I0 sq.m. (=107.6 sq !

-- ft) and rearranging, we finally have the desired relation

between the sound pressure levels, normalized in both
;i

.. ways:

r_ SPLA_- SPLTo= I0 logV (7)hJ llO0

From this equation,'we can find the size of room in

which the two kinds of normalization are exactly equivalent,

SPLA SPLT . requiresthat l0 log V =
hy settln_ This

0, or V = i.° The tw8 normalisations give the same II00
llO0

numerical result if the receiving room volume is V = ii00

au ft. The mean dimension of such a room is 10.32 ft, and

thi_ is an ordinary size.

-' In a room of volume _sater than this, the very same

-- measured sound pressure level, when normalized to Ao =

i0 sq.m. (as in Sweden, USA and Germany), will yield a

higher number than if normalized to TO = 0.5 sec (as in

_ Denmark, Great Britain, Norway, Finland, France), by an

amoun_ equal to (10 log V ) decibels.
-- 1100

u
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-- Therefore, in comparing the codes of Sweden, Switzer-

land, Austria, Belgium, and Germany with the Danish, Dutch,

-- Norwegian and French codes, the former are seen to be

__ relatively more severe by this amount for rooms larger than

ii00 cuft, and Zsss severe for smaller rooms.

The amount of the difference is shown in Fig. D.1. For

-- the typical range of room volumes encountered in multi-

- family dwellings, this difference ranges from -1.5 to +2.8

_ dB, a variation no greater than the uncertainty of typical

....... field measurements. Therefore, for the purposes of this

report, we have made no attempt to convert all code require-

ments and measurements to one system of normalization

(which would be impossible anyway, since the field-test

receiving-room volumes were not always given in the pub-

- fished data) but have treated all data as equivalent and

-- comparable, • whichever normalization was used. *i

D._ CONFUSION OF IMPACT NOISE LEVELS VS BANDWIDTH

-- The reader must be warned that throughout the liter-

- ature on impact noise there runs a confusion which traces

_ back to an unusual and illogical convention that, never-

theless, is firmly based in the history of the subject.

In the early days, the electrical filters available

for analyzing the sound into different frequency bandswere octave-band filters; these filters separated the

audible spectrum into eight bands, each of them one octave

in width. "Octave-band sound pressure levels," correspond-

ing to the acoustical energy present in each band, were

reported and plotted at the center frequency of these

octave bands in order to display the frequency spectrum

of the sound as a curve of sound pressure level vs

-- frequency.

L
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In later years, filters were developed which broke the

frequency spectrum down into 1/3-octave bands, thus permit-

tlng a more refined analysis of the spectrum. It is implioit

in this process that only one-third as much energy is

passed through a 1/3-octave band filter as through an octave

I -- band filter centered on the same frequency, As a result,
a spectrum analyzed into 1/3-octave bands results in a lower

-- curve than one broken up into octave bands.

This is illustrated in Fig. D.2. Meter #1 will read for

frequencies neon. fo a sound energy three times greater than

Meter _2, because the octave-band filter passes three times

-_ as much energy at frequencies near fo as does the 1/3-octave

band filter. But note that the i/3-octave band analysis pro-

i ._ sedure will record in that same octave band two more readings
(for frequencies near fl and f2 ). Therefore, three values

are determined within the band wh_re the octave-band analysis

i plots only one; the sum oD the_energles in these three 1/3-

octave bands, of course, adds up to the same amount of energy
as registered by the octave-band system. This three-fold

difference of energy between the two systems is equivalent to
a difference of five decibels in sound pressure level. Typi-

cal results of octave band and I/3-octave band analysis areshown _o_ the same no_se in Fig. D.3_ note that the reading in

each 1/3-octave band is about 5 dB (a factor of 3) lower, but

there are three times as many bands.

So far, the discussion is generally valid for all

-- kinds of broadband noise. There is no problem with

measurements of airborne sound insulation, because the same

_ bandwidth is always used for both_ source and receivin_ room

test data, and the 5 dB discrepancy cancels out in forming

the level difference.

The difficulties arise with measurements of impact

noise insulation. No matter how a given spectrum of

- impac_ noise has been analyzed, its level at each frequency

D££ FT .
- i
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FIG. D.2. COMPARISON OF IMPACT NOISE MEASUREMENTS IN OCTAVE
BANDS AND 1/3-OCTAVE BANDS.
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F

is supposed to be checked for compliance against a criterion

" curve which (as a matter of history in most countries) is

-- expressed in terms of octave band levels. The possibility

.... for confusion in the literature arises from differing

efforts to deal with this requirement. In order to make the

I/3-octave-band spectrum of impact noise of a test floor

comparable wlth the earlier octave-band spectra, it was

agreed conventionally to correct all i/3-octave-band

analyses by adding five decibels at each frequency, so that

(for example, in Fig. D.3) the two spectrum curves would lie I

-_ r roughly un _cp of each other; then both curves can be
h.!

-- directly compared with the octave band criterion curve.

This arbitrary convention results in a contradictory i

situation where two spectra, one plotted at octave-band

center frequencies with octave-band levels, and the other

-- plotted at i/3-octave-band frequencies but corrected (by

-- adding 5 dB) to octave-band levels, even though they

represent exactly the same sound, do not, when added up,

agree in the total amount ef energy represented. The

1/S-octave band spectrum adds up to an overall level that

is 5 dB higher than the overall level derived from the

octave-band spectrum of the same impact sound.

Moreover, the confuslen is compounded because not all

of the countries have adopted the same convention. Somecountries* plot impact spectra with octave-band levels

at octave-band frequencies; some *_ with octave-band levels

at I/3-octave-band frequencies, according to the convention,

Just described, of arbitrarily adding 5 decibels to the

* e.g., the Dutch and sometimes the British.

H e.g., the Germans (East and West), the British, the
Austrians, the Belgians, the Swiss, and the National
Bureau of Standards in the U.S.A.

DR°AFT,
I



-" measured I/3-octave band levels; but others*** plot I/S-

octave-band levels at i/3-octave-band frequencies without

-- making the arbitrary correction.

One must be very cautious in reading the literature

to be sure at all times exactly which convention is being
followed in reporting (or specifying requirements for)

impac$ noise levels.

m

*** e.g., the Swedish, the Danish, the French, the Finnish,
-- and the Norwegians.
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Sound InsulationRequirementsbetween Dwellings

. t by OvR BRANDT_4

]na number of countrlesithas,dufin_more than tb¢pas[ two decnde_fhecnroellece¢_nry

tointroduceaeous{icinsulationspecificationsfor flatteddwelfings,The reasonsfor thisare

severalOne isthatmodern flatsget poorinsulationifsuch direct[yesare not enforced one

way or another,Inman)' countriesflatsnre no longerbuiltthetraditionalway with tb[ck

and heavy floorsand wallsbut insteadtheyare erectedby modern prefab methods which
usually imply reduced mass and thickness for the sound insulating barriers between the
flats. Even tbcn a good insubltion may be obtained but only by a very careful planning of
the buildings. However, ninny building designers have little or no acoustic training to solve

this problem and it is simply ignored in most cases if no acoustic requirements exist•Itisnot necessarytorc0dnd {b_ readersthatthe number and power el"acousticsourcesin

rialsbarn grown trcmend0usly alsoand thus stresstlleneed forinsulationbetween neigh-

bours.
Wedonotexpectthisproblemto betakensoseriouslyincountrieswheremostpeoplelive
intheirownhouse,ButinEngkmdwhereonly5_,_ofdwdlingswerebuilt asfiatsbetween
the two great wars, acoustic recommendations were issued during the 1950dcs nevertheless

"_ and be into strict in Scotland where n [raditian for
they secnl to developing requiremcn[s

livingin fiatsexists.Such isalso Ihe case in tile colder climatesof Scandinavia--it is not at
all surprisingthatSwedenwhere73% ofthedwellingsproducedarcfiats (1961)was among

I tile first countries to introduce insulation requirements.• If we do not want our cities to grow enormously we simply have to build fiats in place of

• houses. But people will not want to remain in their fiats if we do got solve the sound insula-
tion problem,
For such reasons and others acoustic specifications have now been introduced in at least 13

countries. I shall try to review the international situation within dfls field.

Do the htsulation requh'ements give llS euough protection ?

Wben tile first proposals for acoustic requirements were made in Germany in 1938 It} little
was known as to bow much insulation is required between two fiats. Our tbeoretical attd

I ex_r[n_nta_kn_w_dgewast_agre_ext_ntfin1it_d_ab_ra_ry_nd_nsf_r_nrt_ti_ns
] and liners, It became necessary to estimate wbat was required,
! As to alrhortle serum the choice foil on the insulation equivalent [o tiler provided by a 25 cm

plastered brickwall, Thus, tbe first requirements were expressed Its ntlnimun_ average figures
tt :.
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prine[pagy based on laboratory measur_menls on this hrickw.qll. The frequency range dB 1o

°hos°°s.ar*y*besam.°.v°ba°today000.nSeadin°hfi.=est, [t Ill/till LL:Umarion was also made and the same expression5 used when requJremems were introduced

here shortly aftcr the war, ' ' _-_--_However. the brickwall was often replaced by otller types o1"part_t[ons, very oftenlight- , , I _--]'-[__H-

weight double walls in lighter prefabricated buildhlgs. It was tben easy to get a verybigh _ _0} I ( [ [ ._H ___bP"[ I [ I

nverageflgure, espceJaIlyi£itwasmensaredinalaboratorywJthgoodcrafmmnsfiJpandno _ , I !_'_I / t I I [ I Iflanking transmission, But, the result in tile field as experienced bytbe tenant was netjudged ' _ [ I
to be equally good, It was thought necessary to express tile required insulation qot as an _ I t _II L,P"I ] ] I I | J -J--J.
averagc figure for dle whole frequeney rang_ but as a curve, based on octavc or tlz.octave _-j [ _'[[J// IAlaBORaE _Equ REHEr'TSI_.].

Ix111YI I I I I I I I I I t I I I
intervals, a.._radhl,_ cttrr¢,,Thus constructions _qth a high average insulation based on the _ t_l k,,OII bl"
tnsulationcurveoftfiedoublewaltasinfig, lwouldnotbepermilted, Alsotherctzlhiesof ,_ ( _I[_Vi I
field conditions were taken care of in introducing requirements based on field results and _ I I I [)'1 I [

ln=d°d o.eld=ok  1ItII I ' '_

I I I II_:_t_;',':_fl '_& I J I I I_11111 i I I I_1 I I I I I
..._lk,/JI II I II[_l Frequency, Ha

d_. t Ill I I I t!
•"_q'- I I [O II I t I I_-"_" , I - IHPACT REQUIREH,EflT_

I I-'r_--r_'-i ] _rN II I i I ._L_ I L,el-rlllllltll'PPd I I I I I II I Ill

_:1 ' ' ' I I IIIIUIIII]IItlIIIIIlt'%I I f I I I I.j ]

[ t t I ' I I IILI.P'q , I_IIUIIIIII,'_I I , I I I I J
_o llllilllIl

toll Ill ,/till - IIIillllI,'.Ull,,,,,,l,,,,l,
doubl© _all c_htln_ of t'*o

_ll I 1 I]1 Ittl

...... '"°r'¢'"*""°I ! t1111
,,, =* ,_ ,= =*¢=._ *Mr_ _ _ntlI{ock_ol(1[. 10da),

so N!IIIIII I I IPrequency, Hz I_llIllI I I I [

In Germany, a new single figure, the Schalfschutzmass, was proposed to re dace tile average I I I I/ I I I I I I I l ] ]_]LI_J/I_k¢I II I I Ill
ar_thn_ca_figuret`_-_.F_ra_rb_rn=s_und_hefigur=Lu_sc_a_schu_zmnss_L_M_w`tsb_sed I_-f--[_"T']-]_-[--]_'_ _[ [ -_ I_t=..'.I',¢,,nt=_Llt,¢,u_,=,

I I t H It J I I I I I I I t| I_1 // rot airborne IOtlfld (A} dliler
on th_ proposed grading curves; it is the _lumber ofdB's that a measured curve has to be te== th_n i_o curv¢_ r_t ira*

lifted or lowered in ordgr to satisfy the required grading curve. LSM becomes 0 if tfie 40 ,, • mo m _,_I00 _ _'_ _ ,,.ioTM _ _"'= '_10_ *'"_'axo *_,_'* _t_ pact _t_und tilt,

requirement is exactly sr tisfled, has poshh'e and rising figures for accepted insulation curves Frequency,Hz
but negative for insulation below tbe grading curve. Shnihlr figures were proposed for file : :
impact sound insulation, Trittsehaltschutzmass (TSM).

,I

. ?..... _ ...... : ..................................... ........................................ . ..... ..... •......
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Even with tlteserefinements,the backgroundwas still tb_ sameassumption tbat tb¢ 35 cm [n tbc row hous_.sonly theairborne sound insulation in tbohorizontal directionwas n
brJekwa]lhad sufficient insulation The grading curve,first bltr_duecd ht German 'after tbc

• . _ ured, The two groups, comprising 250 pairs of ]louses. cacfi had, as menfloned, an ave
war, was based on a number of be ory and fie d measuremen s on this type or w I. insulation of 50 and 55 dB. for a single, plaslered 25 cnl brickwafl and for a double wn
However, with changing building k'chnique towards prefitbs [n some countries one migbt two leaves of 11 cm brick and an airspace of 5 el. respectively. The insulation cu
ask why file insulation provided by flfisbrickwall should be a divine answer to the need for reporled fronl field measnrenlents on tbese two wafts are given on fig. 3. It was found
acoustic protection as inlcrpreted in tilelaboratory as well as [n the actual buildings [n the tbere was no disthlguishabic difi'erenee in the d[slurhanec in tbc two groups of houses
l'orm as average figure and as mlninu=mcurve with tbc correct value at all frequency bands, the dfiTcrenceIn hlsulation is found primarily at high ffeqnencics it was concluded
We ha'*'e bad a similar developnlent for tbc rcquJremenls on impact sound [nsulalion. dB IOD

i
tosupposcwasadequatcaswifittbebrickwallforairborncinsulaflon, ltseemstliatineac h [ I I I ¢I i i i i t i i i i ( i
country a choice has been made betk_eencurrent floorconstructions and lllCbetter el'them )0
h_v_ b¢con)u tllu slandard and (his hE&sJead to a nlucb grealcr spread in requirenlenls for
impact insulation compared with airhorne insulation, fig. 2. lie even more for impact insu- : a0

_='_'J_1_.'t"t]npa etlati°n tbe questlOnnoises?.,maybe raised: '+Wblcb is the "right" answer for adequate ,pr°tecti°n mo't= _28 _l_
3_e dir_.e_tmethod to find out an answerto these questions is s[nlply to ask people flying in J J f I I J
flailed'Tint they think about the acoustic insulation against the noise in [h_ edict finis nnd

" J ' t I

th_n-.,_e an objective measuremenl of die insulation in order to find out wba| the answer soH--l-(-- J" -

m_an_inJd_.requiremen,s, ltsoundsvery_asy, butinfi, ct[tisnot,hecasiestwaytodoit, ,l[ _-I_l J/_';"l"_ I I ( , I

_roducc a lot af sound widl radios, TV:s,children and many more sources and do not care

ln"_'h_out the noise they may hearfrom the neighbours in pauses between tbeir own 30
no_Jt.w_nd they may be Itonestly surprisedif they get noise complaints from tbe[r neigh-
5ours.S- -ontefamiliesmaybentd,eodierextreme:producingverylitdesoundthenlselves ['-_.__(-- _ Fie3. Airbam=IntulaUnn_
af?It'T_l_creating no mas_;ingto theneighbours*noiseswidth may upset themvcry mueb ForIh¢E.=lisapaW wall_/nTl-IItlll[/ io¢(_Iluther* Av=r_[le o[" iwe4

and l_crh_ps disturb rest and sleep tllerebyleading tosLrongcnnlphdnts about die insulalion, c l pn¢ 23 ¢¢ttit=lidbrick*=11,
Of great i_portance is also the outsid0 background noise level, witb traffic as die nlain N _ • _ m _ I==e* _,_ _ Im ''_ _" _0 u_,_2=0 '_"='=''_'m '_ ,m I_0 itou_¢s.

source: alh[gh level leads to masking 0ftbc interior noises and thus an impression that the Frequency,Hz
s,_,_a =,.Julationisgood.
For theseJ _nd many more reasons [t isof no use to make such a survey on a little scale if batter high-frcqucncy insulalion, obtained with a double wall, gives no appreciable adv;
anydling useful sbafl be concluded, TIl_ survey must comprise several hundreds of flats, rage for tbe tenants. This is explained by tile Factflint it is tbe low and medium fre¢]uenc
carefully selected to give a typical picture el'the numerous wtrlafiuns ill file buman reaction that ;ire beard througb wails as such fre_.ueney components dominate in tbesource wbieh
and activity and die objective sound insulation, In practice it [s not rcafly [_oss[ble to get verified by olher investigations.
enough material to answer all the questions one ndght fik¢ to ]laVeanswered. These results were ready at about tile same tim= as the first grading curves.still based on t
Suchsocial sur-,,eyshave beencarriedoutin England,l lolbmd. Norway andSweden(a,_. insulation of the 25 cm brickwall, were proposed in Germany. As Ih= sanl_typeof w
_, e, _). The English surveys shall be brieflyreviewed, In a fiat survey the matcrkd was divided w_s concluded to be su fflcient for row houses in Engklnd, even )lere a grading curve w
in 3 groups of flats _Vidla dfiTetcncein floorinsulation ofrougbly 5 d_3between each group, used based also on tb_ brickwall, Tbe two grading curves do not agree very weft as se,
but having the same insulation [n d1¢horizontal direction. In a similar survey for row from fig, 4,

houses tile maIer/a] was divided in 2 groups one having an averag_ airborne insulation be- The English social surveys [njqats comprised 3 groups of about I_00 fiats arrangedoccur
tw¢¢n neighbouring ]louses of 50 dn, fileotber with an insulation el"55 dB. Tfiese'd_efiJngs ing to different floor insulaflons for both airborne and impact sound, As mentioned bcfo
were all chosen amongst local authorily houses or flats whicfi, as1 underst;md, means tbat the average floor insukltion diKer_d 5 dB between eaeb of the 3groups while tile bor/zonl
they are built in all economic way in orderthat people with a low income can afford to live airborne insulation was equivalent _o a 2_ cm plastered briekwal[, i.e. rougbly 50 dB
there. The results ar_ therefore, as pointed out by IIle investigators, not necessarily valid for average. Group I had an average airborne insu[alion o['49 riB,Group [[ 44 and Group 1
other sorts of dwellings witb blgh_r rcnl and standard. . 39 dg. Insulaflon curves For the Group ldlI floors are given in fig. 5. The difference b
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¢¢omn_¢ndll_n ,_nd th_ ofl-

_In_ G©rmn=l requllente_t | [ l l [ l

, culnetde* Frequency, Hz

uency,IIz dB m0

t_o ,°.o,o,_ooGroops_.sob_thoro_ee_po_t,o0,oar,._ica,_ono_onooyaooe._ '°/ ,,, ,,_,lII I,,ouolIII II-,-
andI1_In lbc firstGroup 2.,_ s_ld they w_rc disturbedby tfio noise,in thesecond Group
thenurzlbero_dlsturbedhlcr=asedto36%.lnGroupl[llbisnuntbersurprisin_lydeereased _ I _ _'_L/IG _01tJ_ _1
to 21%. Tills unexpectedrelatives_tisFactionwith acoustichlsuhltionWaSexpfi_incdby the ¢ _c= I I ,L..h.t..6.h.6 t" ]_,_1 IIII I I I

comp_rc t6e present improvedcondidons with their precedinglivingcondidons, 5 0U I _ -'f..! "_L I I

In Group, noiseFrom the neighbouring flats ,,'_s no mor_ _nno_ing tb._nso much _lse ,'?os0 -_'_-I
attached to living In a fiat--as mentionedbefore Englnnd is not a countrywhere it iscon- I"+-,I

• IMPACT SOUN[_
w_.sone at"tfic biggest disturbances,Another measurefor tlmseGroups is that in Group l "_ I I [ I J I I I I I I I
only 7% did not complain of_nythin_, while this figure in Group [l increasedto 14°, ¢md _ _c

i°,hoim°,oooO_oop,. ,hosooocomploini°_peop,o,vero.o,_ss..,n_.%.Tb,s,a_, __0 I i II i I I IGroup wasnot usedasn basisfor recommendzzUon_s its tentlntswereuncritic;din _enera].

,,_o,°ooolud0d_,o_thi.u_e_,h..beio_ulat,ooohtoi,,odwltbtho_oor,ioGroup' _'°I I',III ' "l 1 l Fhz,'_, _,lea_ured valur_ f*>l

fiats should bousedas a minimum recommendaUonfor fiattcd dwell{rigs,as tficseIcnants c_ [ I I I I I _ I =lrborn¢andImp,=_,o_ndIr

_pparentlyequallycomplalnedaboutnoiseassomllehelselnlfieflats.'Fheaveragclnsu- oL.I [ [ I II i I I I _=lu.=.=.r==en=ur=_,n
]_tloneurvewnssonte,,vh_tsimplified, fig,6,_ndwascalledGrgdeI. '_ '* _' '*_'" In_"*'_'_ I:_ *_''__ ';=*'"__*_1'_H'"'*"_ _' ='__"1 unc°rr¢_lea'
A grade[l wasdefinedas a fi dg lower curveat all freqllenc[es.I_wasstatedwfienemploy- Frequency(Hz
lng this Grade that the tenantsmust bc expecledto find tl_eirneigfiboursnoisethe worst ..
thln_ to endurein the fiats.
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d_ R must berecalledwhenusingGrade ] for planningn bloc_of _latsfimt noisethen iscon-
., sideredequally hadasdraught, dampness,faults in theheating systemetc. If wegetrid of

,01,,i,,,i IIt[ll[lll[[[I I I I I I I I. I _ suchslmncomings--whichmustbcquiteeasyinan_odernflah-on0mustexpectthatthc

I I I I I I ) I I complaintsagainstthesoundinsulationincrcas¢.Alsoitshou[dberernemberedthatthlsGroup of fin_swas taken nnlongst local imtllorfiy fiats with, perhaps,relativelyuncritical

"l _,_07_Io_ol tcnants,hmastfinaHyberememb='rcdthatflatsarenottbatnzdidonaltyp_'ofdwcfiingsforan Engfishnlan and he may not complain so much because he considers his fiat msonly a

:D II _ I I II
0"5i j I6R_DE 7J_ I _'1 I ,_

r_c_mm_fld_Ltl_ncann_t be cx_cctcd t_ g_¢ a _ry g_d n_us_i_ _r_te¢_i_n f_r fi_ _cn_nts_
A few rcsuhs from tile Swedish survey complete this picture. It was carri°d out _nabout
500Ilats atabouLdlCsametime indcl_ndantiy of the Brifish surveys.As a criterion for theI
airborn° insulation th_ average figure in fil_range I00-3200 HZ was used, which (s,nossibl°

II II III I /L/T J_6RAoEtl because very few of fi_¢walls or floors showed anomalies in the i=is,lation curves as the 7

_¢! ! !_FI I [I were heavy, single leaf constructions. It was found that amongst people In flats with an

average airborne insulalion of about ,t5 dfi21% were disturbed by the neighbours airborne
sounds. For fiats wilh an insulation of48-50 dU--rouglfiy equivalent to tim 25 cm brick-

I I I I I _ I I # wall--/6% expressed dissadshctlon withthealrborncinsulation. At file highest insulation,50-$5 d_, only 7% were disturbed by ti_es° sources.
Ill I .P_I I I I I Fromthesesurve),sweseclhatndecentprotectionisgain=dagainstalrbornonoisowilhth¢

aeJ_l _*l_l I I I I I I I I I I traditionalbrickwall, but we°an hardly expect that fi_hstandardofprotecfionisto bc
considered sufficient when Ihc general slandard or"fiats is raised. This is especially the cas¢

e I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I as u provisional place to live. Alsothenolsesourccsscemtoinereaseh_numberandpmver

II Ill, Ill,Ill IIIII _nfifi.s,oor0os0..on0od_or.,_o_no,.suh,.o.
III I_ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Most specifications for noiseprotccdonarenowcxpressedasagradingearvc. As stated

,cl,,l | ( L..p_' ,, i_l._j I i _IG_,DSr _ bcforcagradingcar,,cbascdonthcmeasur_dlnsuk, tionfora25cmplas_eredbrickwallisI_;'q I I I i I I t i'_,_ I II I I I I notnecessarfiydlecorrectansweratafifrequenci*s, evenifsuchllnassumpdonmayser_'¢,, ,i,,,, i,, ,._, t t, i , , _s,,.ofifo_o_o_.io_.,_ta_a_d._o_o"out._atisfi,ooo_oot..oi_,,o...,oot
II I I I I_1 I I_k.I I I I _ [ easy. ltcanhardlybedoncwitltthcsanlesortofsocJalsurvcysaslheoncsmenHoned, be-

IOl I I I I I I I I I _t I_ssl T_
I , I I I I I I I I ,\t I I .,,. _._ _n_ flOOC/S

_ I I I I I I I I , I I.I I 1i_ _c 2oo" .. _._ 600

"_ I I I IJ _6c "

sur_©¥Ih© concludon _.al Io _ 50/
I I I I I I I I u,=_wazraqingcor_¢_m¢=*r, \

Frel_ucr_cy_ NZ Fig, ?, Sl:flllt[¢| or p¢*=k{eveh in radio,pro rammes.
iror each or =[_hl eclat= han_s the F_reet_l_g©of Ih¢

_"_=_"_'_' 111111th;_l ¢¢rlain Octlv¢ ban4 lev¢ll _r©_orpas_¢d I_
_C) 50 _O 70 _0 db I_dlCdled, I;asod on 'oboql tl hour| or mixed radio,

Octave band level plogrammes Iv, den E_j_),
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°°"' '1 tl II ,, fr0 uoneiesseenlstobeco ,poosaledb0tt0r,nsu,0tion o ueno,e$
to " 1600blz so that die two Ioudnessesare alike, Tbis result is most interestingas the mail

A objectionsagainst the classicalaverage/]gur¢ bn','°bccnits unrealisticlyhigh vnlu¢s fo
( t t !| steepinsulatloncurves,h must be rememberedthat theseresultshavebeenobtainedac

== il i-J co,d,og,o,oud 0ss,¢ve,s od ed,t. o-OdOh,gbe,e.ols,nthere oivingrootcon,p  e,wilh what ix usutlllyexperienced[n a dwelling room,Whenone isexposedto thcsound i_
a buildingsomeof lh¢ frequencyrangeof Ihe neighbourssound may be maskedby th,II// II

! , j-0 _r_ _ _ I_I , / , I j Ij - masbjngnoise.beek_r°ur=dnolr_ ;tmi ._,, dn nnl knnw ,be dlrlrih, Hinn in fin,e lind frequ_rlc, of tbl

Tllal Ihe b;IckgroUlld noise nlLIs[ be very h'ilporlant for the judgement of"th_ interio

_-,01' I II H `°s"'"_'o°_sd°_ons_ra_°d_o_`°s'°n°°_°_h°_``edlshs°e'a"u_ey_°en_iOn°d_.b°v°b_°ri 1110flats _ere pul inlo 3 groupsaccordingto theexposureIo ouldoor noise--the noisewa_ II t I I Nil II °bar"`c_°_`_°_a_',b`gh_e`.°'_._"ort``°_t°``.n_°v°_a°d_Èo_vor_°r_°`'_°i_°i_v°_.Tb_ten,_nlswho saidthey wcrc annoyed by tile ouldoor noise were 19, 13 and d% for th_

I J I I i_ I t I [ Groups D-3) respectiveiy,Wben they were askedabout the annoyancecausedby nols,fromother IlatsIhepercentagedislurbedwere 26, 42 and$0% for thesame3 groupsI)-3)

n veryclear indication of Ih¢ influenceof Ihe outdoornoiseon Ib° subjectiveexperienceo:. . [Jt I t',II IIFI indoo_,oso,._t,oo.
"f_n,'_"':0"._1°......_'""=""=......=..._ ^stofl,,,,,,_,,o,,,,,,',,.,,,o,,o,,ou_koowl0dgo,sso,,,_oito,inlhed._,om,_o_ng,,shsot.veysin _hts wecoulddraw sonic conchlsionswhich lead to Grade [ and l[ with similar

remarksas for airborne sound insulalion, IIwasalso concludedthat tile light woode_l

dB10_ floorshad not suf_cient impact insulation, even if Group III was not awareof insulations
L_ I I I t I I de_e_s_Asnm_¢r_ac_inflng_andi_wasr_c_n_m_nd_dt_us¢_]_ating_¢_ncr_t_fl_r_

in orderto satisfyGrad° I, even if usuallya floatingfloor wall done shouldgive more in-

subldon lh,_ntile requiredcurve. From Ihe Duleh surveywe can conclude that Ille llgbl

o011 fleets andespeciallytile light woodenfloors aL'onot usuallysufficientl'or impactinsulation.Finally the Swedishsur_cyindicatestllat impacl soundsdonot seemto bea bigproblem if
v01 t we use solid concrete floors. For tenants witb floors 'W[lllOUtzl separate screeding course

only 7% were disturbed by impact sounds. Tlds pcrcenlage fell Io 2% for floors with a_.ol I floating course on a mineral wool mat, Remembering Ihiil ill Ihesame survey the percentage

. '01 k_L:i.__F lg(ll I of people who wereannoyed bya_rbornesounds was 16--wben airborne insulation require-nlenls were just satisfied--one must conclude lhat hnpacl sound insulation is not a big

._ I _ I I I I I problem if tile floors are not cxpecially light ;Is e,g, wooden floors. This is perhaps also the.0 I tlt It o pana,o whygradhgcu ves o  poet,n$obdlonndi erentooo ros rysonluch
_$D _'1 il II II li_t=nedFl¢'II,Wh©nth©ob_¢n.lsm"¢.l,,ur_a"r_i_. lldlusseemsthatdlepresentrequirenlenlsgiveusamoderaleprotectionagainsttheneigh.

Itl Itt boors,no,so,foroirbor ono,seeprobab,ysomooro,n,dot,onisre ulrod, spo-_D I©r__llh the r©_pon_etP ¢inflyat the low and nlcdJunl frequencies, but in','estigations made on thefrequencyrcsponse

16dH_'°cla_¢}andK'_e©I1' ha_e used loudness lind no_[Lngoyance as a _ubjeetlve criterion for _ound insulation. FurlhortO 1 11 ,, . a. j.,d._dmbe¢,1_,_11_'I I I I Io.a. th_ =_.r==. n_.r= masking has not been considered. We have little evidence about how closely tbc presen¢
g _ndI.ufl_ehalhehul_ma_ grading cur'¢_..sIllLISIbe followed before Ihe tenants ,'1reaware of 5LIchfl change, GradingOI I I I I | II Lsm=,¢r,,r_:=g.,oa,

_l I_ _tl*_i_ _='I*t=at_0m MI_ *t_"_'_ _mI'q_t_o eJ=_ I_ LM_. o dll, forK:] = curvescan hardly be taken ils mote titan a rough indication as to what sor( of insulation
Feee.uency_ Hz soda endLStS- : _1_, curveswe want, It isprobably too early to establish new single figures based on such grading

curves as g_ey mayhavo to bechanged as n_w research results .appear.
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l-lOW i.$"))sol/rid [Itszllal/oll t) (ICj_ll_d? of the soundinsulationobserved[n thediffusefieldor"tile receivingroom.We filen bare the
"' possihilhyto correct to a ccrla[n fimc of rcverbcrafionor to anabsorption or fire dwelling

As mentionedhot'ore file first insulationspecificationsgrew out oCstudiesin trac[d[onal room. What [s to he preferred?
transmissionlaboratories whei'c only tile directsoundreduction factor for a lest panelis

measured.For suchtes[s _c have a very reliablemeasuring_tethodwhich wc bare agreed |n_nglandOrdcrandt°answerDenmnrk.t]ds/I'j)qUCSFI°II'I nllghS°mehereverberati°nexpectedIbatmeasuremenlsde rcverberafionbavetimebcCn[ncreasesmad¢inwbhC,g.
upon In tbc International Standardization Organ[zafion. ¢ I Wc dcterndn_ file airborne tile room volumeus _e know [s the casefor classicalcenter[ rooms.This isalso file caseI'or
sound reduction factor R in incasuringtheleveldifference AL betweentwo neigllhoufing unfurnisbcd rooms and for rooms with little furniture,but not For(urnisbcd rooms. For
rooms dividedby file testpanel of areaS the absorption,.I intherecch'ingroom and dlus living-rooms Larris found fi_at the revcl'beradontime varied only between0,35 and 0,7
get R from file formula: i secondswhh an averagevaluearound 0.5 secondswben tbc roomvolumevaried from 19

•R= AL --- l0 log A/S dB to 118 nl_, fig. 12. For tile same furld_bcd roomsthe absurpfion computedfrom Sabin_'s
Tbis formula is valid if all sound Inthe receiving room is transndttcd through tile test panel, fornlula varied I'rom 6.5 to 38 mE,Tbis is explained by the filet tbat tbe prblc[pn] absorpfion
Also, diffuse fields are required in tile rooms. Suebcondhions arc nol difficult to satisfy bl a

stationary laboratory. But we want to nlak_ tbe spccihicadons in building codes valid also 0: .... ,for the field. [f wccouldonly testor cbcck in die laboratoriesruleswould beof little valu_ 0=-. L . _ ,- -'_- t.lv,=_-R'00HS_L-_-
and _' not gain much respect in practice. .
But_xp¢cttohavcenougbdiffuscsoundfields[nnornlaldwellingrooms, furnisbed _o, -_- ---'-'J,_"_'-_l'_' _-iFi-_t i"..I 3 r.j i !1 i

or un(urntshed to make scnsilJve mcasurenlents? C_nW¢USetile Salllerelationship bet_wen _ =,

_I_:i_f_c=at1dth_ducfi_n[a_ra_isu_dinth_h_`b_rnt_rya_rd_ng_otbeforn_uhL --' ]" t_-'_1above?_r_ov,,ehnvcnloreprncticalrclationfidpstobaseourrequlrementson? _=: I • --I'l I--

Asa_1_at`_r%ffa_t_[tis_asi_rt_mnk_r_l[a_[_m_asur_nl¢nts_ndw_ng_ms_an_`_ -_____i__
oligt_Xp¢ct. Of coursewe do bnvcsomeIroublesnt very low frequencieswhentile room ,_ =_
dinten_OTw_rc of about tile sanl_ size as the wavelength. Usually not more in a {'urnished
room...j_.m_n a smaller laboratory as _e get somediffusion fromthe filrniturc. At bigller 01 I I I
frequencies w=expect togct difficulties astile porousdampingoftbc higher frequencies lend -_-!-t--t- i_'T_-t -'IL- -ILl- _--

to m_¢id look like a free field in place era diITusefield. G_se[¢ cl-"_in Germany has. o
however[sh_bwn,that wedo measureoneor two dIl higher levelsill tile prcssnrchieldin the=,vin =o. ut,f,,.ocorrocttoaoons,ao  horpt,oo,,ogo,too,o..va,oesfor,ho- Nabsorptiond_terminedfront theSabineforn'_u],landfrom shortreverberationtim_s,which _.LIv=n_- _0_s -I_-"
corn;z=;_;;_ I'or the error in tbe level n,easuremcnts.1.[¢ sbo,,cd that by changingthe ___[_4"V_'_-__ ]
reverberafio/_time ntherccov ng room from lessthan0.5 secondsIo mor_than 3 seconds _0 '_ I I //_ I_,/_J I

saln_fioor,
In one sense tberc is a great diffcrence b_tween the laboratory and field condifions: wec;in- '_.

not guaranteetbat tbesoundin tile receivingroombasarrived only{hroLl_btbo partitionor _v0

thefioorb3thebui,d[ng.RatherItisso,filzltagooddc_listransmittc_dIbroughhi,'lnh[ng _ __!I__ _

¢lcments,fla,_il_ lransmfsslmt. Of course, we can still use tbc same formula abovE, but -,
thenwe mostincludetileflankingtransmittedsoundintilereductionfactor(wbich[sthen
nominated R)) fi"we still take S as the area of tilecommon surface for source and receiving
_*oont.This method is used with success in ¢.g. fileGerman refiuirenlents and its advantage
lies in its simplicity for the building designers as we shall see.
Insome otherbuildingcodesti_cIc_cldifferenceisusedasa measureforsoundinsulafion
In • dwcIHng, but tills magnitude must be normalized in one way or another. If we only
usedtile ]_vcldifl'¢rcnc¢in a requirement,soundinsulatior_wouldd_pendon tbe {Icousties so 100 i_0 Fl_.12.Revetberaltonlime_ndahlarpitonInrumldl=dIlvin=.
of the r¢ccJvin_roonl, I['WCincreasetileamountof absorption_c gotan apparent increase _. _=0_v_lu_n_,ml roont_.Av©r_u_val_¢|fi)rI_$..-400oI[,¢(L_rris),
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in living.rooms sucb as stuffed furniture and nl,lts is eonneelcd with tll_ floor. When tfic surfllce S hehveen lwo neighbouring rooms and tile flanking Iransmilted sound from othc

floor area increases with the volume Iho absorption must also increase and thus it is _asy to surfaces. This is quite easy to understand for building planners without acousfic tralnlng

show for a rather constant d_nsily of furniture tfic reverberation time must fie qt'lhe con- but it is in practice not ahvays so easy tu evaluate, not even when flanking transmission col
slant. This is less true in bed;rooms where the tohd t_urnittlfe is more conslanl, fig. 13. The be neglect°d. The Bct is that Do._ also depends on the volume V of the receiving roon

frequency dependance has a peak in Ihc mean frequency range, as tb_ filw frequency '.vbich we s_e in expressing D..5 as a function of,_':
absorption is procured by panel absorbents and the higfi frequency afisorpdnn by porous
absorbents.

Do._= R'--_-l0 log (0'32S' V) dB

i I _. I _ _ ; I _ I I _ , Itwillbenotlcedthatthisnleasure[snotreciprocalifusedbetwecntworoomswitbdifferen
• _•.- . :" i i a_0-_:_s "_- volumes; tile building designer may suspect thai sound insulation of a structure is no

' I _.-_.. _ . _ _ I t _ reciprocal. So tile direefion of tile measured level difference must be stated in tile reports

I I',"'i" " ,iiJ i I t [ i I If W_ °boost to normalize to a constant absorption we do not get fids drawback. Thi_

i oeasoroOu,b,chba,boonsla.dard edby,Oforfle,dn0.or0oen,.i,lb0 d0fin0do.I I ' i i Din= '*'L--10logrt/10dB

J_! , ', i,I,
t ! thus normalizing Ille level difference to a reference absorption in tile receiving room el

I I I t 1t _-L _ohi-'.tf,,eexpressthismeasur0by.' andthenon,me._rfacooftwoooighbouri_
rooms wc get:

"_ J i leaving to the building planner In make his calculations bas0d upon the insulation R' with

i or widlout flanking transmission and tile size S of tile transmitting element.
i_ i

i , _ Of course also this definition has its drawbacks. For instance, for big rooms separated by_t _1 1 1 i I big surfilce areas this correction gi_es a false picture of the real insulation when tile roomsi
I I I are nornlally furnished. We correct then to a much snlal[er absorption and neglect that the

Jll IJ: : ,i realnbs°rpti°nisbigger,Wt_enw=usad*esamevalue°fDu_f°raftr°omsizesIndweifings
l= I=¢ ll_ Fi_*I]. R_wrb_raI Innilnleandabsorptionin furnkh©dbed-rental. --which we must for tbe sake of sfinpficlty--the requirelllcnts lend [o be too rigourous for

Iltlmi_lem_.ms Avgtagawlu¢=I_¢ I-_S---=O00fl_ (L;trt_iJ. . big reel,s and perfiaps too mild for snlafl rooms. Tit° trend sboohi of course be in the

opposite direction.If w fiat a dwelfing room I_as a reverberation time of 0.5 seconds we must have in Bo h De.._ and Die are of'course a Iitd_ difficult to ilandic for the architect or builder with
mind that this is primarily so for living-rooms, less for bed-rooms--which in some countries little acoustic training. To simplify tills planning it may be butler to spcclfy pcrn]Jlted

tend to disappear in smaller flats--and it is not the case for rooms like kitchens, balh.rooms, partitions, floors ere. in tile building codes, completely omitting acoustic specifications. The
balls and sinai[or rooms with little or no furniture where we expect the reverberation time to drawback of dfis method is Ihat it may put a brake on Ifi¢ development of building con-
Increase with the vohlme, stnlctions and in many cases it is difficult to give information of all the permitted combi-
The fact that th_ reverberation tbue in a furnished llving-room is nearly constant indc- nations of e.g. partifions and joining elenlems. WIlat is usually preferred is both an acoustic

pendant of volume has lead some countries to us° the level difference normalized to tbe . requirement somehow in dB and a nunlber of examples demonstrating how Io satisfy the
reverberation time of 0.5 seconds as a basis for insulation speclflcations. Thus flds required requirements.
love d fie encc Do a s defined as: Sam° countries have like Germany preferred to simplify th0 specifications and also the

Do. _ = A..C -_ l0 log TtO.$ dl] ' planning by using the same redaction factor as in the laboratory, here nominated by R'.
The planner tl_en need pay no altention to wtriations in wall surface or room volume, but

In this way tile required level difference and also Ifie measured one is a [ru_ picture of the can simply refer to measuring reports front tile identical constructions, even combined

observed level difference when having a living-room as a re°oh'inn room. a very hnportant with the right joinh_g constructions. Then the requirements must be adjusted to cover even
pracfical case in flats, big surfaces. One of the only drawbacks or this principle is that it cannot be used for cases

This normalized level difference is Ifi0n a result of tile reduction factor R' of tile common _ where a common surface S between two rooms are not defined, e.g. bct_een a living.room
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and p,staircase. It may also bca bil disturbing to atlribut¢ all defects of for instance a bad B is easy [o sllow Iflat a correction to a const;llll absorption is _he snnl¢,_hhlg as to assume
outer wall Io tile contmot_ surface S. In Germany laboratories have flecn built to measure n constant power frolia tfl_ ceiling independently of ils size, Tbus _e should get the sam_
R' for rooms wbh flanking walls but still ref_rrhlg to n constant area of the parfitf_n bcr¢ rCstlliSfor die same floor construclion even if we nleasurc on different floor areas. This
much borer insulated than Ihc flanking construction, seems to be the case For floor sizes in [he rang_ from 6-25 it_= according to German ii.o
T e th[cc e,_Jsln.gdcgnh o s on a rbornc s_und nsubl on, R', Dz_ lind D¢_._,n_ay lead to (Gi:,sclc) atld S_cdi_b measurcmettts. Thus Li0 would seem to be a good physical magn[-
quite different results wben the same figures ar_ rcquir¢cl iis sore0 examples will show. rude, but wbh corrections not fllted for tile normal acoustics in living-rooms ns for D w,
If wc require Din and R' to be equally big for the same case tl_e wall surface must be'lO nf". We can ai_ silow tbat tile correction to a constant time or reverberation as for Do _ s tbe
Ifwccvcnden,'mdD_otoequafizcD_._forhorzontatinsuatont c volume of tl erece vine sonic as to assnme a radklted power froa_ tbe ceflh_ggrowing wflh its surfltce. Tbis measure
room must bc 3[,3 mu, For a room height at"2,_ m we fllas geta standard recciv/Fg room then has the advanlage to follow tile variation in room volume ns [s done in furnisbed

v '5, [I
'*viththe dimensions 4 × 3.1 ,, -,5 m , which is quite a normal room in a modern flat. 13ut rooms but it ilas as mentioned its physical disadvantages,
quite big deviations from these dhl_¢nsions may occur. Ob_ iotlsly, lhutill¢¢ dufillitiu_s I'or,dl bul ilu _u_llld [ll_tdadoh_ _ll_d[hu t_ o l'or ilUllilc[_Oulld
If we look at quite a big room with lh¢ floor size of 8.0 ;< 3.1 m _-and standard floigbt o[" flare its advantages and disadvantages and it is n matter of taste wbieh is to be preferred.
2,5 m, we get the following differences (vertical insulation): " However, it should b_ a step forward if wo could agree intcrnatior(ally on this subject in

Do.s- J_' = 6 dB order [o reduceconfusion.

(_ DI 0 IR' _ 3dB
D_ -- D_._= 9 dB [ll3tl[_lliOIt reqlt_l'¢llle/tts or rgcoIlllllCll(.Ic'il_o/ts Ill tit[yet'oil/ cotlllll';PS

If w¢-4_t4bltosmall roonts tile difi'erencesare usually not qtdtc as big, A nthdmun_ standard in the preceding sections s_c have looked a little at the present background and tcrnli-
floor f_r aJ$candinavian bed.room is about 23 x 3.3 In'-'.Witb tile room height of 2.5 m nology Ibr insulation reqtfiremcnt. Let us now look at some of th_ principles used in dif-
and"V¢/'t/¢fil transmission we get: . . fcrent cotlntrics for acoustic specifications. A detai/_d report is b¢[ng prepared by ISO.

Do. _ -- R' _ 0.25 dB bl some countries such .¢/lec(ficntlon$aro presented as reqllirement#, in others as rt'eoltlttle_l.

I R' = 2.8 dB dathms, Tberc may bc litde difference in practice. The recommendations may have much
Die

s_ronger power [ban strict requirements which may bc only writdng table products eom-
Da._-- D.ta = 2.5 d/] pletely ignored by building designers. The advantage w[fll recommendallons is that the

Fd_Tflp'7_ sound transnl{ssion we flase luekfly only two alternatises for definitions, One of real acoustic claim may be expressed without too much comprondze with otber factors
these Ik!o[refcr Ib¢ measured level in tfle receiving room to 0.5 seconds for the same reason from tbc very start, An example of this is tile flri_isb G rode [ rccommendaHon for impact
as for airborne insulation. Tb[s leads to the d=:finido_'_t noise _bich is based on _]oallng floors. In Austria a 5 dB higher Luflscha_lscbutzal;_ss

I Lo._ == L "i- 10 log 0.5/T dfl (basedon tile Gcrnlan Sollkurvc) is recommended. Germany gives us a good example with
requiremenls _shicbwork xselland many stalionary and mobflc labs are avaiiablc to control

Unlik¢ .D_._ wc have no such drawback as lack oF reciprocity because the direction of the results i_lFractice. In sucb n case the specifications must be somewhat milder and
tr,ar_stll_ssio_is giycn, rougflly bc intended to cut oft the extremely bad cases, Th,_dtsnger in this system is flint
The otber alternafl_'¢ wbleh is recommended by ISO for fickl and lahoratory measurentcn_s th_ standards must b,.=compronflsed and consequently arc only parlly sufficient in the
is to correct to l0 m" of absorption: majority of cases, Building pfllnners may easily get Ih¢ inlpression that all is well if they

L_a=L.plOiog,UlOdf 1 [ buildjustlosadsfyd_crequircments, lnfact, itndghtbcbe_terloflaveaminimumre_]uire-ment contb[aed wbb an uncomprornised recommendaBon but dds leads to complicated
Both these alternatives bare the drawback flint we get a higher figure for decreasing [nsukl- specifications i_bhout the simplicity which must characterize rules for building planners
lion, bul this flisadvamage does no/ seem to berber bufldhlg planners so ranchas they with l[Ifle acoustic training.
nppar0nfly quickly get used to it. Today at least 13 countries have insulation speeJficalJonsfor dweJflngs,In flit groat ma-
Obviously, w= get cases when these two definilions give difl_:rcnt figures, c =n if dtc differ- jorhy grading curves are used Io express tbe minimum values, For airborne sound lfl
enc¢ is not so big as for fl_emeasures for airborne sound• St flwe get the same figure iF tile cotmtries use one of the curves prcsenled ir_fig. 14 and 15.[i ..} _ '1
room volume is 31,3 m' which means a floor si_eof 1.5 m_ for the room heioht of. 5 in. To evaluate a measured curve in rclalion to a grading curve many countries follow the
A grca major_ y ofn odcrn flu s I a_c floor s zes of h s order, If I c flour creases to 25 n " German system of computing the a_r._g¢ negative deviations in tfl¢ whole _'rcqu_ncy
the diffcrenc_ is 3 dB. A small room has tbe s[z_of about fl at" which still gives us a differ- range and selling positive deviations equal to ft. In Germany th[s average deviation must
once oFabout 3 dB. not exceed 2,0 dfl, based on til[rd.octavc frequencies, whfle _-.g. USSR, Bulgaria and
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Czcckoslovakia base this average deviation oft octave frequencies nnd add the rule that no The present gradlng cltrvcs for impact insulation arc presented in fie I6 and the measurc_

single negative deviation me)' exceed 8 dB. In Great Britairl and Scandimlvia this procedure impact insulation should result in n _urve bt,lew the gradMg curve, We have similar rules as
is somewhat smlphfied as only tile sum of negative de_ tahons is computed am|, not per- for airhorne insulatlon to decide on eases where part of the measured curve lies above the
milled to exceed 16 dB. gradhlg curve. The same 10 countries that have grading curves for airborne sound ha_c

such curves for impact sound Iransmisslon.

I Ill I I _Xqor_ I I I I I _. Im_ou-'eu¢_t u |rl CiInltda which was ollc of the first countries to hdroduec insulation s_ccifications l'u;_,_..r_ _ i !:_',, , oir_orooso.od,h0o,er.gem,0_t,.o,_g0roo_d,d_hos_een,00o_m0.d0d_o,t,,,
"4/ I I/'_ I I i"l I I !-

-- I , I I I IX! _./I I ' I 'J ' III , - ! !
,, _-',_,, !!!,1, " " ]II11 Illlltlllll[tl-_

]   ;',ltIll/',ttl. I,
I I I I

/ I_V'I_I I ; t Ir-_ ,_,,, ,,I,/I/IIIIll_LI LLItlt t_l_ llJ_,'l,,"rI-H4
I I!t ltl ......I I I I I I I I I IM/A_I I_ r i l_l I I-[_

I::Vl_
I I I I I I I _.r_ I I I I _J_.L" iXL_ _

-- ,,,,__,,,, ,,, I, I1I , I, I , II _ I+H+,,, ,_-_, _o-!o!dI I I I 1LI_L_I t t_l._. _ tJe'_ II I I II I I I-I--]

 fl'l t1" , ""H FII 4A Requremen_ndt_m I I-l_f" I/ I I_'1 I I _ I I I I _ I
q I , I I I mn_ta on . _ I,.neimul.tl,_n I 17 I_'q'i I_i I I I I I I t I I I I t I ¢

._:1"_._1I I i I I t I I I I I _ t I In C_eckoda_kla,5ymbol_for R, i i i i_, i ij.[ I I I I IOB_:_TII_J_I_N I I J I
" . • _ 4, ,.,= ..... _m"'_"'",_' ..... _'_.... R', ...... i_thcpr.c¢,d,_.,¢¢tio_ I---i_i.i_-_-_-i t t t i , i i i i , i i i i i i
_=_H= I I I I_'1 I I I I i I I I I t I It I I I I I m¢fldalionsrtlralrbormtinlulalton in

14 C. Requl d
I ,.=l l l=rq I Ili I i f I I I i III I I i I I Gre=tUdtaln.SymbolsrorR,lt',=tc,

' i I I I FrtV_t_t,H=

HI ,, I, I I

¢_ I V/ I g I I I I i I I I I I

Ili/tldalhllll I_ olfbofr_ In_ul.tlhfllIn ....
I _¢rman¥.S_mbolsfor If+R', ¢1¢,a_ FII 4D. Rcq_lrcnllnltandl/uommcnd;_tlnnt

_ • _ ,_ ,_m m_,,_ t_*= _ m .. _ 11=,-,.._ for II, R'. ©1¢.at Inthoproceedingiglllon.
Frnk,s_=*Hi [ i=r.k,._,II_
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a national building code, In place one can use t_o (like e.g, Great Brfiabl) or more grading

11Illll/i,_L,.tllll ., _orvos.ndreqo,roa.a,rrop.,a,eoor.o,obesa,,s0ed,n,bospe<,fiocaseOu,.,sa,,o• possible to Ilave only one curve (like e.g. Gernlany, for walls) and tben require different
,t,._.z, ,_ Scballsebutznlasscs for dil_ercnt situations which is tile same tiling as ehoosinll between a

-" great numberof parallel grading curves.a I I .L'J_._g'J,'q ITI I I I I II
x_ I -_//,_-_M"_,__ _ I I I _ In view of tiles° facts one migbt raise tbe question wbether it is possible to =stablish som_

sort of Jntctllat[onaJ stilndllrdizatio[i on sound insular[oil requirements, a great _ld%,antagc

Htl bldlegrowingintemation:dexchlingeofknt_,vledge,'_ndproducts, One might well bc a
little pessinl[sti° ;is to tile success of such a work considering tile different grading curves
already estabtislled. Furdler, we col fiardlv as acoust ci_ns expec to change hui d ng ra.

_ tlil I i i I JjlC141_ FilI.15.Airb......... 4i .... ditions in some countries wfiieh happen to accept for instilnce floors witia low insulation and
lleld rcfluJrelll_nll for II_lt, ha%° no app;trent lellal_ls _ reaction, Obviously_ otiler countries Web building teehidqu¢

1 - unlt_,l I.:i,_d_m, ",vbich ]lappl2rl5 (O favour Souild blsulal[on--or ha%,o _lro_g pllblJ_ opinion on t Jlitl stlbj¢l:t--

$ - Gcrmany*_;i_llkilll¢ would not be ready to accept an internation_[ standard so compromised, N_vertficless ]

,_ ussll t_ (_)l . Tbisf_e_ing_f_t_misnlissu_p_rtedbydi_success_a_candinav_ane_fiaborat_i_ontb_iSc. S¢l_ilt In.lvlan I_¢hl

_quI_em_niD,,in subject. We met five).cars ago to agree just on the measuring methods, but found It possible
S_,¢d©n.D , (_tll¢
rollo Scandlnzv.i ZlIso tOagree o1| rcqtdrenlents. These _verethen shaped as the gradblg curves shol.vn in fig.

cz -- CIcCkasltlviikl_r_llildr©qtllrcni_nl 14 and 16. As to airborne sound our first proposal w;ls a grading curve a little differ°hi
itl _ _, ,, ,, _o_,_,,-i_-,=,,',_0_,-',i_ io_,), from the Britlsb Grade I and the German Sollkurve. However, we found it %vrong,t_

Ftm_inl, H= introduce another curve anti thus increase tile international coflrusiol]. 111place we acceptcfl

I'requI_t'_nge of 125-.4000 llz; now a grading curve is being prepared. In Fr;mce, average
tilt: Gcrnlan Sollkurve for Idrborne souad.

flgui%'_'_for airborne and impact sounds are gi_'en for the frequency ranges 100-320,
400-4"._tlt-_d 1600-3200 Hz. Tlds is a very simpl_ principle without troublesome evalu-

.,,o.s..o_oos.pro,o.d,ooloro_.o..,.dgo,,,on._oposs0$_, _' '::'' IIII
In some en_Jntries,e.g. Scandinavia and France, the specificationscomprise bodl file d t I I IIII I III

o"_- ,. 1111roduo.o._,,_,or_o.,.obo.n.e.e_b0,,,'eon.a,s0smeasored,.a,r._d.,o._d,ab<,r_.ory _ I'L'.I'
and !)!-' '_eri<la ized love difference in the completed building. Tills complication is made _4_
because oneJeould reach a sufficiently high level difference even if a very sman element in • d I llrlP"- '-IN F" ._. "_ I I I I

,b00=.,.io0h._sa_oryo,.redu<,,o,fao,or..o.vev0r,,ffo,i.s,_,_coohed,spb,eode,ose " IIII L" "_', .,__" 1111
to suefi an element very low insulation is experienced. -- ),;
SomeelTor h ssof',trbeennladetogetaqualit)'figureforinsulationtoreplaeethe!radi- . _, I llIP"l N _'% . I I I I

i" %,.111
tion,d average insulation, A few countries ha','e follo,_ed tile German example to introduce _ '_°ll I II II] \ i,. , "i l_ll

.oba,,so,,o,. as.o..irbo.oo<. ,.,,a.d,n,paet<T ,',,so nd,smo,,fio.edb  ore<t,,iS based on [fie grading curves imd is defiiled :ts tbe nunlber or dll+s that a nle;isured curve >¢ ,_ Fill, 1¢i+Impm:l Io$1rld Iran_.

bas to be lifted or Io_%,°redin order that it can be considered accepttlblc {overlie° devi;ltion _l_,-_IJ ..... _ -- -- _eqliircmentlmlsslllll'C('mil;llis°rlb¢l"temr(irilut,.

2.0dB).Tbedrawbaekforsuehasinglefigurcisprinlarflytllatitisticdtoacertaincurve, _l I I I t_o.I I I l., _Ull I¢t_ll_ nt_tltlrill llrad<If ibis is cllanged _','eget new quality figtlres _fi(eh must be veryconfusing for buildhlg _",_ • I I I ,, I I"11 I H-
N II [k' o _)

designers, This is tile primary reason why some countries like Sc;mdlna','ia and England _ LI I I :_-- GcrmilnYS''llkur_e)
'_J m |*bay° besitnted to introduce anothl:r single figure for sound insul;ttion before wc have got an ,.4 LI I I =n,lUSSlt(¢.rv¢lltrl

nternational agreement on such requirenlents, In die nlellntinle only tile sum ordcvlllilons P I I I I%ll I I _ic- s¢.llld,nllvl._(L*lill_d
I "I'1'1 ! _l_=,.L,, _,.,l I.'l i,from tile gradblg curve is used as a provisional quality ggure but with lilts drawbllck tlat t Wail / i ! I k', ¢,cepir,,rn.*¢ae,,

gives the figure O for all eases tilat ',ve get an insulation bigller Iblln required, _ '" " ill " _ _ m " _ lal '' "I_*" _""'_" _ _ ul=d.
A grading curve m_iybe difficult to chlmge when finally it bas become weft established in Fr,i,_a*,H_
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As we know the existing gradingcur_,cslead 1overy Iiltle change in tenants+ reaction it
should be pos_ihl¢to agreeon an international trading curve,at leastas n firststep for
airborneinsulation.AlsothepresentFrench _tbod of lavingn n nbc_ofaverage

.... •j
figures for part bands sl ould be d scussed because of its s mphclty nd Ic drag 1o no ew
s(ngle figures, Also the appropriate dclinitions for sound insulation should be discussed
and decidedon,

While we discuss and perhaps accept such an international provisional recommendation
w_ should organize more research on this subject to scc how wcfi the difl_rem systems
h,_,.;tlon a,";dalso if it is possible to simplify--for inslance in limiting the frequency range
as suggested by v. den Eijk and others. Such an international dlSCUSsiunxdtlcl_ alrcr,dy ha.q
started within ISO may also be n treat help in countries where stteh speeificaliolls are not
yet considered but probably needed.
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No, longer is it a novelty far a cky's (this is file U.S, eqnlvnlent to file
- bnildlng code tu c_mlaln roquJl¢- ISO'_ i. rating; th_ definltJOllS m'c ]nsuJatiog VS, isnllllion

nlents or recommendations for noise almost identical, see Rots. 3 nnd 10) |lCllieyc(l
control; marly cities in the Untied whether measured ill the laboratory
States and in Europe almady have or in the oonlpleted building', Ihe

7 such regulations, _Ut the city where otlzer sound paths may be ofnqna] ira- In discuss[lie methods to provide
these requlrcments are consistently purtunce in assuring prlvuey for Ihe adequate ucoustJcal priwzcy in flllllt[-

• enforced and also arc effective in tenants, fanliiy dwc]llngs, it is eSSelltiul Ihat'
ochieving their goal of ndeqate prl- Unforlnnately, lhe existing codes we distlngnlsh sharply between lhe

-- vney between dwellings still is rare, in Amm'ica go this fin' and no ful'lher; iltsllhllioll i;roperlie._' of n purtillon
..j indeed. This ahnost uniform Edlure v,,hen it is time for Ihe buihling pernlil and the isolation achieved between

to achieve nconstical privacy, even tobes[gned,theurehiteet'sdnnvings rooms, For example, Transmission
_ when considerable effort has been are exumined to see ;vhedter he hus Losstt (TI.), Sound Transmission

; ! expended, is suffcient evidence that Cllosen constrncllons known from Class N (STC), Sound Reduction
:--.!nose con rol presen s formdabie experience to provide reasonably Index '_ [R), and Airborne Sonnd

practical difficulties, good sonnd ultenuatlon. Ir so, the Insulullon Index _° (I.) =ill refer to
Noise control requirements in pel'lnll is issued, the building is built the insulntion properly or n single

building codes have little chunce of and that is tile end of tile mailer, In partition, Noise l_educlicnl I= (NP.)
.... success unless lho primary objective some cases advice is offered on how and Ncu'nudized Level Difference 4

for priwlcy is stated in terms of a to avoid flankln_ transmisslon, hut I%, l'ef_rlois.lutiml b_twearl n_d_io_.
pcrlbi'manec specification. Corn- there is no inspnction of tile corn- This distinction is carefully made

• _]iance must be demonstraled by plcled building Io see heY,' [t all in die ASTM Definilions H, bill it is '
tnstsofadequat¢isohltioninlh_com- ',vorkedoul. Thesanleislrueinnluch sometimes overlooked in discns-

_ pleted boilding. A new approach to or _nrope, except that inveslignlions sions, even among aconst[cJans who
, noise control in building codes will ;ire usually mude of noise intrusion shoold know better.
-.J h¢ proposed here that is expected to compluiols, In case of really serious A recenl lechnical papel '_ rennin-

combine the advantages of existing failure, ho;vever, peoplehnrdlyknow mends a procedure Ihat meusnres
eodesand the(so f,-u'nntried)require- whaltodo. Oncelhebuildingisconl- (with A-level differences) Ille isola- '

p
I _ merits In terms of pefformnnce pleted, no one wmdd soggest Ihat it lion between rooms, but recom-
'_' specifications, But firsl let us betorn downand rebuilt just because mends the tosl result ns an apprnxi-

examine the pitfldls of approaches it fdls Io provide adequate priwlcy, mation In the Sound Transmission

i_1 that presently are expecled to do the Yet, building after building actn- Chlss (presumably of tile purly well,, task, ally fldls to provide privacy because ldlhmJgh Ihls poinl was never made
Ihe building code requirements are explicil). Tbe dismaying fi=ctis Ihal

Complicated sound appfed al the wrong time. It does tile paper altracled fiworable, evco

,,L_lt"] transmission, nogoodtoarguethatlhebaslccon- endtusiastic, response from thestruclion was snilable, as approved readers, who are appurently willing
, .in tile drawings, if, in fact, one ¢un to accepI considerahle compromise

Sound travels from one room In easily hour tbrough Ihe walls of tile in Ihe name of simplicity,
["7 another in n complicated woy, Not finished building. This is ns foolish It is nol surprising Ihat tile ex[sling

only does it follow the primury path as trying to excnse a bad sonf[1_ on buihfng code reqairemenls exhibit n
through the partition that separates Ihe grounds lhat the eggs were of top strunge assortment of errors. Sonic

_'- tha two rooms, but usually travnls quality! In tile final analysis, what codes hope thnl by reqniring the

_/ a number of other paths, some of actually molters is Ihe ovendl acous, party wall IO have a specified Suumi
which may be just ns important, or lieu] privacy achieved beP,vcmt tile Tnnlsmissiml Class, as measured in
more so, than the primary path (see rooms in question when tile buihfng the laboratory, there will be atlequule
Fig. ]), is finished, A huihling code thul ill[Is iso]nlion between Ihe rooms in the

_.J A struclur¢, designed In provide to fi_ce thut fi_ct directly is not likely Ihrished building, Others specifylleld
privacy for the occupants of to ]luve much effect, perfornrnncc in terms of n rnqnlred

,.. neighboring rooms requires adequate fluilding codes need to specify at field STC far tile party wall, an up-
j i altcnnatJon ill all tlle possible paths ]cast the acoustical isolation that prnnch which, dlongh legitinuUe as

by which sonnd front one room may mnst he achieved to afford adequate far us il goes, slill does not fuce lip to
; reach lhe other. Therefore, it is not privacy for tile teonnts. Forlnnutely, tile possibility of flunking pulhs not

_"_ emmgh for an archilecl simply Io rids is the easiest Ihing IN measure involvinglh_partywnllalalI, Suehn
I i seurch throughacollectlonoftnms- abautnconsticshlabuildlng, despite tostdocsn'tevaluatethcisolutionbe-

mission loss data to cltoose a sultable a poor start in rids respect, tween tbe rooms, hut measures only
_I parly wall wilh which to separate the the insnlalimr of Mite of lhe possible

i "_ dw_] inns Hn must consider nil the sonnd paths.
, ..j other possible sound paths as well..

For the same reusons, h is not

[--I enoughforabuildingcodelospecify
:i Ihe Snund Transmission Class (STC)

.' of the parly wall or floor struclure



t •

Ig ;q_pc : ' m.,w. , ,_l', ill Ifiu !,;,., Icsts ha_ r;,J place in bui!dhhg Ileru, Ifien LIFOfilO guantlfius al
[hliledSI LIIII fil I IH_,p¢ fi_W_ _tlde_,, exeepl I_i' d_lel'inlllhlg wh_ll [SSll_;

dev_:luped mhl pres¢llled theirIcsl i,_atfaullwbcn filebu[Idinghas f_dlcd Qmllllil.':
slalltfiu'd_ k) ;II'¢hileCts ill tile wrong tbc Code'5 _est of [31'oper isolalion, [Adlm'atory ']'l'_lflsnlisSjon Loss

order, I.Ilgk'ally, lnstead of develop- To(bly we llb't2_ldy have our (AST_A I_(){]_)ol'_nllnd Redllctjon
ing Ir_lnslllission loss measurement labornlory _ aqd field transmission Index, R(ISO RI40 _) of u parli-
prE1Cedln'es for use ill IIIhorntorics toss' me[l_tlrcmenl slalldardsand We lion:

lind adaptahlc to field use, we first are frying In develop a praelical and
should llavc developed, elnphasizcd effcclivestandard lest procedure Ibr Dc'fiilition:
and inlplemcnted file concepl of pri- evaluating isolalion achieved he- TL = l:i - I':=+ lg log (S/A=)
racy or isolalion belween rooms in tween roomsin comp]eled dwellings, Commems:
finished buildings. Tbis is what ascontrastedwilhewlhlalingfileper- . OBorl/30B

, lenanls really care abonl and what Formance of building components, No thinking is posdble becat]se of
building codes really should slip- thelaboratoryfacililyconstrucllnn

ulntc. The basic acoustical lest in a Contpur|It_ rating lind Qltflnlitv:
building should relate Io privacy. Field Transmission Loss, FTL
because this is the true goal, lest procedures

lAST M E336") of a partiliom
If a performance lest of adequate Definitio,:

.... privacy in the completed buiMing A mmtber of r,Hing quantifies Ilave
reveals that the measured isolation been proposed in tbe past fin' use in FTL-- Ll - L: J l0 [o,_ (S/A:)
between two dwellings fidls short of building codes. In reviewing these Comments:
what is desired (or specified), it lben now, keep in min,.I the Iwo eonflieling Wilb special lest in eacb ease Io
becomes a question of deciding needs for cn['orcelllelllof building demonstrate ahscnee of flanking
whichofthepossiblepathsofsonnd- code noise requirements: Ihe lest transmission; OBor I/30B
--thai is, which part of tbe building procednre must he lls simpleas possi- I]olh of the translnission loss tests
structure--in at fimll, AI this point ble wilh a minimum of required (laboratory and field) focus on the
we must use lfie more complicaled equipmenl, but Ibe lesl resulls mllsl type of wall or _nal' structure, be-
proceduresofthe Fi¢ldTransmission be reliable enough Io face legal ehab ennse Ihe size o["Ihe wall and Ihe
Loss Slandard Test (ASTM-E336) _ lenge if necessary, once Ihe building properties of tbc receiving room life
lo evaluate the allemlation of each inspeclor has relied on the lest Io cer- normalized oul in file "10 log (S/A)"
path until we. tirol Ihe villain; in each lily file building for occupancy or, lerm. Tbe transmission loss tests
cnsc we would ]lave Io show by even more crucial, if he has denied have no meaning unless tbel't: is a

_' means of ASTM's special "anti- such certification, complete party wall (or floor) coin-
flanking test" that our data actually
correspond to the soluld pillh under
test, This procednre, related to Ihe
performance of ,specific individual
building components, is obviously
leo complicated Iobc carried Dill by
building code enforcemenl officers
or, as a routine test, by anybody.

The field transmission loss test is

not related to the primary goal of
privacy; il is n deleetive tool related
Io the means oi" achieving priwLcy:
adequale allenuation in each
individual sound palfi. Transmission



"' . ............ ....
_i menlo bolh tbesoureennd receiving vacyexistingbctweenBvodwelllngs; nished rotHns, Even if tile huihling

']" reruns. Ibe roonls hi qtleMkltl need not I_e cnde requirememwere met ill terms; I Transnissio loss rehtes I,O,the adi ee',t t is very staple o of nn aren-m_rnmflzed level dif-
i=]l' properties"ofa single pnrtltion nlld measure, ferenee, there conld be +3 to -4 dB
:_ bosno phlce in a buildingcode unless The vnlueof the Noise Reduction wn'ialion frmllille expectntionsof the
._ specificnfions ;ire given Ibr nfl the ira- may be d fl'fel'ent,depending on the code whnn the tenunts move in. i.

.i._t.. portnnt sonnd patils; even so, tile direction in wblcb tile mensurcment Anothernbernntiveappenrs bclter :,

I._ tnmsmission loss concept runs into is rondo, that is, which is the soorce in this respect: normnflzing to stnn: i I

_ trouble where tile wall of one room is end wbich is Ihe receiving roonl. In dard i'everberation time:

I

only partly common Io tile other generahtile vnlue ,.viii behn'ge'.vtlen Quanthy: Iroom. the room used ns tile receiving room I_.T-Normalized Level Difference,
• Qlm it.,: e,antainsthegrenternmountnfnbsorp- Dn(ISO-RI40) 4between rooms:

, _ Airborne Souml lnsulnlion, R' finn. There is no use nrgning witil Definltim_:, '! I' (ISO R717)'* between rooms: this fact--,he privacy ilself ,viii be D, = L,- L:+ l0 log (T/0.5) _i
Definition: greater in Ih/s direct/on, Therefore,

"q_ : R' I_.1- I_ + 10 log (S/A:) frmn tile bnflding code point of vie;v, A constant l/2-sec. RT assnmes Ibat

it = the (fornished) receiving room oh- J

',, the test should be done in tile least
L_ Comments: sorption is proportional to tile vol-

Source nnd receiving rortms ndjn- favorable direction, namely, with the time of tile reran; ibis is reasomtble
' cent, possibly w[Ih flanking trans- smaller ([lr least obsorplive) room for constant i'oombeighl beenuse the

":" missinn. This is Ihe transmission " used as ii receiving room. _ R)tol room obsorption lends to be
Anallernativepossibflityistonor- proportional to the floor area in ,loss of tile common portition "as realize to n stnndard receiving r,aom

if' ,all tile sound passed tbrongh nbsorption ns follows: ,accnpied apartments. The areo of the
tile partition, common wsll doesnot nppear in tbls

: R' is the bnstord rating: it purports Io Qmmtity:deal '.vitb the insnlnfion between Area-Normaflzed Level Dif- tilerating;twothUS'roomsitiSinapplicablequestionWhetherhavea
rooms bbt involves n correction for ference. D,,(ISO RI40)4 complete wall or floor in common.
the surface area of the partition. S. Definith,j: - or only in part, or none nt all.
Moreover, tiffs rating has a strange Do= LI - L: + 10 log (AIJA:) If we normalize to J/2ISeg., which

status iil ISO: R' is nnt menlioncd in (normalized to standard amount of only acknowledges what is nearly the _ !R-140L the measurement stondards nbsorption, 100 sq, fl., for case in mosl occnpied furnished
or lSO: il is introdnced ns a new example) rocnns anyway, the lest shouflJ he
nlensnrementinthcmtingdocument, Themeanlngofnormaflzntionhere made with the snlitller rooms ns
R717." is tiffs: nomotter what tile coudition receiving room, hecause it contains

3'he Airborne Sonnd Insulation. of timbnilding fnrnishlngs at the time tile least absorption end will give the

if of meosnrement, we correct (or nor- lower value for isolation, s
R', con be usedonly the two test
rooms hove the entire _artilion in malize)thctestrosullstocorrespond Fromtbepointofviewofenforce-
commor.. IV has the disadvnntage , ',vltbwhat would be measured if tile meat of noise comrol reqnirements

_-_ tbat it intrinsically coati|sos the two receiving reran contained nstandanl in building codes, however, it is veryconcepts "between rooms" ond"of omount ofnbsorpl/on, Ao, [nsteml of inconvenient to have to ntensure tile I, ;
n portition", but has the advantage its actual absorption, A=, al the time reverbcnlti(ol time of Ule receiving li !
or already being included in an ISO oflhe test. In specifylngn normalized room, for flds requires considerably

standard nnd is in nse in a mtmber level difference, o building code more equipment tbnn dc_es tile rest

of European counn'ies, wotfld enll for o condition that is oftbelest procedure. Thereisa prnc-
Qmmtity: thoughtto typify most of tiledwefl- tica] alternative, bosed on stendy-

Noise Reduction, N R (AS'PM ings. state meosnremems of tile receiving

,_ But A= amy actually vary fi'om 51) room nbsorptinn r,nd on the loci,E336)" or Level Difference, D
to 250 sq. ft, in the occupied and fl_r- mentioned above, tirol the amount of(ISO RI40) 'l betwnnn rooms:

nbsorption in a typicafly furnished
,_, Definiffon: . flving-or bedroomis approximotely

[ NR = i_, -- _,= equal to the Iloor ill'COof tile roonl.
Colttttteltt,,¢: Tile receiving room absorptioB Ah

Source nndreceiving rooms not at the time of Ibe test, is meosured
e-': neeessnrffy ;idjnccnl. by using either a calibrated sound

This is precisely the qunntity we want source or a"near.fleld" steady-state
to know in order to evaluate the pri- meastlrement, This test resnlt is used

_" in tile following equatlon to yield ai .
I: very good approxlmotion to the level-

_ difference normnlized to .l/2-see,
reverberation time in the receiving _!

D, = Li - L2 + 10 log (Ssthb) room; (see onn'ghO where S_ is the f_

floor area nf the reccivlng room in •
sq, ft. , ,

 }£AFT :_I Jlhl! _t )N'[II( lh _:N(;I,',I:LI UNI; 7 k
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wm den Eijk has pointed out tbat want flu' building code applications
it would be u considerable help It_ because Ihey are uot nol"tll;lllzetl.
the architect designing Ihc building If the Noise Isolation Class (NIC)
if hehad someguMancein predicting werenormalizedto l/2-sec. RT. how-
the isolulioti in the finished building, ever, this would be a good choice:
He proposes the following equation NNIC. the Normalized Noise lsola-

,,_• : for level difference normalized to I/2 finn Class. This qmrntlty was intro-
_]_ D.=TL+lOlogh/3 (h in rnclers) sec; (see margin) where h is Ibe dueedby Weston_2;it is net yet de.
,/ = 1"1.,+ l0 log hllO (It in feet) dimension ofth¢ rcceivhtg roorn per- fined in acoustical slandards, but it

i1 _ pendlctdar to the common ',vail, TL should be, The NNIC based on one-

is (he trunsnlissiml loss of that con]- thh'd octave-band measurements

f _ men wall (available from previous , would be a meaningful and reliable
rneasurernentsonslmilarstructures), rating for building code purposes.

il,S.} unditlsassurnedlbat carefulsupervi- Unhappily, it is not n simple rncus-slon during construction will render nrcrnent: it requires one-third
tile sotrnd transmltled by other paths octave band sound pressure levels to

"_ negligible, be measured in both source nnd re-
!_ ' celving rooms, pbls one-thlrd

I'_ _: SIl|_[I.t ttllll_|)_|' I'at[llgs octavebandreverberation time datainthe receiving room: 48 plcces of
data altogether for each room pair.

All tile quanlities discussed so far Let us then seek n sirnplcr scheme,
are supposed tohe measured in bands where the measured d;ffa themselves
of frequency, either octave-band or arc single numbers. The firsl pos-

___ onc-thirdoctave-band. Insomecnses sibility, wbich does not assign a rat-the assignment of a single-ntmlber lug at all, assesses true privacy (not
rating has been slandnrdized to sin]- just the isolation); it consists of

plify the nmk ordering of partitions nlcasuring tile existing background

i'I _ ortoonlpnJrsasshowninlhe uccom- noise (A-weighled) in Ib¢ receiving

partying table, roorn, then turning on a standard
!' broadbandnoisesonrceintheadja-

cent room to see whether the receiv.
Single Nltt_lller Ratings ing room level incre_lses perceptibly,

. Corre,tllOlldittg to; I_atJng Rr_,rl.nce If it does not, then there is adequateOf a privacy by definition, irrespective of

L_ Parlltlon Transmission Loss, TL Smmd Transrnissitm any properties of the structure, Of• • Class s'rc ASTM E413_ course the spectrum and operating
Field Transmission Field StRmdTrans- level of the source next door must

Loss, F'CL missionClass, FSTC AST/VlE336u be appropriately chosen to simulateI]etween Airborne Sound Insu- Airborne Sonnd lnsu- household sound spectra realis-
Rooms huion, R' huion Index, I, ISO R 717J" tinnily.

Noise Ileducdan, NR Noise Isolation Class, A praclical objecllon has been

L_ NIC (not normalized) ASTM E336" raised to lifts procedure for n buildingcode compliance test: on the day of
the test, a knowing building ovzner

The NIC is assigned to n set of NR rnlght raise the baekgrotrnd noise

_. data rising tile same procedure by bigher than normal (perhaps by stn-which the STC is assigned to a set lionlng a compressor outside the
of transmission loss data. Rnnk bnilding), so Ibat foully isolation

ordering is partlcularly important in would not be detected in the tests,balhling codes because Ihe "go/no
go concept according It) which the
building will be approved for :

[_ Occupancy, dnm;ulds ordering along t ia single scale, mther than trying to ',
;,, evahlate a set of octave-band or one- ,
_ third octave-band data. , '
:t:__. Unfortunately, none of these sht- _ '

-- gin mlmber ratings is quite what we _

r-

. DFtAFT



l! Other new possibilities would be room absorption nm_t be accounted A-weighted sound level in Ibe smirce

tile Isolntion Index, and the Privacy for in Ih¢ formula hy a term sbnilnr room mid Ihe A-weighted sound level

Factor: In tbe L,,, - L,r term in the Isolation in tile rccclving room [ippenrs to be
fl_ting: Index, ahout tile some as tile Normalized

Isolation Index, 1, between rooms ' 'Phe Privacy Rating would not Noise ]solalion Classonthe overage,
',_ (proposed by tile author February, yield noisereduction _l'lrlmsmission with a standard deviation of about

1971): loss, but would give nnrnbers smaller 0.8 dB, .

Definition: by 10 log (party wldl area); thai is,. Tbe impetus for trying to establish
I = (L.,, - L.,) - (L,,, - L.) about 20 dB less thun customary walt such :l correlation is thai the Noise

rating vnhles. Hunlley's concept can Isolation Chlss (closely related Io Ihe
where L,,, is me A-level near the be adapted to nmke n slngle-nmnl_er Sound Trnnsmlss[on Chlss) is
source In the source room "A-level version" or nny of the pro- nh'eady accepted by architects and
L,,is the space-rivet'age A-level in ceding quantities except RT- bnfldhlg code officio.Is as n proper
the receiving room with sonrce in normalized level differences, an measure of transmission loss.

source room example_ s¢o lrulrgin. However, it ilas Been showl] re-
s L.,is the A-level near source with cently" that the A-level difference

t source now in the receiving romn R' = PR + I0 log S_ PR + 20; between sonrce and receiving rooms

'.--. L. is the space-overage A-level in D. = PR + 10 log A,_PR + Ill, if has as slrong n elah'n In validity as
the receiving room, with som'ce in A.=I0 sqdn and A _ is ill sq.m the Noise IsohltlmlClassinpred[ct-
receiving room (metric sabins'l ing tile occupant's reaction with

Comments: or D. pR + 20, if A_ = 100 sq. ft.lmd respect to their pri'eney, and the pro-,

If I..... L,,,, then 1 = L. - L.,; by A 2 is ill 5q, ft. (sabins) diction is not very dependent oil Ihe
contrast Ihe Noise Reduction source spectrum shape, Itenee, tile
would be NR = L,,- L.,, demonstrnlJon or correlation be-

The Isolation Index is built on Ihe Slln!:itll retltlirentellls tween tile A-level rating and NoiseIsolation Class or Sound Translnls-
. ; essumplion that privacy is nsefldly 1111SIIIIII(I glllll*_e 5Jon Class turns out to be interesting

, rated in lerms of the sound level hut it is unnecessm'y Io support tbe
resulting in the receiving room from For evahlnting room.try-room prl- choice of A-level difference for use
it given nmoim[ of $olllld p¢;ll'dr VaCy ill lerms of weighled SOllnd in bni]ding codes.
introduced into tile source room; levels alone, the spectrum slnlpe of Because a standard tapping
radiated sonnd power from n sotlrce _t, i
is more likely to be :onslant than tile excitation sign;d in the source nmcbine ill be needed I'_r tests of

room shmlld be approximately con- the impact [sohllion of the flour str'uc-
room sound level, as assumed in aft stant tbr _dl tests, Th[s requh'es the tares anyway, tbis same npparahls
other isolation mensuremellt proce- developmenl of u standard noise might he used to geneTnte n signal
dures. But perhaps it is too late to source to be used in field tests, It for the airborne sound isolation test,

introduce this concept Into our co n- must be p0wcz'ftd enough [hat the Fig, 3 shows octave-band spectra
siderations nt tbis time. ' receiving room souml level can be noise in the source room generated

Rating: measured in tbe presence of typical when tile standard [SO tapping
Privacy Rating, PR, between field levelsofbaekgrountlnolse,(The rnaehlne operates on a sheet or
rooms in the field (proposed by R. "non-rating" ew|luation of privacy plywood, suhnbly suspended 20"
Huntlny, February, 1971) 1= mentioned earlier, woukl not reqnh'e above the floor. The 3/8-in. plywood

Definition: such a prayerful source,) The spec-
PR = L_ - _,2 - lO log A_ Irnm shepe may be selected to give,

Cotttmettts: good correlation between tile single-
IS._nnd L_ - are A-weighted sound nnmber rating and the complete Nor-
levels and 10 log A_ is determined mallzed Noise lsohllion Class, , i i i I00
by steady-state measurements of Recently, tests have been carried A-t.EVELDFFERENCEMNUSNICBASE(]ON I/3 OCTAVE BAND NOISE REOUETIO_I
A-levels, Ollt I"1in file United Shires to s_e how FOR91ffOOM'PAIRSBOTIISOURCEAND

Pl'ivaey Rating, like tile isollltltm wel[ snell e simple privaqy rnlitlg can RECE,VERTHEMEIsTROOMSLIKELYWEREco_IDITIonUNFURNISHED;FoRBo

Index can be deterlllJned simply, be made to correlate wilh the nlore TESTING,THESCATTERINCREt_SES
wJtbont decay-ram measul'emenls, conlplJellled Norlmlllzed Noise Iso.' WHEN EITHER ROOM IS FURNISHED

andisindependentoflberoomnt}snrp- lotion Class rating. The first results, ,_o
tion, 'l_he Privacy Rating does not based on test cx=nnples ,._f "pink
measure either the [nsnhttlon oft| wall nolse" inthe source room, aie shown

," or the isolation between rooms; _n Fig, 2. Tiledifference betweenthe
instead, the _rivney between rooms

i_ is defined in terms or tile effective 2o

size of n hole in the party wall that ill

would account feral/the sound trans- Figure 2--1tesult,s of Evll/uatiol_,_ i_f a I i ]
_" ferred from one side to tile other, Simph, I._olation Test I'roce_htre .16 ._ o! r, , llO O

regardless °f path' The reeeivlng D _ A F T (L_s'L,_.)'NIC
(tl _111_: C()S I II(ll" K_(;lYEt RINI; l)



iI yieldsconsidcrably higher levelslbnn be cnrlied onl before tile bnilding is 'perlodicnlly Ibe effectiveness of lhe
the 314-im plywood, The levels in lbe approved. Such measumlnent is not hLdkling code and its enforcement, 7
bigll frequency bends are raised tribe mnndnlory. Snnle oflh_ resnlls ore shown ill Fig.
plyw,nod is clad wilb a sbeet ,._fsteel The Danisb code firsl hlys dcr,vn 4, wblcb displays Ibe cumulative
on lhe lupping surflice. Even the requirements for the Jsolatim] stnllsticnl dislributlon of isolalion

_, shape of tile spectrnm weald be belwcen rooms (in for'msaffix(:least field lesl resnlts in apartment houses,

_L.I necepln ble._ values that musl be achieved in eucb F'ronl 1967-70, 60% of ll,_ tesled
Alternntlvely, a londspeaker muy tbird-oclnve flnnd belv,,een I00 and aJ_'tments reel tile requiremenl of

be driven with "pink" noise In some- ,I 150 Hz and an ilverage value over Nl,l -- 49 dE..Some of the better

i_ whnt higher levels, ',vhicl_ weald be Ibe I(i freqLlen¢ies, fl)r wkri,ans resulls rcflccl the arcbitecrs choicean adValllagu in case ar measure- calegories of building lypeFi-_npm't- of "hlxlJry" constrncfion: he was

_i_ inonts in bi_b backgronnd levels, inenl Inlildings, lerr_ice and semi- seekingtodo boiler lhan merely pass

delacbed houses, scbool elassroonls, llle requlrement of Ibe btfildlng code.

Exislitlg codes ttlld aduiltlalc elc. Then il goes on In specify lilt ' l?igllrC 5 compares these l'CSUllSIransmlsslon loss of Ibe party wall with measurements mode ten years
privacy in each case Ihnt can be expected to earlier, Again, about 60"_/_orllic Icsts

"_. meet lheisolalJon requirements. 'rile complied ,,villi the requirement of
;. Even ns we try IO develop noise code snggests specific conslruclions NI"_= 49 dug bnl male lhnl in the

cnntrol req.n'emenls in bnilding that i;'on!d normally snlisry these emiierpcrlod lhere ;;'ash fad for very

codes flint will really v,,orkJ= Jl is conditions. Noexplicilconsideration ligblweighl concrete construction
:. - importanl n) nsk how effective the is given Io sound pnlbs uther tlmn that prodnced some dlsasler_i: 4% of

. existing codes ore wlmn lhey ;ire rig- lhe one tbrougb Ibe party wall or lhe aparlmenls had N_ less tbnn 34
oronsly enf,.mecd. Per|laps one may floor, dl], For noise isolation in row

- aeeonlplish its much goad wilh rela- In practice, tile requb'elnenls orlfie honses, tile requirement |_ = 52lively simple Isolation nleasurernent bnilding code come into plny when dB)is3dl]morestrlngenl;nbmitS0%
i "_"-'J- tecbniques as with more eonlplicated tile arcllitect's drawings life CXalll- of Ihe tcsls m_l the requirement (,,ice
;=/;._ ones. • ined Ill Ibe lime ll_e permit Io build Fig. fl), "rbe isolation stalistics for
"=_ Consider the record in Denmark, is issned. Tfie permit for oecnpancy school classrooms (see Fig, 7)

where foroverle_ _._arsnconsistent oflhe finixbed buiidlngisoflen given indicate that 1953-56 was tbe best
progr;ml af noise conlrol bns been withoul n lesl infasurenlenl of lhe period for classroom cnnslruclion
applied to dwellings and other types isohgJon achieved, froln Ihe viewpoint ofadeqnntc noise
or bufldings. 1"he D;misb building However, the Danish Ministry of isolation,
code' acttla]ly specifics only that the Hoaxing Ulas been runnhlg n more- Figure 8 gives tbe slatlstius for
bt{ildin_ antbotilies may reqLlire or-less condnous pl'ogranl of noise leslsofimpncllsolationln apnrlment
measurement of sound insnlation Io measLn'ements in bnildings for yem's_ honses, where 70% of Ihe resilienlly-

the results are used to evaluate nlonnl_d wood floors passedtbetest,
bill only 15% of lhe llard floors

" 1OO . t I..._I I ] t I ] I I _ I passed. Sinlilarly, in row honses (see
" ' t3 "" ^x l=ig, 9) resiliently-mounted wood

,.,,_ floors passed the test in 92% of the^_" "_'--_._ cases, but hard floors passed in onlyEr_"

t.u_ /_:_= .._'o-*_0"_. ,.....(_.._.' /'" *'" %*' -- 32% of those cases where tile source

EE_ In measllremenls or bard floors
:::3t_ wbere the source and receivingm_
co m rooms were not adjacerll, 75_ o1'tile
I.J ::t ' floors passed Ibe requircnlenl,
t3.. t'x._ Even in n counlry like Demnark.

Z_ _ .... ' "\":_0% "__ wbiCh vi'°r°uslyenf°rcesif'build"

ing code nt the lime or inspection or
(_0 dle building drav,,ings and even nIilin-
03 _ 7C) -- _ tnlns a continuing progrnnr or isohl-
_: _ 0----0 BARE 3('_"PLYWOOD, % _. llon nlensurenlents in Ibe flnlsbed

_ "--/7 26'\x 42'_ -".. " I,nfldi._s. one eannol bope r_,. lflfl%
m_ Z_' & _ 314" PLY WITH 18 GAUGE STEEL "% xnccess. A typical aebievenlenl is

[::'_ uJ 6C -/_I EPOXIED TO SURFACE

_._',,_- _ ,;' c-----.o 314" PLY WITH FORMICA SURFACE
t::)--.--o 3/8" PLYWOOD, BARE! o

tiled _I' 3'ltUldlu'd "/_ll)ll I _., M¢IClliNI*

"' 5_l'.6 63 125 250 500 IOOO 2000 4000 8000 Opcrlning im a Resilient_l' Su,v_t,mh.d
',_ ' OCTAVE BAN_NT'_ FRE/I_UEi_;-Y-(Hz- _ 3"le.tofPh', rod. 2t_"Abo,.e F.,,r

LJrl/--kb /tO /_lJl_l'; {_(1%114{11,F:NI;I_I_FIII_(;
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closer Io 5fi% coalpliance with the cuuuLAtlvtoJster,uTm_orf'_tovrsrRts=_.ts eUUL'LAT,VCOPStm_UWo_orri[tOT(SIRESULrS: I
-- requirement, Simihlr results have .o,s¢,_ou¢_lo,_ p.r=¢_.o,s¢_soL.t,o.

been obtnlned ill Sweden and West ._' ' ' '._x .,_p,,r._ _.......... _x. .............
.- _¢*p ................ I'_ :G_r,,any. _,._ =_.. _ r [_-== .-. .... i

..__ .-.,o o fu*M,a_ .i[aEa,tCermnny.whereth_nov- ,_.1 I-"X.I-
crnment writes tile banding code _ -- _0 ................. _._:'Z_r

= anise control requh'ements, con- _ _ r_;; ::-IZT=-T'_ V_ .........
structsand owns the buildings,and "1 _,. :_.. I _;,_[=/-"_._-_Y:x_;:2_ := _.

.-_performs the tests to demonstrate "_-'-5 /;_-i- J "1 /_"1 = _: :'"mr&'""[] " _, --
] whether they passthe code require.... .._."d'_o,,,.,o_¢,_.,,,,.,.,,,L,7,:;.': " ,,,='._.==d_,..o_,_..,';,,=_.'*_.,,?°

aleRtS, no fllor¢ than abou[ 70% Of ,,,*t,_ _,,=¢.,,u,,¢t*_,,_o_,= ¢o=t "o"===_= ¢o,,=_,,=¢*_. ,u=o,.=_t

the un{tscomplywith the code, Figure 4--1)roll.dr Firm Test Re_ulls: Figtm/R--Dmd_h Field 7_,,_tRt'._uh,s:
rm [a all the dwellings.. discussed here. No/.w I_eductinnin Apartments hnpact I.vn/atinnin Ap_trtment.r i

(except for the mssguldedfnd forhght i
concrete in 1957-60) the basic con- /,
stfucfion had potentially adequate .="j

,'.ioaad insulation; otherwise, the per-
.. mit to build would not have been _g'vea. Tlu o llg_i_It:du ngeLll-

- slruetiofl where poorly executed
details of assembly allowed serious

- flaaklng transmission anti sound

['leaks. There is simply no way toeser- 1
- rise control over this aspect ol'nnise !

isolation exceptby requiringtlliit thn ,,.,,.,.""_,,,._,=,,._,,..="°"'"'°"'"°""_'"'°"'*.,,.,_,=,.=¢o=,....
-- finished building pass specified iso a- ==

lion tests before the permit fol'oCcll- F/nitre .S--Dalli,dt Fit,hi "l_',_t Re.full,v: Figaro 9--1)mli.dl Fil'hl 71'._1 Itt,,_lllt,¥: _ _

r-_ pancy can be signed. This require- Nnt,_l' Redllction in Aprtrt_m,nt,_ at D(f- /mpltt't I,_nhltiun ill R_m, Ilrnt_¢*,_ F
_j meat, if it is clearly understood by fi,rt,/itPeriods [-.

everyone beforehand, may silpply desired for n doclor's or it luwyer's
the motivnlJon for critical stlp_rvi- C_uu_tlVtOl_l_eullOaOrtlt_a_tsT_¢5_LT_'office Ihaa tbr it sgeretilrial office). !_--_ sing ned cure in the uonslruclion so _ol_t a_ou=T_o_ People in the Uailed Slates ;ire

good noise /solution design fro' the ; ' souml whalever coming from their

[-]building hy uarelcss construcffon, neighbors; thai leuds Io n sense of L.• conlp[¢te social isohuion and h=ck of .

_,o__ communil),. For nornnll privacy, f._ /
Tile prier of failure "" ' people m'e satisfi0d if they can under. _'.

i!' standlessthun5% oftheir neighL_ors' _'_[I
lfevea vigorousefforts to enfnree ".',;;_|_,_"_A¢_=_'l_,_k_'l='_;,_'&_.speech; for "conlidenlial" privacy, ig [

anise requirements ia buildingcndes just tess Ihan I% understandability
lend to compliance ia only abmlt hull Figure 6--DtulLdl Fh.hl "re._tRe.wdl._: [s safisfuctory. 'File Speech Privacy
the dwellings, is this really serious? Noise Redaction in Row Ilou.w.v Analysis is a simplified method for _"

-- To answer, one must ask how _ culcLllating the percentage of speech

ranch may n building fitil withoni a c_u_,veo_st_a_t,o_o_r,(L_ttsrae_._sialelllgibilily oxisling between the _,
-- serious compromise of privacy for ,,o,=_..,.e_¢_,0.,' , ¢_,s_.o_, dwetllngs in questlon,andtbe Speech [%

the tenants. Figure 10 shows a work- ,::, " \ ........ Privacy Rating is tl_e result of that r..

- sheet used btawell.known procedure ......... _'.._ ; ;;;7.;;.;=_ calculntkm;theSPRincreasesns the

for evaluuting privacy ngnins, [,,in,d- :'_i__ intelligihilit y decreases.

L_ing speech sounds. This Speech Pri- The isolation belweeu tbe twovary Analysis = first determines a dwellings and file bnckground noise
Speech Privuey Rating (SPR) for the in the receiving room are completely

_ dwelling in question in lerals of the complementary wilh respect to Iheh'
five elements that combine In give ' "_,_(_i_A_,[,,_¢_,,_g,,_,_:'_[',"" effect oa the Speech Privacy Raling:
speech privacy: I) vocal effm'l of the ' a decreuse of 5 dB in isohnion can

speakersinlhesourceroom;2)smmd F_ttre 7--D.nidl FteM Te._tRc,_ldls: beexacfiycompensaled,usfaraspri- % ;
"--_ [IDsorptioa in lira search room; _) iso- NoLw Rcdllclion it1Cla.¥._rooln.rat Vari* vary is coaeemed, by in1increust_ in
t : lotion existing between the P,vo tins Per/ads background noise, Speech inielligi- _, i:
-- dwellings; 4) existing backgrmmd bility hinges on s/grad-In-noise-ratio, _"I

anise, level in the receiving room;nnd not on the s/gnu[ level llloue. Thus, I
5) tile amount of privacy desired (for

_ example, more privacy would be

r
• L



[N_TI_: The Lext of _IIjB pnl,'r, Ira pulliiahed, hm! smile Ill" the paragrapb_
! _,rilnnpoBell BIt 1,11/it (ILL_ _pl'0pllBed apllrl¥_ll _t llUHJO no Hul_le. _JlJzl

te._t i_, no_, in thu c.,rreet, order. T. ,T. .S.]

lherc i._ a dnn6_r in ,_peclfyJng only
the achieved isahdion in a I_uild/ng A proposed approach to IIoise bulfdingu|usldemeustraleavdne 'or

l_ oral least 75 ns a mlnlmunl reqnlre-
,-.. code. I._veu ir tile _;pecilicd istdnlhlU ¢(Jlltro] in codPs .nleln,, One or two belier grades nf

is achieved in Ihc finished btlihlblg, prlvney (b = gO and 85) will be de-

. _ il will Iced totile desh:ed pr/vacy for We are Cltl'rcntly ;vorking with n fined, bill nol requhed, I c; se bulhl.
!'1 I i lhe.lennuts only if the background large Arnnricancit'B,h_eshLblishuoise lag owners want to be able lO lake
_,.T-' nnisela_sthcpmpervnlue. Bcenuse ennlrohequh'cmnntsintbcirbuiMhlg eredil for having provided betler

_ of this limlt_ltinn, one should also code. We believe lhnl lhls ucw code Ifian the nllnimunl privacy ro-

ll ' ! specify complementary background ',','ill retain lhe virttles of existing quirement,
.7] noise in a building code to guurnntee e_des, but will iutroduce a slgnilieanl The proposed procedure far ewd-

' I privacy, inzprovc_lcnt. The oltimatu +weep. uatlng tile acoustic isolation in the
: Whal then, conslilulcs u scrJoIIS llmce rot neenpanny of nl] honsillg

of Fig./0shines If]at Ihe enth'¢ g_lUllll Of isolation behvecn thvvlllnb's and a n_uny fls three steps; ,.... , I) First, a simple soreeniug lest is
_'_"3 '_ el lea mls re F on.'..oec rs t r ge sr¢¢ified rnnge of baekgrouud noise made by a slaffmember of the city's

i! I i of _tboul 15 dlJ, If the SI"I,I is less being achlcved in Ihe finished bnihl- building code depurtmcnt measuring,..._ than about 80, n change or 5 dlJ one lnL,. At the time of ap?lic_ition For /solatlon in l,:rms of the difference
: • _ ;ray or tlic olh,a will bare nta cllect; u building permil. Ihe archilnel's in A-wet,jilted sound levels, as de-

--_ file lenunts will probubly resorl to druv.,ings fur the building ',vii] be scribed nbove und lhe A-xyeighted

legal action anyway. Or. ir the SPR exam/ned to scc lhut h0 bus Cllusen backgronud noise level. (Normnliza-
eXCeeds abonl lie, ugaiu u 5 dl] suitahle basic ct)nslruction_ for lbe llon _L._to stumblrd reeeh'Jng.room

' changeonewayortheolherwillhnve walls and liner/ceiling elemcnls, If nbsarpliun,/fdesired, eould be done
_ no el[eel; tha tennnts will be unuware he has .selected eon_tructlons known by steady-stale measurenlenls or be

i ,_1 of any problnni, Tlmcriliealtrnnsi- Ioprovldenoiscisobniuucansislenl rcfet:ei]eeloalableofcorreeliousfor
J tlon range affecting lennnt ruamion with the desired values, tee building different furnishings in the receiving

!I _ requires a clamge of only 5 ,.lB. permil will be i_sued, roared |lis e.,;pee_ed lhal this screen-If, us seems reasonable, tile build. So far, the precedqle is the same ing tesl will quickly sbov,, up tile bull-ing code I'eqnirement is alined nl a
condition v.'hern there is jnsI barely an is followcd in many European dings thL_l are cleurly acceptable as

countr/es. The difference Lstbut here v..efi as those tbal clearly fall the

' tome awarcmess of the pnople nextdoor fsay. SPR = I00), then a dwell, lhe approval Io build confers only requirements, hhlny building,;,.vill be

Ientative approval of the noise isola- approved !_*roccupancy based on Iheing where the isolation fuils In meel lion ofthn bufldlng; ncceDt/ng or car. simple ser'eening tesl a'lone.the requirement by 5 dB (achieving

SPR=95)' ',viii euuso lennnt cam. ree!hrgtbearchltect'scholceofbaslc 2)lfndelieieneylnnoisercduefionconstructions at this stage will or background noise Invel nppears h_
plaints. A faihlre.of 10-15 dl] would amount only to guldauee based on the first test. fl is repeated wflh mo'e' lead In vigurotls complaints and

past expnrience, Detailed guidance care under Ihc sup_r','ision of an
threats of legal action. ' ' will also be offered at this time on acouslical engineer. ]]used on this

].el us relurn now In Fig_. 4.:-9 to ways to avoid mistakes during con- result, the building inspector will
see how many of the tested Danish s/ruction, decide an appronch Ibr building
dwellings show "serious fnihn'e" ill The crucial test ;viii come when occupancy.

lhe lerms just discussed, According the building is completed ;'a field test 3) If the inspeelor disapproves tile: to Fig. 4, 10% of the apnrlnlents
tested in 1967-70 were seriously oftllebnildlngmnstdemonstralethat bulldlng, lhcownermnslarrungefor

• deficient tthnt is. e×hibh nchieved the specified prh,ney in fact hus been

isolation 5 d]3 or more below the code achieved. It is In'oposed that privacy,requirement). From Fig, 5. in Ihe in file new code. be determined by Fignrl. ltI--Wor],.ihcl.I fi_r Speet'h I'rl.
period1957_60,only 5_7_of the npart, lhcsumoftwonumbers:lheA-leveI vacy _ _dysis
meats were marc Ih_ln ._ d]_ below ' difference, .._L_, between the 3onrcc

and receiving rpoms nnd lhe A- 771rSpt'l'•h/'rir c'Ralilt.vaccout_t.L_r
I' tile requirement, bul those 5e_ were Weigitted level, N _, repl'e_scnthtg the all,lh't iltllmlllttll Ot'Oll,_licch'ment_ Iholvery far below, ]:rorn Fig. 6, for row bankgrouud noise in the receivin._ dl'O'rnlim'lnival'y;_'lll'll q/'tht'._e.lh'l, eh,-

houses (with n 3 dB higher /'e. room. This sum is called tbc Prlva¢_. ml,nls £_'rated with ii ._i.gh, m.aher tin

_ qnifemeul), 8% of lllo tests failed by Index, Jp, (This index has Ibe nd'van- I/w'_tcP'_,wnnlthrn.,vhtq.lhl.rW,"_numbers°nthe worL_heell,mnpri._e.iandlhl,
shown_Sd|]t_rmore,iri17ig.l'_°rseh°_lclassr°°ms'7,12 to 35t)_ fulled by rage thai no normallzatiuu is needed Spcc¢'hPriroeyRafingtSIVO. 7Dpredict
rnora lhan 5 dB, depending on thn tO ilceounl for dl/feranc_s in reneiv- till. otTtll_tllll._"re._llot_1' 'l i'r Ill' [i.ellrl,

'-'I period;the mnstrecent constrtlations ing room nbsorplion; the efl_cts oll ollhl, lOllo]'lhl, llllgelcilhlheSl_l_t_lllhl,
• --. were the worsl! AL_ and N_ are eqllal and opposite,) horizotlhl/ll,li,_, more tip to thl, cltr_,e told

The mnasnrements in llte complet.ed Ihl'll h'fi to Ihe vertical a.tf,_'.

i

I





i the more complicated procedures of those constl'Um{ons woukl be

file ilckl transmission loss test approved rot btdldlng tfiat cml b_ Rc|_rellCns
; (ASTM E336) in order to determine expected Io yield somewhat belter

which parl of the strtlchn'e (i.e.. perfornlallee than Ibe ultimate goal. l. "Bygningwcglement" (Building Code]
which st]lind path) is ;it f;ILdt and say X + 5. When tesls are nlilde ill Copenhagen.I August 19to,;Chaplet9 ctm- 'tniwitile ilOJ_e¢l_ntrolreqttirelllelllS.

i '3 shouM be corrected, Of course.'tim tbe finished building (again. during 2. Cnvanaugll,W. J,. W. R. Fmrell. P. W,
, '* Panlt might be located without the tile first year or so). Ibe building Ilirdeimd Ik G,;Vancrs,"Speecb I'rivacyin

! `1 need far detailed tests, would be approved for occupmlcy Indldings" J. Acoush'Soc. Am. d4, 47.%492 ,:
Only tile first two steps are simple even if it rnilcd to meet the desired 11962).

i_ 3. "l)ett:rmtnalian liP Sound Tnmsmlsslon t

J enough to be carried out by building goal, by say 5 dB. Class, 'Tentative CI;ts,lgleath}nfor," ASTM

: -i inspectors: the tr_lnsptisslon loss test Under (bese conditi,ons, there I)esisnadon L"-413-70T,6 November 1970; f
woldd be coBdBcted by professiomd would be 11 tO dB margin for error AmedctmSnciely fi_rTestingItnd MaB:rlal%
acoustical technicians, during constrtlction , . . approx- 1916 Rime St., Philadelpbia, [)elltlSylvania,

Formally, it ,,viii make sense for inlately what is being uchieved ut 4. "Field nnd ].alloratory Measurements of

!._"_ the code ttl specify the Sonnd Trans- present. No sadden difilcult[es arc AffbornelsoReconlmendld[onandffnpacl ._oundR140,Tran_ng_s_°n*"JanuarytQf_fl;
mission Class (STC) of the vuriolls imposed on the architect or I_nilder Inlcrnatkmal Org;mlzmion ftlr Standard.t _

r _ building components, to provide gui. imnledhdely after tile code goes into iTadmhGelieva.

!_ dunceintheinitiuldesignofthebnild- effect; the Ifi dl] margin shonld be 5, earl den Eijk, J. "Sound In_ulagan ge-
• ins lind to nlake it simpler when the coin forlub[e rot everyone concerned, tolweenleIogD"vefflngs:T/0,ST,Ct,rrecdnnAppliedAgouslies,lnIll luS S/As(4).dr

drawings are to be apptxwcd for u uml:d,ouldallowthcpriBclp{enfper- 3es-Jt17,tIs72)

buildingpermit. If the A-leveldlffcr- Pormance testing to be palnlessly 6. Schultz. Theodore L. '*tS-Lev,:] Differ-
ence lathe finished htdldingcomplies established as the proper way to cages fi_r Noiw Conlrnl in gtdlding Codes,"
witb vafilCS of isolation (privuey), solve tbe problem, subm/ttedfi_r pubticmion,Mnrcb IID3I

udditiomdly speciiled ill tile code, Gradually, say, in two or three- 7,11AF.t_Krislensen*virthtlmb_dJ°rgen'indtil'ltapp°rll,IS.1970"_edr°l'ende[Rt'porl
then Ibere would be a waiver of" tile year inlerv;ds [is construction work- ¢on¢crnlngthe Efl'ectivene_ of the Bnilding

.e,'t- conlplicMed transmission loss erslearnhowloimprovtttheh'tlssenl. A¢ott_l{c_ tdeasuremellt Staliott, tip to I
(ASTM E336) tests to demonstrlue bly teehniques to uvoid leaks and October IQ70 , Node No. 15, March 1_71,

i compliance of the individual building flanking, tbe permitted Ifi dB margin Ib'_geriets A u_ti_ke M_lesnttion, Staten_Ilyggefi_rskningsinsgtut,13110KpberdmavnK.

components, will be narrowed _n steps. In part, Denmark.

There ill{.y, be geller_d opposition more "specnlatlve" eonstl'ncfions 8. "l_abor;itory Mea_urenlent (If Airborne
to this new building code approach would be approved ill the drawfilgs Sound "rr.nsmls_io. Luss or BuiMingParti-
al fit*st: tlot simply because [I at tbe building permit stage. Partly, lion%SlandaFdI{e¢onltnendedPractice fi_r,"ASTM Des/gnaStnl /'_90.70, 6 November
introdlleeS changes ill 1111 established also. tile {solation i'eqtdremellts 19711;AmericlmSociety for'Felting nnd Mat-
procednre, but because the architect, svoBId be applied more strictly lit tile erial_, It_lSIrate St., I_hibtdelphla,Penn_yl-
the owner and builder have no test ofthefinishedhtdldiug. After five. vanla 19103, .

_¢!_j _tnn*antee, lit tfie time the pdrnlit to to seven years a $1gniilcant improve. 9. *'Measuienlentof"Airborne SouBd Insula-tion _n lltlitd_ng$,Snmdnrd Recotttmentled
•:,t_ build is granted: that the finished ment ill aeblevlng privacy slmuld be Practice for," ASTM Desisnatimt E-336ql,

bttildlng will be approved, for realizedinafikindsofdwellings. The 2,1 September DTI; American Society for

i] occupancy, Understnndnbly. they main object of this step-wise 're.gag iin,I _.lateriais, ISiS E,taeeStreet,

will regard this [is a cmtsiderabie risk, approach is to make the entbreement Plfiladdphl;h Pa.191P3,
I0, "Ratin S OFSound Insolation ft_r DI_el-

requiring a strong ganlbling instinct of, ;tlld eonlpJizmce with, file new ling,,", ISO Re¢onlnlel{tl;lliong ?17, May

!] 10 go ahead with the project, O11 tfie ct_,Jc immediately pl'actie,lble, and at i,,ss, g,ter,n,tlonnlOrg,miz,,tk,n for St,,nd,,r-

oilier Iland. wfien they do go ubend, the slime rime Ilttl'llctive In 1ill con- dizIllitm.Geneva,
they will nndoubtedly provide good cerned aS tile "right" way to set It. "Standanl Definitffln_of Terms Relating
Supervision to prevent ¢'ilCOusticul abont [nlproving the privacy in our Io AcoustlcMTestsofguilding Con_trucgons

il accidents" during the conslrnction, dwe[fings,li and Materild_," ASTM Desigrnttian C

634-69, 25 Apdl 1969i Amcric;mSocicly for
I(isinlportanttoestnblishtbcpr_n. "Testing atltl Matedlds, 1916 Rltce Strecl,

_: ciple of compllance with a perfor- Phihtdelnbin, Pa. 19103.
'" manec speeificulionwhilelllakinglhe 12. weirdo. R. Timon_y, *'A Model Oldi-

transition as palatable as possible to nonce to Control Noise Ihrf,ugh guildingCode ])_rfllrnllttlc_ Standards.'* ttB_'VIl[d

nil concerned. Accordillgly, we pro- Jmlrnnl tm I,cglgatiun, P (I), 66-114,
pose [I step-wise ilpprolleJl InWard NnVenlber1971.
nebieving the ufiimtge privacy SOUL 13, thtnlley, II;tlph, "A Pgvacy Itallng

i}.11 First, we. deckle IJle nicnsnre of Mr:died, Theory nnd Pn_Clico,"memornn-d(inl ¢ifetlIMetl (0 nletllbCr5Of 1fie ASTM
isolation SVewill nltimately wanl to working group011tEStpro¢cdure_ for u,i= in

,.'_._ uehleve.ln housing everywhere. [lud buildinl_cmles, 12 Febm;_ryt971.
_.-_ express this in terms of certain value 14, QuindrF. T. 1., and D, R. Flynn,

! _:t of AL^. say X, For abont the ill'St ' "Simplified Field Measurcmenl of Noise Re-
' ' year lifter the code is in effect, only duCgOll betweell Spaces," doum. A¢oust.

See, Am. 33,387 (1973) A, "

15. W. Siekman, J. F, Yo'ges and L, F,
"_'ergcs,"A SimplifiedField Sound Tr,m,,-
missionTest," Sound and Vibration, 17-22,
Octtlber 1971.
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ck, nlh ;idop c¢ I_t_ , el wilhllohlhlg lirc [hlm phy_,ical pllunolnenu Ihnt

AIu)lll tjl_' nnlhm+ . , _Llpptwl Ior hllu_cing Plopo_ed j_l' Io- lurn oul hI j'_c ]lmldy to quantjry.
c_Itlons .jlJdged Ill i}e too uolsy t'lll' Schnltz's own nltlde of liviug

"rill';ODORl_ J. SCI.IUI,TZ suitahie living elwii'omnuntsi Not rulleets tlnlse concerns, llis hand-
could e_Isily hnve w()ulld llp _luylng lollg _igo hu spent, six months ill SOUlO townhouso+ once il l)lll'ned-onl
in tile concerl hall iltstead of be- Eurol)e visiting numerous Iid_o- brownsl,.lne he i'estorcd, is not tar
coming a scientist jonsdng witll rntorles to assess tim state of un- froln Ihcjuttlng nlodern m'chitemure
p!_enornenolo,gical enelnle'_ or the g,.dng _lcnustic_d reseal'ch nnd to in- or Iloston':.; Prudentkd Center, The
concert hall, Wheu he lirst cntured vc!;tlgutc enforcement o1' noise m'di- fnnrth Iloor is u verdnnt retrenl from
tile University of Rochester's Eu_a. nnnces and nnis¢ ct.mtrol rcqnire- tim buslling city--cull it an achieve-
mml School of Music, ilc harl)ored mcnts ill building codes, sent ill plant pnrenll}ood. Ted main-
intense nmbitions to bccmne a pro- All of fills Ilas left Ted Schullz lains a huge greenhouse which is tile
fessJonul musicimL Al'tcr n yenr ur dlmontenled wilh the sclentillc cs- home of ciIst-out pl_mts fl'om nenri_y
so of observinl_ nlenlbers of file Id- lablishmenl. He notes a tendency rot Harvnrd, Iris hJolt_gisl fro'lendsal tile
mous orci+estras and other ei'_sem- scientists to luckle what tlmy think mllVel'sity receive plunls for
blos returning wearily after a concert timy can measure and thal forecloses identificalion from all over ti_e wm'M
in Iheir dirty while lies, Ted Schnltz a lot of problems ,.d"the real worM. and, for hck of morn, puss them on.
decided lhilt tile llresty]e wn_n*l Ibr Right now, snys Schultz, we seem to A local TV cruw i'eccntly tried Io
him, cvun h" music wns, Even todny be on the threshold or fimling oul contrast this Iopdloor tcl'ral'Junl with
you'll find Ted playing nulsic--on ¢i whnt anlmyance renlly is, n eriticul lhe noisy city oulside. Alas! 'rlmir
hni'psicord ;rod on nn_ienl inslru- key to noise control problems, He is n]icrophol]eS conld hardly plck up.a
ments tlmt he has restored for Ihe more COllcerned willl ti_e quality of SoLmd,
Museum Mr Fine Arls and in a

chamber orchestra that gives con-

°°+*++ +..,+++w+.,++,+Prlneipnl Seientlst--Acnnslics, nnd

TechnlcnIDireetm'ofA,'chitectuml if" BIlj .lllr.Acoustics m+d Noise Control at .:

bridge, Mass, reully began with t_.Schultz's atlenlpt to ret_lirt [in ns- i'_ ','
sociallon wilh music while pursuing ............ ,_L'_.n+n0er,o o+oer,,,t+,edo
more appenlingwhyof tire. Thnt m,, _!£:_;_:,"_iill_'J _0,_'_-'.-,.,."..:_
route, vh, the Universities of Mis- l_II_"_i[,.___'._',_X_'_,'_It_ , _' 'v. ,t. _"..':,C._

+_'.d,,_ .... _ I ,_.+,.- ,
Aeadenly llnd l-lnrvnrd, l'eSUltcdin d ,. .+

,,rofe+sioo.,"h"+,,col,st,..o,,peri0.o0,,"'',,spiled,,n,,-"" +'.:':¢'. +'i
strutter in physics, nmthenmtics nnd _ ++_;+ _+ _ _,
electrical engineering at the Navld _./:_. _'k_,% " . " /_"_,li_
Acndenly, Resenrch Physiclsl nt _.?._C_;._... '_ _,. e , ,+
Naval Resenrch L,",horatory, Re- _.,_ . "

seareh FellowinAcousticsnt Har-__,l_l_+ _yard, Assistnnl Chier of the AcotlS-
ties Section at Douglns Ail cmft.

He has been with BBN since 1960
where his more recent work has
dealt with problems of rne;isurcment
end design in nrchitectunll neouslics,
design nnd cvldtl_ition Or llCOUSIic*II
Icsliug hlboralory fneilifics, noise
und vibratkm criterin and ¢onh'ol Ibr
high-speed trains and for nirernfl.

Meanwhile, Dr, Schultz has been
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D _' Stress is hdd _rrlthe lack of adequatencou_tlcaltreatment [n the (leslgnamlc_nstnlctlon of muhlple d_ rib
t ing_ in the United States of Am_Hca.

r"_IlE most st,'_rtlblg fact ] can prese _t to Ihls turai design, _t_soaring costs have resulted In smallerJL
Symlmsbml is tilah [n this year of grace) at a apartments w[th fnereased de 1shy.

Lhn_ of broad arc]dteetur;d acldcvemcnt in every Older bufd[ngs shnply had llloro structural I_lass,

'] sphere of buflding nctivityp when strttciural systems which is the luost effective means of reducing the trans-t not CVCII inl_tg[ncd a gelleratlolt ago ]l_t'.'¢_' bccolno iiI]ss[Oll of Shelled. Senile! concrete W;LS Illoro freqtlcndy

.'_" commonplace, and mechanical des[g_l [s available of used with deadening on top of four slabs, and _ to
fJ

_ such sophistie;ttkm, we can creata any c][nmte, ]ightlng a in, of plaster be]o_v, and cc[][ngs were higher. Pzlrti-
mood_ or transportat[oll at the touch of a switch, Whe:'_ t[uns were lint oil])' heaviur_ but imd rid] t]lickness of,¢_ all this is going on all over America in every type of phlster on both sides. Doors were thicker and usuafy

i buikling--at this nlolncntotls per]of of building his- so]hi, Jnterior decorating sty[es ran more to over-
too'-- there is absohttely nothing behlg done about stuffed furniture, ]le;tv:," drltperics, aml rugs_ all of

acotlstical treatment, which served to absorb Sotllld. At] these factors ]le]pedOf all ihe compklklts owners throughottt the cotmtr_,, re(hlcc noise.

hear about postwar apartments, lack of soundproofing Today, lightwelgh cohere e is more often specified,

]leads th_ fist IllOS[ |'t'eqUCllt])', Thcl'e isll_t _'.'cll P. dose width ]l[_s fuss mass itnd [r_tltsiadts $1)tllld 111orc re,_d[]y,second, 3foreover, there is usuaf v only a thln flnoHng of
it is _.lnfortun_lte theft 111uch of t_o gcIlera[ ]nlJd[¢ res[l_ellt tfc or [_ ill. of wot)d lmrfluet npp c r_'¢iv

¢,ijitltlcsa lOlS)'a[lartnlt!tll wJ h'_siloddYCmlstrtet[ttn, n' owr t]l_ .¢]a1h [itMe;td _if tlit_ sublh_oring _r sleeper

[_ t_oihklg :ou]d he furflmr frnm the tnfl]h For, a]fllough systems f.rmerlv used, We nmv faw_r thhl, piaster] wif he I]l_ flrsL to p.(]lllit that ;_dequate sotlll([jlroof[llg s]dltt c_ats (in ec[ihlgs to save iit¢lnev and t_t tile S;tllle
of Utlr ileW btl[kJings is ]aekblg, ] a]sl) fc_,lIII_SLstrongi.v tiltle retltlc_ fl_l_r Ih[¢klless, 'J'ilest_ telltltnc_es_ which

. that todzLvS'clmsiructiml tCc]lniqtles;lr_ far superior to COll/rihutt! to easy SOtl*ld transndssio]l, have been

tims_' (ff tim past, /hit the irah' tenant_d[sturbed ])_,"his ellcmlraged by ot r zmdng rl!gtfl;_t[ons_ w]dch ilhce
neighbor's ddtdren, tele'.'isbm, ¢_r ]lhmlbbig, is not limits oa building heights. Owners insist that thclr

.', nleresled i[I sUC]l detzt[[S, |IO IV;[IHS & [_00([nJ_hte$ rest_ architect get the greatesL )Itlln[)e[ (it lh_tlrs [n it g[ven
_llcl Ih_ ])r[_'_tc'elf his hurtle frcc fl'olll [ntru_ioll or cfJn- heighl nl_t oll]y by c ttklg our thick ess_ b t by using

f cern th;tt I]le noise that ]1¢_gcllerates will ]m offensive the Itiillilllttlll ce[lhlg ilia]gilts,
to Ids neighbors, The dhdng reran has all bttt disallpeared, aud elicit

" " The source of tim probieln is often fout.xd.iOarch[_'c- V.lmalhl_,qm_hruught the kitchen into the livhlg room,

" DH£- |' ,H '
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i _ '?'rive/'/ic/etlc ', ,'iF I o. }corotJf apr ellt= is tlhklu[l(+t]__ radiant he,n.tillg. '_Vrien wood floors are xlse(l sl_el)ersi andeventlmnmSL h+gcnioUSZLrchiteclfindslt ilnl)t+ssilde are ]) acted oil the ]t)c_sorill and then untlerflooring
to avoid ])laclilg elm lerlantrs kltclml+ iIext to antJth_r's nP.lJc(I thar_lo. On the undersld_: oi" tile concretu slal),

I l)edroom+ oP1!. bILt]t£OOlil Ilet+T_ ]ivklg teen+, To aggra- triere wottId tlslmlly be three cottts Of piaster. Plumb-
J i "+,+',+reeke pr,+,bI_m eve.'++more, u'e have fJr++,,+h+ceda ','asL ri+g stacks are cotnplelely iso+ated+ ariel noise of the

j .".rray of noisc-makri+g equilmtvnt--dtshwaslmrs , gar- steam system is no prt)b]enl, as m;r tvl>e of central
i t'_ bagc disposals, telcvisi.lh stereo, air cundttloncrs+ told healing is generally not used. They writput I with

, l inan)' other loud gadgets and t++y._.'rhe total effect, is medk:val pknnbb11;andopci_riresforheat,biiL pr[v,'tc)"
'='+ disastrous, is cme_+ti;d.

,. lm])act noise occurs when tile tlot]r or wall is set Cmnl)are this to Olir _Iff0.ll_r-rool11.1)_r.lllOt-dk Park
; _'_ vlbratiag by dircct +Jrinecriaulcal contact with the pro- Avenue j<d)s, which accousticall)' differ little from our

j+,!_._ thlcer of Ihe sound, Thu s<)und is radiated from both puhlic.koush:g rcntlng for it lentil of thls figure:
s[des_ anti is prohariJy t]l_ greatest singl,: source of Imrizontal (li'¢is[on is b)' means oi" 2_.in. open.truss

_ _ annoyance 1o an almrtnletlt dweller. Ilowever+ the steelstnds t<_whlch ar_,_tlaclled (ill the belier buildlngs

! l j l,_l:+'+si_al_ok,tio,lI,,tl,,_l,++,+,hlc,+lis,,om+,.st_,+.,.. ",6') +'.in.pct,c_l,o*i_holdt.g=smearcllps.+,'ith+
, t +R hi onlc+ built]inS.; t we Imvc made all the advances or .,++i,. of sulk! gyllstlnl hoard, co'¢erc/l oll eacri skim

]_ required b.vcurrent structtlra] anti nlccllanica[ COl+di- with two coats of plaster, These partitions ;ire IISIlaII)'
Lions because we are a busil+ess.orlente I court ry, and plerced lJx'-to.bacl: televl@m millets and olher else-

c'iII ill our places of work wc wotlld not tolerate tile second- trleal outicts with no insulalillg barrier, and are as

! +-' rate Staltdard that we accept in oLIrhonles. For exanllde t effeetlve as all unlbrella witk a kole. WJlerc I)ltlntbing

]i_ air condlttoning hecanle conult.n h_ c,fflce bultdh_gn stacks occtlr hi a party wall ([ncxcusalllc design!), a

fo:g efurethel) Illcdrmanlfedithlresldenccs, Weuse wlrc-lath imrtrilon with three coats of plaster often
variatls vibratJon-elhlllnalkql devices when necessary, sutllces..More ellen than not, the wlre lathers, who have
alldp as all Ilnswel. t(J sl)eekd retlnlrelnent.q for electric no more tra[ll[ng or interest in acouslical ¢Olltro] than

"- service air conditioning an_l load ([[str[htltion of Ile_lXlX• tim hu[iclers or colzstrtlctlo:/ superintendents, will tie

! , and conll_licatcd coll+pulers aped other IreS/heSS am- the ckanncls s_+l_l_orling the lark d/rcct].v to lke lJ/l/nlb-...d
chines, we ]rove developed +'tlmtth_g tloors." lllgh- his or heating stacks, thcrehy illsltrhlg transmission of
vdocity tllret-l)iPe air-cmlditioning systems are avail- noise. Wood frame and semifireproof 6-story.bulhlings

naller able, hv lira s of which each tenant el arty day o e arc as had or w_Jrse., 2,'_ar cart tlelllaBd allt] get tile exact t_Jllperattlrc .'llld _l't,;i_'t,ars ago, ill a New _+'o)'k "Juxnr)" ,'q)arltl)etlt
I_l m.'tss+ humidltv that he wal s Indiding," we condncted a scrles of experlnaents, using

+tans. The llst could go on and on--special rieat-resiStalXt all of tke tllen-current aeoustlcal-col+tro[ devices, and

enti), glass; special l+_etallJc a Iox's; lew sl_ins altd new belles wkh a sotlil¢l Ilteter measttred the acltlal decibel ]os_. To
in tim refill oi Illgh-strengtri steels, ]n etTeet, new every- tie oilers surprise, we fotlnd tkat tke laboratory i+estllts+

_i:-. Pmrti+ thing but residential acoustleal trcatnlellt+ l_raudLy reported in the btdlding-nlaterlal companies'
__! _+'_'ssof Last yeah I had the honor of serving as a luember of literati re, were co>+l) e ely a variance with the results
'+ _Jually the United States Detegatlm_ ttl the United Xatimls achieved in tke field. Consequently, our office instituted

J'+ over- I lousing Conference in Geneva, After tile ++flicialmeet- a f+rocedurc oi ritlvlng acol]st[cal consultants rcvle+v all
ings, about rift)' tlelegatcs from over t rtv cmmtrles plan h and follow ul) witk regular site inspectlons as the
were invited by tl+e govel+ltlllellts el" Creat l+rltaln and work goes on, This represents considerable improve-
the Republic of Irelalul to study the Imuslng inventories ttl0ltt over gellera] practlce, kut still is not conlpamblc
of each cot IlL X'_and to ofl'_r conlltlents, criticisms, and to the ]ltin[lllLIIllstandard_ met hy forgigll cottntr es.
suggestions.' Altother Inet/Iod Iriat wu lisa is It) train our maltage-

]_was atnnzed to discover tllltt the illlnilnl)nl standards I)lellt personnel to try ta mettle aeoustlcal (l_spules be-
of strand cnttlrol f<_rIhelr lowest level o[ ind)lle housing tween tenants by COlWlnclng the nolsc prodttccr to allow
(rnughl). eqll[v:tlunL h_ pr<_jects of the New York _ts tt_ t_il Ills n<_isy dishwasher+ Cllsh]t)n nil olTcnslve
Cily llottsi+lg Autltorky), t'ttr sttrp:tssed c/le /lest. th;tt ' il -] s , Ic. lit (ll) +le+thhtgabal+t rils wi[c'S spike
we do for our 111_lstexpensive almrtmenls and h<l]lwS, keelstm a klh:he I1oo',or I te(:ry _g baby i _he rom

whlcl_ For example, a I.vll c J't r _l)t't relnft_rccd-concrete llexl to srllncllnt! e]se's living rotllll. :\s a palllativc, we
high-rise Iluiklil_g will COlH/'tll]l_+liAollt;_l SHtllld ttans- rcqulre 9I]_, ill I _ leer are to he carpeted,'
r_)_ssiolt whb collcrelc sJwt'J' walls +_rg hi< of ._lhJ Jt was ;ds_ en+/_)laslzed by 1 e oi} er b i t t,rs, ,arc .

+ , Ihcir lllasOlll'y plastered hoth sides. Vcrtlcal i_ulse will be tccts_ allt[ kotlsitlg tgliclals at the L'nited Nation._ Con-

_, _iven conlrollcd h_,'the eunstructi.lt tff a 6- or 7.in. collcrcte fcrcncc tlmt a reqtdretncat for acoustical c+mtrol is an

_ arch curt, red with a 2-in, I;tycr oi Fih(,rgl;tss or other kltegra part of the Imihlingcnt esofevervt_therco I_ rv• ; _ IIbl hl+ql]ation bll+wd+2 ill. ,d I..sr sol:d, and a 2-i_1.cenltml ill Iku wm'hl+ and, whiJe Jt iron/it] be tlnlrihlkabk+ for

o )en screed clmt e_'eretl by resilient Iile, (fften, electrical otlr sal_tarc or slrllettlral el>des o be less tkan per ect,

_onh wires arc inllledtled ill [h<+screetl ¢o',tl l't_rthe l_urpose of trio (Ic]egales frtlnl ];r;tltCeI lltl[gar];l, ]+orttlgal_ et¢,_

+/:_ + £ A £ T'. ,...+..
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wcrcastonishedto fro]tilalin Amcr_ca stlc]lsound- or,_n cop%_'cnilona]])"fillanccdi)uildJ.gs,tileinsunmcc
.... dearie=ringrCqtlhemcntsdidnotexist, co;llpan'.,or ])_;IkStlrJp[yinglhc nloflgagc.Possibly

Iwould hesitatetorcc_nlmcndthatouralreadyover- some rerluh'0111entshouldbcdemanded _t this[evc],
worked Buildingl)epartmentsl)cg[vcnthisndd_tlonal In allycecil(,theUS:_CaltltOtcontlntlcto bringup

.- rcsponsih[l_tv,and ] ([Oilbtsuiolslvwhethera _% to thercarinfldsv[mlIicld,anil,wlththehc]pofacotlstica]

.,_ B% increaseincos( which wmfld be lhe resultof _ engh_ccrs,goodl)uildcr%and arousedplIbllcofiiciah,I
: r'_ _ reaUv effective job, w,,ul,I Im ,,.fllhlgiv borne Ity tennuts know the prohlem ca,i I,e.'_flvetl. Me(Heal societies war,

'.!ii_ intoday'shighlyconlpetit[verenlal;narke(. oi dangers I,,the public'shealth,_tndtileAmerican
: • Would _lrs,Smith who pays SI,'_fla month J'orit Instituteof Archhcctsdccrlesugliness,Why tinesnot

it nozsyapartnxcnthe wil _gIopay SISO for ,_quietrole, the:%cousdca[SocietyofAmcfica spearheadthedrive
:[ _ nil'., more than Mrs. Astorl)ih livll_g in a $500 suite Im for quiet Imildings?
J _ wil[hll,, to i_e.' SS.10 f,_r peace alld privacy?. Where (]o we go from here? Oile ii0sslbflit), is tile

,.. I do not c]ahu to know rite answers, but one wotfld setllngupof thenlhllnluuzstandard, inamanncrsimilar
have to be deaf as well as StUl)[Clto be unaware tlmt file to the ins_lrance ratings of file National Board of Fire

problem exTsts. Underwriters, Acoustical engineers, arcllltects, alldAll housing, producrd al nil rentn] levels, is subject to builders,approaching tile sask with tlleproven/',n|crican
supcrvis[oll in design alltl conslructlon by parties with a melhod of cooperation between industry, he profesdons
major fiduciary htlcrest: tile Federal Ilouslng Admlnls- and government, can do Lhe_ob.
(ration, the State or City agencies lmving jurisdiction, Let's get star(call

J

L
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